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ABSTRACT 
;..;-ickel-titanium ( ~iTi ) of near equiatomic composition exhibits a phenomenon 
known as shape memory whereby it .. remembers .. a predetermined shape after being 
deformed below a particula r temperature . .-\ thermoelastic martensitic transfo rma-
tion is t hought to be responsible for this behavio r. ~eutron diffraction st udies were 
performed at the .\Ianuel Lujan . .Jr . ;..;-eutron Scattering Cente r. and Riet\·eld refine-
ments we re performed o n the diffraction data to determine the c rystal s truc tures 
present in seve ral samples under a variety of conditions . . iTi wires were tested at 
the High Intensity Powder Diffractometer ( HIPD ), and .\fiTi rods and powders (lathe 
t urnings) were tes ted at the .\feut ron Powder Diffractometer (.\TPD). 
The apparatus at the HIPD was designed so t hat temperature a nd electrical 
resistance co uld be measured while the :.l"iTi \Vires were mounted in the diffractometer. 
In addition . t he axial tensi le st ress on the wires co uld be varied . .\To differen ce in the 
diffraction results was detected . however. for the two st ress levels applied ( 1.9 and -! .. ) 
.\IPa) . ...\t l00° C'. in the high-temperature austenite phase. the crystal s tructure was 
determined to belong to the Pm3m space group ( 82 o r C'sC'l st ructure ) in agreement 
with previous im·estigators. with lattice parameter a = 3.023(3) ...\. The wires were 
a lso found to have a large amount of preferred orientation with the < 111 ~' direction 
along t he wi re axi s . Cpon cooling to the high temperature side of the resisti\·ity peak 
2 
(about 29 C' ). the 110 Bragg reflection of aust enite was considerabh· broadened . - . 
Further coolin,g to the lo\\·-temperature side o f the re is ti\·ity peak (about l ~ C'l 
~ howed what i · considered to bt> the early s t ages of ~ plit ting of the l 10 au ·t enite 
refl ection into two peaks . This is believed to indicate t he di s to rt ing of th e austenite 
un it cell into a rhom bohe<lral one. 
C u rve of nominal resi s ti\·ity \·er us tempe rature for \·anous ten ile ... tre ·ses up 
to .56 :\IPa ob tained by a prev!ou im·estiaator on :\iTi wi res from the ... ame heat \\·ere 
co rrected fo r changes in form fact o r due to t ra nsformation strain . The ano m alo us 
resistivity peak becomes narrowe r and t he resisti vity in the martensite increa e with 
increasin,g te n ile tress. 
An ytt riu m-doped ~iTi rod was used on t he \PD to determine the crystal-
lograp hi c characteri stics o f t he low temperature phase. rnartens ite. It unit cell 
was found to belong to the monoclini c P21 m space group with lattice parame-
ters a= 2 .9036((; )...\. b = -1.11 6( l )A. c = -l.663( 1)...\ and 3 = 97. 36( 2 ) . Anisotropic 
thermal parameters were used to account fo r t he thermal motion of the atoms . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
:\"ickel-titanium of near-equiatomic composition has been s tudied considerably 
because of it s unusual properties. By undergoing a kind of thermoelastic marten iti c 
transformation. it exhibit s a phenomenon known as shape memory which a llows it 
to '"remember" a predetermined configuration. The characteris tic s of martensitic 
transformations and shape memory alloys in general and of nickel -tit anium alloys 
in par t icular will be di scussed. Emphasis will be placed o n the crystal ·tructures 
present . 
1.1 Marten sitic Transformations 
1.1.1 General characteristics 
The interstitial solid solution of iron and carbon known as the -, phase is also 
te rmed austenite after Sir \V . C' . Robert s-Austen. an English metallurgist who did 
research in s teels in the late nineteenth century):. Austeni te consis ts of iron atoms 
at the face-cen tered cubic locations wit h carbon occupying interstitial -it es 2: . If 
austenite wit h 0. weight percent carbon is cooled slowly below the eut ectoid tem-
perature (123° C') , the steel will transform into a: ferrite and cementite (Fe3C') . The 
o ferrite phase has iron atoms a t t he body-centered cubic sites with carbon a t t he 
interstitial posi tions while cementite has a n orthorhombic unit cell. This two-phase 
structure is known as pearlite . Howe,·er. if this same composition of st eel i rapidly 
cooled. a new phase known as martensite forms below a bout :220 .: C' 3 . .\l a rt ensite 
is a supersaturated solid solution of carbon in o iron (because of the increased car-
bon content. the unit cell elongates into a body-centered tetragonal structure ,2:) 
and get s it s name from...\ . .\Iartens . a Ge rman metallurgist ' 1". Since the s teel trans· 
forms from austenite to martensite. the latter phase change is kno\vn as a martensitic 
transformation. 
O riginally. mart ensi ti c transformations were thought to occur only in the iron-
carbon system. but . after similar characteristics were discovered in other materials . 
thi s terminology was generalized to other systems. Shimizu and Tadaki -* define a 
martensitic transformation as .. a lattice transformation involving shearing de fo rma-
tion and res ulting from cooperati ve atomic movement." Characteristics of a marten· 
sitic transformation can now be summari zed: 
1) The high temperature structure is a single phase referred t o as austenite or 
the parent phase and is denoted by A. and the low temperature structure is a ·ingle 
phase called martensite and is indicated by .\I. 
2 ) Cnlike most solid-solid phase transitions , the re is no atomic diffusion asso-
ciated with the t ransformat ion. In fact. the reaction takes place so fast that the 
s peed of the boundary between t he austenitic and martensitic phases may approach 
the speed of sound in the transforming material [3]. Also. the atoms generally move 
less than one interatomic spacing. For thi s reason. atomic concentrations be fore and 
after the phase transition remarn unchanged. and each atom tends to presen·e it s 
own original neighbors. 
3 ) Because t he martensitic transformation involves shearing deformation. shape 
.) 
change· . including the formation of 'Urface relief and the bending of ·cribed line . oc -
cur in the ~ample. For example. consider a line cratched on the surface of a poli:ohed 
austenitic ·ample. ff the sample is cooled such that a s mall region of martemite i:o 
formed aro und part of the line, bends wi ll form in t he scribed line at the boundaries 
between the austenite and martensite . furthermore. these bends will ha\·e a definite 
orientation which depend on the crystal orientation of the austenitic pha e. Thi -
gi\·e::. e\·idence that the mo\·ement of atom <luring the transformation i coordinated 
and o rdered. 
-! ) The interface bet\\·een austenite and martensite. known as the habit plane. ha· 
·peci fie .\Ii lier indices (alt hough they are oft en irrational ). Habit planes are usually 
·pecified by the indices of planes in the austenitic phase. As discussed above . the 
habit plane can travel at hig h speeds. Also . t he macroscopic di stortion along the 
habit plane is zero. i.e .. the habit plane exhib its invariant plane strain . 
. )) A definite relat ionship exists between the crystal lattices of austenite and 
martensite. [n carbon steels. this can be described by the Kurdjumo\·· achs o rienta-
tion relationship as discussed below. 
6 ) Lattice deformations such as lip shear and twinning shear play a maJOr 
role in the transformation because they allow im·a riant plane strain to exi t. The 
transformation can be thought of as a change in the unit cell followed by a shear 
to relieve the internal s tresses induced by thi s shape change. In reality. the two 
deformations occur simultaneously 21. 
7) The martensitic t ransfo rmation does not usually begin until the tempera! ure 
drop below the martensite star t temperatu re ( .\ls). As the temperature i lowered 
below .\[ . more and more martensite is formed until the martensite fini sh temper-
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ature ( .\ff) is reached. Generally. the amount of martensite formed depends on the 
amount of ::;ubcooling belO\\" Jls. i.e .. the transformation is usually a.thermal. 11111-
larly. on heating. a specimen of marten ite will not begin to transform to aus tenite 
until the austenite ::;tart temperature (.-ls) is reached. The phase change is comple te 
at the austenite finish temperature ( .-l f ). 
In order for the martensitic phase to fo rm. it must ha\·e a lower chemical free 
energy than the austenitic phase. If the temperature at which A and :\I haYe the same 
chemical free energy is called To. it may appear that To should also coincide \\·ith .\! -
when the sample is cooled and with .-ls when the sample is heated. This . howe\·er. 
is not the case due to the presence of nonchemical free energies such as interfacial 
energy between :\I and the parent phase. transfo rmation elastic st rain energy and 
plastic deformation energy. To ini tiate the transformation requires t he difference in 
chemical free energies of .-\ and :VI to be slightly greater than t he nonchemical free 
energies. This means that Jls must be lower than To to achieve the necessary drivin<T 
force to counteract the nonchemical free energy. Similarly . .-ls is higher than To. 
1.1.2 The rmoelasticity 
:\Iartensitic transformations may be classified as either thermoelastic or non-
t hermoelastic. In some cases. when rnartensite is formed in t he parent phase . the 
:\I crystals grow very quickly to their final size. and t hey do not grow fur the r with 
decreased temperature or increased time. If the specimen is then heated to transform 
it back to the parent phase. the .-\ crystals nucleate within the existing martensite. 
This is a non-thermoelastic transformation. On the other hand. in thermoelastic 
transformations. the Yelocity at which t he :VI crystals grow within the parent phase 
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is dependent upon the rate at which the sample is cooled. In addition. upon heating. 
the last :\I cry stal s formed at J/f are the first to revert back to A crystals at .--l s . 
Thermoelasticity i ob en·ed because a balance exis t s between the chemical dri\·-
ing force and the nonchemical free energy needed for transfo rmation. :\lore spec ifi-
cally. if interfacial and plastic deformation energies are assumed negligible. the bal-
ance exists between thermal and elastic energies (hence the name. thermoelas ticity). 
The assumption of very smalf interfacial a nd plastic deformation e nergies is \·alid for 
L) ·mall lattice deformations (and consequently. small volume changes) . 2 ) :\I and...\ 
crystals which are o rdered so as to achieve coherency between the t\\·o phases. and 
:3) :\I crystals contai ning internal twins which can be easily detwinned. Anything 
which changes this balance in energy. such as a change in temperat ure or a change in 
an external fo rce. results in the growth or shri nkage of the :\I crystals to regain the 
balance. This indicates that a thermoelastic martensitic transformation is reversible. 
Also. it can be seen that systems which do not fall under the assumptions mentioned 
abo\·e will generally exhibit non-t hermoelasticity. 
This equivalence between temperature and stress tn the thermoelastic reaction 
leads to the possibility of stress-assist ed martensite. If a tress is applied to a sample 
that is above Jls . stress-assisted martensite may form provided the temperature is 
below Jld which is the maximum temperature at which st ress-assisted martensite 
will form. If -~ f < T < Jld. the stress-assisted martensite will be unstable and will 
return to the parent phase when t he st ress is removed ·.5 · 6 . 
1.1.3 Martensi te varian ts 
.-\s di scus ed abo\·e . a definite relationship exis ts between the \\\"O lattice o f.-\ 
and .\I. As an example. in ca rbon s teels the Ku rdjumo\·-Sachs relations may be used 
to explain this correspondence: 
{11 1}_-t {Oll}JJ· <, lOl " .-l < 111 >_u ( 1.1) 
where .-\ and .\I represent the austenitic and martensit ic phase . respecti,·ely . .\otice 
that the { 111} planes in the austenite co uld be a ny one of four different p lanes: 
( 111 ). (lll), ( lll ) and (lll). In addition. for each of these planes. three di fferent 
pairs of shear direc tions may be chosen: fo r example. for ( 111 ). 101" and ·101 . 
:011: a nd _01I;. and ,IIo: and J 10:. T his gives a total of 2-1: c rystallographically 
equivalent martensite lattices known as variants: each vari ant will have different 
(although crystallographically eq uivalent ) habit plane indices. ~ote that two va ri ant s 
formed by one shear di rection pair. say the ) oI: and the JO( di rections . a re twin 
related. If a single crystal of austenite were to unde rgo a martensit ic transformation. 
all 2-1: variants would form in the martensite (assumi ng t here a re no external o r 
residual s tres ses present ). 
\Yhile all 2-1 martensite variants may be found in the t ransfo rmed sample. the 
process is not entirely random. \\ihen t he mar tensitic transformation begins in a 
s tress-free ample. t he re is an equal probability of each variant forming . HoweYer. 
as t he t r ansformat.ion continues. the martensi te induces s tresses in t he surrounding 
a usteni te which increases t he amount o f free-energy present. The next \·ari ant s that 
fo rm will be orientated such t hat the free energy is decreased: as t he phase change 
continues. t he orientation of the subsequent variants becomes less random 1 . This 
9 
process i known as self-accommodation. 
In a specimen which transforms from an austenitic composition to a martensitic 
o ne. the o\·erall change in shape is reduced due to self-accommodation. However. 
if an external force is applied. the additional elas ti c energy will require mart ensite 
variants to grow which will regain the thermoelastic energy balance. In this ca e the 
force will induce a ch a nge in shape in the sample. 
1.1.-! Inva ria n t pla ne st ra in 
As d isc ussed abo\·e. a mar tensi ti c transformation is characterized by surface re-
lief a nd by t he bending of fiducial marks . giYing evidence t hat the A and \I phases 
a re highly coherent. Generally. the :'vl uni t cell is lower in symmet ry than the A unit 
cell. Since t he A. and .\I crystals have rather different structures there is a mismatch 
between the two phases so as the :YI c rystals grow. t he strain energy in the sample 
begins to increase-sometimes dramatically. In a nucleation and growth reaction. this 
energy increase would usually lead to a loss of coherency since the two unit cells 
cannot physically match each other . But in a mar tensitic t ransformat ion. the ext ra 
strain ene rgy is tolerated because alternative reactions progress at much slower rates 
ma.king the ma.rtensitic reaction kinetically favorable : ) . Also . in a mart ensiti c trans-
formation. the overall strain energy is decreased by introducing lat t ice deformat io ns 
such as tw ins. 
Figure 1.1 shows a sample undergoing a marte nsit ic transformat ion . The top 
portion of the sample is st ill in t he a usteni tic phase while the bot tom has transformed 
to martensite. To maintain coherency between t he two phases. the int e rface between 
t he two phases (the habit plane ) is characteri zed by invariant plane strain . .\otice 
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that two twin-related crystals (indicated by 1 and 2 ) are shown in the martensite. 
The change in shape of the martensiti c portion of the sample is due primarily to the 
change in the unit cell which de cribes it. In an actual stress-free sample more than 
two martensite variants would likely form. and self-accommodation would decrease 
the overall change in shape of the specimen. 
The macro copic shape of the martensite differs from it s microsco pic features. 
Consider Figure 1.2 which shows an enlarged portion of several twin -related marten-
site \·ariants . [t can now be seen how the martensitic transformation maintains 
coherence between the _..\ and :\f phases while allowing the free energy oft he sample 
to remain at a minimum. As twin 1 forms . the st rain energy of the sample increases 
due to the mismatch between the_..\ and ~f crystals. To compensate for thi s increase 
in energy. twin l ceases to grow. and twin 2 begins to form. The orientation of twin 
2 is such that it offsets the increase in st rain energy caused by twin 1. This interplay 
between the two twins results in the habit plane being a plane of zero macroscopic 
distortion even though there is some distortion on the microscopic scale. In thi s 
example. the ·macroscopic distortion reduces to ze ro after only two twin bands have 
been formed. In a real crystal where many martensite variants may exist. several 
variants must be produced before the net di stortion is zero. 
A phenomenological theory, developed by Wechsler. Lieberman and Read ( the 
WLR theory ) '9]. )O], predicts the relationship between the crystallographic orien-
t at ions of...\ and :\I. It also predict s the relati ve amounts of twins 1 and 2 which will 
lead to a minimum in the free energy. :\ Ioreover. the WLR theory shows that there 
is a unique habit plane of zero macroscop ic di stortion. 
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1.2 The Shape Memory E ffect 
_..\ sample is formed int o a particular shape (say that of a straig ht wire ) and 
annealed so it is entirely aus t enitic. The s traight wire is the n cooled below JI f and 
plastically deformed. If the sample is now heated to .-l. 8 . it will begin to -tra ighten . 
and the wire will be back to its o ri gi nal shape at .-l. f . This process i::. shown -chemati-
cally in Figure 1.3 and is know n as th e shape m em ory effect ( S.\fE ) . .\lo re s pecificall~· . 
thi s is an example o f one-way shape m emory. 
If the shape m em ory allo y ( i\L..\ ) is cycled several times and a l ways bent into 
the same shape when its temperat ure is below JI f. it may be .. trained .. to remember 
the low-temperat ure shape as well. In othe r ,,·ords. the sample may sho,,- tu:o- 1L·ay 
shape memory. In two-way shape memory alloys. the sample assumes o ne shape when 
heated and a second shape when cooled [ 11 . . 
1.2.1 Applications 
\\'hen a S ~I...\ transforms. it can exert an external fo rce and do 'rnrk o n it s 
surroundings. This it true whethe r the effec t is one-way or l\rn-way. For thi s rea-
son. SYL..\s have found applications in several areas. The G rumman F-1-l jet fig hter 
uses ~I.-\ hyd raulic-t ube couplings )2]. The coupling . when held below J l s (below 
- 120° C) . has an inside diameter just la rge eno ugh to slip over t he hydrauli c tube . 
W hen t he temperatu re of the coupling is a llowed to ri se. the coupling contracts to 
make a ,-ery tight seal. Ot he r applications include solid s tate heat engines i:f. 
){. heat-activated switches. t emperature-sensiti ve valves and other act ua to rs ' l.) ' . 
robotic applications, pen reco rders . medical and dental uses )6 ' . and energy beam 
position detectors [17; . It has also been proposed to use S ~IA heat engines to convert 
12 
the waste heat rejected by electrical power plants into mechanical energy 18·. 
1.2.2 The SME mechanis m 
In order for an alloy to exhibit the S~IE. the material must ha\·e three propert ies: 
1) it must exhibit a thermoelastic martensitic transfo rmation. 2 ) t he austenitic and 
martensitic phases must be ordered. and 3) the martensite must be internally twinned 
.19:. First consider a st ress-fiee sample which has been cooled below .\lf so that it 
is made up of a mixture of 2-l variants. If a stress is now applied to the sample. some 
variants will first change their orientation to that of their twin in order to decrease 
the applied stress . i.e .. detwinning will decrease the number of variants from 2-l to 
12. As additional st ress is applied . the 12 remaining variants will coalesce to furt her 
reduce the applied st ress. Evidence of this coalescence can be seen in the decrease in 
internal friction in nickel-titanium alloys [20]. Since there are fewer variants. t here 
are fewer interfaces; this causes a decrease in internal friction. This conversion will 
continue until the sample consists of a single martensite variant. That single rnriant 
will be the one which gives the largest strain in response to the applied stress ·2r. 
If the material is now heated above .--l f . the atomic st ructure will revert back to a 
structure whose unit cell and orientation are identical to the parent, phase before it 
was cooled below Jl5 . This is the basis of the shape memory effect. 
The three prerequisites of the SME can now be explained. First . in a non-
thermoelastic t ransfor mation. when the sample is heated to transform "\I to ...\. the A 
crystals form in various orien tations within t he :VI crystals. This piecemeal transfor-
mation cannot reproduce the original austenite orientation. and the sample cannot 
completely regain its original shape (although a partial shape memory may be ob-
l :3 
serYed). Second. if the alloy is not ordered. there is a loss of coherence bet\\"een the 
\ I and A phases. This p re\·ent::- the \I from gro\\"ing and hrinking re\·ersibly. and the 
trans format ion is not t hermoela ·tic. Thi rd. the neces i ty of a plane of in rnrian t train 
has already been discussed. [n order to achieve a plane of zero macroscopic distortion 
bet\\"een t\\"O different unit cells . lattice dislocations must be introduced. To allo\\" 
the reaction to be re\·ersible (the rmoelastic) requires that these lattice disloca ti ons 
not be mobile. and this preclude the introduction o f slip. Ho\\"e\·er. if ,,,·in hands 
exist ·uch that when a st res is applied. one h\·in may easily gro\\" at the ex pen ·e of 
the other. the process will be re\·ersible. The presence of martensite twins has been 
unambiguou ly identified in nickel-titanium alloys 22 ~ . After the -;ample has been 
cooled. deformed and heated once. a pattern of residual tresses exists in the parent 
phase :t. These stresses tend to dictate which variant s are formed \\"hen the ample 
is again cooled below .\ls- The fo rmation of these select variants brings the ·pecimen 
back to its defo rmed shape. and a two-way memory effect is observed. The more this 
procedure is repeated. the more prominent is the memory effect when the ~ample is 
cooled. 
If the sample is thermally cycled whi le under an ap plied stress. the material 
will actually be trained in a s ingle run. This is because the stress will cau e those 
martensite variants to for m which best alle\·iate the stress and decrea e the free 
energy. ince a variant formed during the first run is more likely to form in ubsequent 
cycle . and since the app lied load has caused a select set of variants to form during 
the firs t thermal cycle. the two-way memory is coded into the material. This code 
may be e rased during the rmal cycling either by re\·ersi ng the direction of the applied 
stress or by employing alternating st resses. 
1-l 
1.3 N icke l-Ti tanium A lloys 
\\"hile the ' :\fE has been ob ·erved to some extent in a variety of alloys ince the 
19:30s · 12:. one oft he most- studied ' l\I.--\s is nickel-titanium ( ~iTi ) of near equiatomic 
composit ion ·23·, This S~I.--\ is also known as ~itinol. (The name is derived from t he 
ni ckel and titanium constituents and the[. S. Narnl Ordnance Laboratory where its 
-hape memory properties were first obse rved. ) Figure 1.-l shows the nickel-titanium 
phase diagram between 600° (' and 1 OO c C'. 
1.3.1 Crystal structures 
1.3.1.l Austenite The crystal st ructure of nearly equiatomic \'iTi has been 
studied for over -10 years usi ng a variety of diffract ion techniques . .--\ s early as 19.50. 
Duwez and Taylor )-1 ~ indexed t he high temperature phase as havincr the "body-
centered CsC' l type cubic structure" with a lattice parameter . a. of 2.9 0.--\. Purdy 
and Parr :n J found the lat tice parameter to range from 3.010.~ to 3.0.JOA depe nding 
on temperature and composition. Wang et al. )s: suggested a two-phase mixture 
for austenite using the Pm3 m space group (t he Hermann-;,\fauguin symbol for the 
Cs Cl structure ) and the P3m 1 space group. althoucrh they conceded the diffraction 
patterns of the two st ructures are so similar they are nearly indistingui shable. 
Present ly. nearly all researchers are in agreeme nt that the austenitic phase of 
:\l" iTi is the CsCI or B2 structure whose space group is Pm3m :20: )2 )6:- ·31 ' . 
Although the lattice parameter may have some ~emperature and composition depen-
dence. most st udies have found a to be very close to 3.0l.5A. Biihrer et al. )o:. using 
:\l" iTi wires from t he same heat as t his s tudy) determined t he austenite to have a high 
degree of preferred orientation. with the [lll: direction being aligned with the wire 
l .j 
axis . 
1.3 .1.2 M a t·ten site \\'hile the atomic structure of austenite seems to be 
well understood. a great deal of di sagreement has ensued over the crystal st ructure 
of martensite . It is generally agreed that the tructure is of lower symmet ry than 
austenite and that its lattice parameters depend on the ratio of nickel to titanium 
29 . Dautovich and Purdy )1· indexed an x-ray diffraction pattern using a tricl inic 
unit cell with a= -!.60.-\.. b = 2.c6 . .\. c =-UL.\. o. = 90.l c . 3 = 90.9 .:: and·.= 96.1 . 
\ \'ana et al. 2.) suggested using three different structures: PI. Pl and P6 m. 
However. the majority of the evidence points to martensite having a monoclinic unit 
cell (specifically. a mo noclinic distortion of the .-\.uC'd or 819 structure ). 
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1'able 1.1: Summary of c rys tal st ructures used for NiTi martensit e 
Researchers ossu HSb 
Space Grou·p Pl2 cl P'> ml -1 
a ( . .\ ) 2. 9 2. 3 
b( _-\ ) -l.120 -l .117 
c( _-\ ) -! .622 -!.623 
J( G) 96. 96.8 
Atom Positions 
~i 1 l 1 - 3 'JY::[· JY::j; 1 -3-.r 4 .: .. r ;i= 
.r 0.0 
y 0. 161 
- 0 .1 / .) -
Ti o i o-3 Y::[· Y4 
1 -3-x::r.:,.r4.: 
.r 0 .. 5 
y 0.333 
- 0.312.S -
a Otsuka. Sawamura and Shimizu :22]. 
bHehemann and Sandrock ·321. 
c:\Iichal and Sinclair :33]. 
:\I Sc B-d 
P'> -1 , ml p·) ~ 1 m 
-) .5 2 .c ~ -l 
-l . 120 -l.110 
-!.622 -l. 66.) 
96. 98.10 
1 -3-.r::r= ·.r::r.: 1 - 3-J.' ::r .: .. r ::r.: 
0.052.S -0 .0:34 
0.693 o. 30 
1 -3-.r4.: . . r4.: 1 - -3~ .r 4- .. r4-
0 .-!726 0 . .561 
0 .221 0 .261 
d Biihrer. Go t t hard t . Kulik, .VIercier. and Staub ·34 '. ' . 
eKudoh . Tokonami , :\Iiyazaki and Otsuka '. 3.S ~ . 
K- I: 
P2 1 /ll 
2.L 9c 
-! .10 
-!. 6-!6 
97./ 
1 -3-.r ::r =·.r::r.: 
0.0312 
0.61.52 
1 _:3_ 
.r::r.: . .r4.: 
0.-!176 
0.2164 
f The original band c axes and y and .: coordinates have been interchanged 
as was done by K udoh et al. :3.5 ]. 
l j" 
Table 1.1 -ummarizes some oft he monoclinic c ry -tal s tructu res used o\·er the pa::.t 
20 years to desc ribe mar tensite . lt should be noted that the space group o riginally 
cited by \.[ ichal and Sinclair ( ~ I. ·) :n and by Hehemann and ·and rock ( HS) :~2 
was P l 12 1 m . T his is id ent ical to t he P'21 1 m space group used by Bi.ihre r el al. 
( 8 -) 20 '.3-t' 36 '. a nd by Kudoh et al. ( 1\ -l-) 3.5 ' if the band c axes and the y and : 
a to mic coordinates a re interchanaed: thi s also changes the unique angle from - to 3. 
The - pace aroup used by O t uka el al. ( 0 ') 22 al o has the b axis as the unique 
axi s. but the atom posi tions differ fro m the o ther -truct ures listed. 
Comparisons between the crystal s tructures ha\·e been done _:3.5. ln the 0 ·. 
work . the 001. lOT and 101 reflect ions are fo rbidden by the crystal s t ruct ure used . but 
they are obse rYed in the diffrac t ion patterns 22 ,. imi larly. the HS study ob en·ed the 
0 10 and 110 reflec t ions which should not have been seen wit h their c ry -t a! s tructu re. 
Kudoh el al. used a least-sq uare re finement to compare t he :\IS. B - and K - s tudies . 
By a p p lyi na t he ~I S model to the K- x-ray d iffraction data ( t he ~I sample was Ti -
.50 .0 = 0.1 atomic C-:C :\" i. and the K - sample was Ti --!9 .2 atomic l"f: :\"i ). a n R-fact or 
of 3 .6 C-:C was found 1 where I..:udoh el al. defined R using obsen·ed and calculated 
·tructure factor . 
R = ( 1.2 ) 
The majo r difference between \.IS and K - is the use of anisotropic tempe rature 
facto rs in the K - model. T his gave a final R-factor of -! .. 53 for K- . Ani sotropic 
1\.1 listed their R-facto r as 17% fo r their data because they used a n alternate 
defin ition fo r R replacing obse rved and calculated s tucture facto rs with ob ·erved a nd 
calculated intensi t ies . In addit ion . \.IS used on ly 1-! low angle refl ections while K -
used 30 7 reflections includ ing hiah angle ones. 
Table 1.2: ...\n i::iot ropic and equi,·alent i::-ot ropic temper -
ature facro rs ( · 10-l ) fo r ~iTi martensite '.3.') 
...\t om Ju Jn J :33 J 12 J13 .333 Biso (..\- ) 
"" 
~i 391 -1 1 l-14 0.0 -66 0.0 0.99 
Ti 226 90 1:31 0.0 -12 0.0 0. \. 4 
temperature facto rs. Jij · are dimensionless quantities and a re expressed as 
where the st ructu re facto r for each re flection is multiplied by T to cor rect fo r changes 
in ob -en·ed intensity due to the the rmal motion of the ato ms. To obtain an equirnlent 
isotrop ic tempe rature facto r. the following relationship may be u ed 
( 1.-l ) 
where the a ' · represent the lattice ,·ectors of the unit cell 37 . for isotropic temper-
ature facto rs . t he co rrection is expressed as 
( 1..) ) 
Chap ter 3 discusses how temperature facto rs were handled 1n this work. Table 1. 2 
shows the ,·al ues of the anisotrop ic temperat ure facto rs (Ji) ) and the equivalent 
isot ropic temperature facto rs ( B;
50
) o btained by Kudoh et al. _3.) . 
fn addition. Kudoh et al. 3.5 applied their I~ - model to neu tron diffract ion data 
obtained by Bi.ih rer et al. ·34 on ~iTi wi res ( Ti --19.93 atomi c 3 ~i ). This ,-ielded . . 
an R-factor of 25C:C and is att ributed to possible preferred orientation in t he 8- bulk 
sample a nd "rather poor accuracy in neutron diffraction .. , It is intere ting to note 
L9 
t hat 'aburi 3 feel that the di~pute o\·er the crystal tructure of \iTi martens ite 
has been ;:;ettled. a nd he cite the ... pace group and lattice parameter of l\ udoh "l al. 
as the -t ruct ure of choice fo r Ti --l!J.2 a tomi c t( \i alloy . 
Golest aneh a nd Carpen ter :39! suggested using two unit ce lls to de -cribe \iTi 
martensite: Pl 12 L m. as used by .\[ 33 : and Pl2 c L. as used by 0 · 22 . T he 
lattice parameter were found to ,·ary throughout the ::.ample . but thei r mean rnlues 
were ,·ery dose to those listed in Ta ble 1.1. The atomi c coo rd inates of t he Pl l2 t m 
space ~roup are identical to tho e used by :\Iichal and ' indair :33 . and the coo rd i-
nates of the Pl2 cl space group differed s lightly from those used by O t -uka et al. 
•)·) 
1.3.1.3 Interme dia t e phase ...\ special feature of \'it inol is t ha t it does 
not undergo the usual martensitic t ransfo rmation from austenite to marten ite upon 
coolinu. Purdy and Parr _23: were the first to observe another phase at temperatu res 
intermediate to that of the a ustenite and martensite phases. commonly known as 
the R phase. which they indexed as hexagonal with u = -L.512 ...\ and c = -!.660 ...\. 
Dautovich and Purdy )7] used a rhombohedral unit cell with a = 6.02..\ a nd n = 
90.l 0 . Chandra a nd Purdy 26 ' also used a rho mbo hedral space g roup . but with 
a = 9.03 ..\ and a = 9.3 .:: . Goo and inclair :3( found the R phase to be hexagonal 
\1.:ith space uro up P 3lm and lattice parameters a = 1.3 ,.\ and c = .).32 .\. They 
further found the o ri entation re la tionship between ...\ a nd R to be 
( 11 1)_.i (OOOl )R. ' 211 > _..i , 2ITO ' R. ( 1.6 ) 
T here ha also been a report 40 of the R phase being a di storted C -Cl "t ruct ure of 
monoclinic symmetry ( P2 , m ). 
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Ling and [~aplow -ll° - -l-l di d a great deal of in,·e::.t i,!!;ation into the R pha e of 
:\iTi. Their ob::.e rrntions indicate that the 110 au tenite reflection .:;plits into two 
reflections as the austenite unit cell distorts into a rhombohedral unit cell. \\.ang et 
al. 2.5 · also reported t hi s sp li tti ng. 
Although the pre ence of the R phase has been well establi hed. there are case-;; 
where in,·estigato rs ha,·e not ob-en·ed it - attributes in x-ray and neutron diffrac ion 
work 36 -!.) . Thi may be due to the weakness in inten ity of the R reflection - or 
to the lack of adequate resolution to ob en-e the splitting of the 110 reflection. 
1.3.2 Electrical r esistiv i ty versus tempe r a ture b e h avior 
One of the first physical indications that :\iTi trans formed in a way that was 
different from many ot her martensitic transformations was found in it s elect rical 
resisti\·ity. Cpon coo ling. an anomalous peak appears around room temperature 21: 
)9 .-13 _-l-l . and the summit of this peak is often considered to corre pond to .\[ s. 
:\ peak is somet imes observed upon heating as well -l6 . The amount of hy -tere is . 
the shape of the curves and the characteristic temperatures. e.u .. _\f .. are dependent 
upon the thermomechanical hi story as well as the exact composition of the specimen. 
1.3.2.1 E ffects o f s tre s Hsu 41' studied the effects of increasing lHels of 
ap plied st ress to :\1"iTi wires. Figure 1..) shows how st ress affects resisti\·ity and strain 
as the samples are thermally cycled. :\ the stress was increased. the tran formation 
st rai n also increased. This is exp lained by the preferred activation of tho e martensite 
variants which give the largest st rain in the stress direction. In addition. the nominal 
resistivity shows s tress dependence in the low temperature regime. with the nominal 
21 
resi ti\·ity increasing with increasing s t re s. Hsu explained this t ress dependence by 
·ome R phase being retained in the martensite when the sample was cooled below 
.\[ s. 
Ling and Kaplow .n: used x-ray diffraction to s tudy the change in cry tal struc -
tu re as the sample wa cycled through the resistivit y peak. They found that as tensile 
-tress wa increased on the \"iTi sample. the intensity of the R phase reflection ·h ift ed 
from hkl to h/..:l. 
1.3.2 .2 R eact io n m ech a ni m The presence o f t he R phase i not always 
een as a p recur ory e\·ent leading to the formation o f martensite. By adclin<T al loyi na 
elements. such as iron . .\[ may be lowered while the tempe ratu re at which R form 
remains nea r room temperature ,-± ]. Also, a large number of transformation cycles 
has been found to dec rease .\ls and .4 5 • t hus causing the t ransformation to occu r in 
se\·era1 st ages since TR. the temperature at which t he R phase begins to fo rm. seems 
to be unaffected -!I. In other alloys. the formation of R a nd ~I appear to occur 
simultaneously. This has lead to some co nfusion over whet her the transfo rmation 
from austeni te to martensi t e is first or second order . ( First order react ions dis play a 
discontinuous change in phys ical properties. while second orde r reactions show more 
gradual chan<Tes . ) Otsuka et al. 4.) explain that diffraction experiments are uperior 
to specific heat measurements in determini ng the reaction order. This i because a 
martensitic t rans fo rmation takes place over a range of temperatures ( unlike freezing . 
for example ). As the speci men is cooled. any latent heat released from a first orde r 
reac tio n will be incorporated into the change in specific heat . The result is a peak in 
t he specific heat vers us temperature cu rve which is not sharply defined. and t he first 
22 
order reaction is misinterperted. By obserYing the changes in lattice reflections with 
changes in temperature. thi s mistake may be avoided. 
\\.hile there are al mo t as many conclusions that the reac tion in .\iTi is a fir t 
order reaction )91 ·:3( ·-.J:.5 ] as there are that the reaction is a second reaction 2.5 
26 ·-!9 ' . :\[iyazaki and \\"ayman ·-!6 . ·.50· conclude that it is bot h. They suggest the 
transition from austenite to martensite occurs in seYeral steps. 
Figure 1.6 summarizes the steps in the ~iTi transformation upon heating and 
coo Ii ng as described by :\Iiyazaki and Wayman '.·!6:. \Vi th the sample in the parent 
phase. the sample is cooled. At T~ ext ra. di ffu se reflections of the type i( 110 ) 
and i( 111) appear in the austenite diffraction pattern )6 ). This is an indication 
of the presence of a charge-density wave with a density modulation that does not 
quite match the periodicity of the metal ions. It is said that the electronic density is 
incommensurate with the underlying lattice ~.51 ] . This is a second order transition. 
As the sample is cooled to TR · the parent phase t ransforms to a rhombohedral unit 
cell. and the incommensurate reflections ··tock in·· to commensurate positions. This 
is a first o rder t ransformation. Due to the presence of surface relief and invariant 
plane st rain along the { 111} direc tions . the B2 - [ - R sequence has been classified 
as a very simple martensitic transformation which is electronic in origi n '.so·. It was 
also observed that the R phase consisted of four distinct vari ants .so:. 
As mentioned above. true martensite is often considered to begin to form from 
the R phase at the peak of the resistivity curve. According to \Vayman ·.so:. the 
two phases coexist until JI f is reached. He considers this transfor mation to be a 
first order reaction. Upon heating the steps occur in ·reverse order. As mentioned 
above .. H8 may be depressed by adding alloying elements without affecting the R 
phase formation. In fact. Ling and Kap low found that several reactions a re possib le: 
A = R . .-\ = :\ [ and R= :\ l --ll -l-l . This indicates that the R phase transformation 
is independent of the austenite-to-martensite transformation. so to call t he R phase 
.. premartensitic ... as has been frequently done in the literature. is not e ntirely correct . 
.Just as ce rtain martensite variant s can be preferentially formed wit h the appli -
cation of stress . the R ,-ariant s also experience a rearrangement when st resses are 
present in the pecimen :-1. -. In addit ion. just as tress-assisted martensite may be 
formed _.) · · -1.2 ~ . the R phase may be induced in austenite by stresses . Goldstein :.J:? . 
indicated that as the R phase forms . it induces stresses in the surro unding aust enite 
which causes mo re R phase to fo rm. "ince R phase resistivity is highe r than the 
austenite resistivity. a peak is observed in the resisti\'ity curve. As t he R transforms 
to :\I. the stresses are relieved. the amount of R decreases and the resisti\·it y decreases 
to the linear behavior seen in the martensitic phase. In a strain-free sample of \"iTi. 
it is proposed that t he sample transforms directly from :\ to ~I since no peak is 
observed in the resistivity ·..ig . 
1.4 Purpose of the Study 
The present work used neutron diffraction to determine the crystal st ruc tures 
present in .:JiTi wires at different temperatures and under d ifferent tensile s tresses. 
In several experiments . electrical resistance was observed while t he amples were 
mounted in the diffractometer to monitor the transfo rmation. RietYeld re finements 
were then performed on the diffraction data. :\fajor a reas of investiaation which 
suppor t this purpose are: 
1. Determine the crystallographic parameters of ~iTi austenite . 
·) Determine the crystallographic parameters of \"iTi martensite. 
3. [nvestigate the transition from austenite to martensite by a poss ible interme-
diate phase. and determine it s attributes (correlation with the resisti vity peak ). 
-L Observe how a change in tensile s tress affects the characteristics of the marten-
sitic and intermediate phases . 
AUST ENI TE 
HABIT 
PLANE 
Figure 1.1: A sample undergoing a martensitic transformation showing the habit 
plane and internal twinni ng in the marte nsite )3. 
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Figure 1.2: Production of invariant plane strain by twinning ( After _2 ) 
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Figure 1..5: ~ominal electrical resistivity and st.rain versus temperature for uncycled. 
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Figure 1.6: Electrical resistance versus temperat.ure for Ti-.)Q .. j atomic % ~i single 
crystal :-rn: 
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2. EXPERIM EN TAL SETUP AN D PROC ED URES 
During the summers of 19 and 19 9 nickel-titanium ( >Ji Ti ) specimens with 
compositions near .)0 atomic percent were used in neutron diffraction experiment s . 
Fo r some of these samples. the martensit ic transformation was monitored by ob-
servina the electrical resistance as a function of tempe rat u re while the samples were 
installed in the neutron diffractometer. Also. two \·alues of tensile tress were applied 
to observe the stress-dependence of t ransfo rmation characteristics . 
2.1 Neutron Diffraction Facilities 
:'\eutron diffraction experiments were carried out at the .\Ianuel Lujan . . Jr. :--eu-
tron Scattering Center ( L.-\:.;S('E ) at the Los Alamos ~ational Laboratory ( LA:--L ). 
As explained in )6:. spallation neutrons are generated at L\.:-JS C' E by 800 .\ le V pro-
tons directed at a tungsten target. The proton beam is provided by the half-mile 
long linear accelerator at the Los Alamos .\Ieson Physics Facility ( LA.\IPF) and an 
associated Proton Storage Ring ( PSR). The PSR compresses the pulse width of the 
proton beam provided by L.-\ .\IPF from / .)0 microseconds to 270 nanoseconds which 
is more suitable to produce short intense bursts of t hermal neutrons . T he PSR can 
also change the pulse intensity and repetition rates . Presently the rate of the proton 
beam stri king the target is 12 Hz. After their production at the target. the neutrons 
are then s lowed to thermal energies by means of water and liquid hydrogen moder-
ators. The chilled water moderators provide peak neutron inten ·ities in the .) to 10 
me\- range. The moderated neu trons finally pass down -e\·e ral flight paths to \·arious 
experimental ins truments . 
Since 1.--\~S C'E is a puled neutron source. time of flight (TOF ) o f each detected 
neutron can be determined by measuring the ti me elapsed since the impact o f the 
proton beam with the target. · From TOF data . the wavelengths o f t he neutrons can 
be easily calculated if the lenath of the flight path is known. Thee wa\·elengths can 
be transformed to the distances between adjacent atomic planes (cl -spacings) in the 
following manner. Let 2B be the angle between the incident and diffracted beams so 
that a is the angle between either the incident or diffracted beams and the plane of 
atoms whose cl-spacing is represented by d'. If,\ is the de Brog lie wavelength of t he 
incident neutrons . Bragg's law may be written as 
n,\ = 2d' sin B ( 2.1 ) 
were n is t he order of the reflection. If Equation 2.1 is divided by n . we ha\·e 
,\ = 2d sine (2.2 ) 
where d = d' n. In Equation 2.2 . the reflections may all be con ide red fir st-order 
reflections with k the cl- spacings of those in Equation 2.1 )7 ~ . Data acquisition is 
accomplished by s toring TOF information in a memory module controlled by a com-
pu.ter system . Afte r t he experiment has been completed. a single set of programs 
makes approp riate calculations to convert t he TOF info rmation intQ diffraction his-
tograms of intensity versus cl-spacings for each detector bank. 
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The High Intensity Powder Diffractometer ( HIPD ) has a sample- to-moderator 
di s tance of 9 meters and has det ec to r banks at 2H angles of = 1.):3 . = !JO ~ . =-W . 
=1-l': and = ·) ~ to the incident beam. It s close proximity to the 10 ~ (' wat er moderat or 
renders it capable of high data rates; this makes it ideally suited for sample of small 
mass . The sample chamber can be operated under pressures as lo \\" as .) • io- 6 
torr and contains a two- stage. closed cycle refrigerato r ( Displex ) capable of operating 
bet\veen 13 K and room temperature. 
The :.l"eutron Powder Diffractometer (:"JPD) is located 32 meters fr om the 10 : (' 
\\-a t er moderato r. and at the time these experiments were performed. u ed detectors at 
angles of = 1-1 ° and = 90° . Pro\-isions have been made to install additional detect ors 
at = -1.) 2 and = 20 ° . \Yhile it s greater distance from the moderato r sacrifices beam 
intensity. the resolution. in units of ~d / d. in the = 90° and = 14 ° banks are 0.2.5 °'( 
and 0.153 . respectively. The :-JPD sample chamber also contains a Displex with a 
controller capable of producing temperatures ranging from 10 K t o 3c0 K. 
Figure 2.1 shows a typi cal c ross section of a diffractometer ( in thi s case. the 
)IPD ). The neutron beam enters from the left and impinges on the sample in the 
cent er of the circular area shown. The scattered neutrons move down a rgon- fill ed 
flight paths to the detectors. or are absorbed in bo rated wax shielding. The unsca t-
tered neutrons are absorbed in the beam dump at the right. The cross section of the 
HIPD has similar features . 
3-l 
Table 2.1: ...\ summary of \iTi ample code u:.-ed for neutron diffract io n 
Code Compo ·ition Form \\"a ,,am pie 
( weight percen l ) annealed? 
. ..\ .54.9 ~i. 4-L9 Ti . 0.15 impurities 6 wire ~o 
B {99.9 - - Y r T" ' 0 1 Y} :):) - l - .) l - . machined rod Ye~ 
(' same as B lathe turnings from B \ - 0 
D same as B lathe 1 urnings from B Ye::.-
E .s.s \i. -t.) Ti elect ropoli shed rod Yt>::.-
2 .2 Samples and Procedures 
2 .2.1 The Hig h Inte nsity P owde r Diffracto m eter 
Five different sample preparations were used durini:i; the two summer 1n which 
experiments we re performed at L.-\)ISC'E . ...\ letter code was assigned to each to aid 
in their identification in later work. and a summary o f these codes can be ·een in 
Table 2.1. ample A consi s ted of s ix ~ i Ti wires . 20 mil s in diameter and approx:i-
mately 3 . .J inche in length. The -ample originated from TL\IET heat \ "-l60q . and 
Hsu and Wechsler .) : and \\iechsler el al. )9: di scove red t he composition o f t he 
wi res to be .)4 .9 weight percent nickel. 44.9 weight percent t it anium and 0 .1.) weight 
percent trace impurities. as determined by wet chemis try. Considering only \i and Ti 
atoms . thi gi\·e a concentration of -l9.9 atomic percent ~i, .)0.1 atomic pe rcent Ti. 
The wires were used in their a -received condition. Figure 2.2 shows the re i-;t ance 
\·e rsus temperature behavio r of sample ...\ upon cooli ng from 100° (' to ,- 20 C a nd 
upon heating back up to 100 :) (' under low st ress conditions . The arrow indicate 
the coolinrr and heatinrr cun ·e (compare Figure 2.2 to the nominal resisti\·ity \·er us 
temperature curves in Figure 1..) o n page :29 ). 
V> 
2 .2. 1.1 The HIPD sample h o lde r Figures 2. :3 a.nd 2.-l along with Table 2.6 
show the sample holder u sed for ·ample.-\ during the 19 9 experiment s. Ea.ch of six 
\"iTi ,,·ire· (only two a re sho\rn at G in figure 2. :3 and 2. -n was pas eel t hrough one 
of s ix sm all holes drilled in a hexagonal array in a .\Iacor 1 di sk ( B ). an d enclcap ( E) 
were laser-,:.elded o n both end · of each wire. The .\ Iacor di k was fa ·t e necl wit h three 
set s of bolt s ( I~ ) a.ncl nut s (.J ) to a Ledloy2 weight ( .-\ ) with a countersu nk hole to 
accommodate the ·ix endcaps: thi s p rovided t he necessary weight to put the wires 
under tension du ri ng the diffract ion experiment s. Tab les 2.2 and 2.:3 show t he masse 
producing the tensile -1resse o n the .\iTi wire for the two s tress le,·els u ed. ' prin,gs 
( D ) attached to the endcaps on t he top e nds of the wires hooked into holes drilled 
in ·ix brass screw (C') which were threaded int o a. -econd ( upper ) .\ Iaco r di sk. Thi 
second di sk wa.s suspended from an aluminum cap ( P ) by t hree threaded rods ( L ) 
and approp ri ately placed nuts . The a luminum cap fit on top of a quarte r-inch-thick 
aluminum can ( H ). and two set screws (0) assured correct azimuthal a lignment of 
the entire assembly within t he can. 
Fou r window (I) were cut in t he can to a ll ow the incident. diffracted a.nd unscat-
tered beams t o enter a nd exit the sample holder . .-\ t hin -heet of alumini zed .\Iy la.r3 
wa.s glued over these windows fo r the 19 experiments and remained in place during 
the 19 9 experiment s . Also. -ome fibe rglass pipe-wrap insulation was placed around 
the out side of the aluminum ca n fo r the 19 9 runs. ~ext. an aluminum transition 
piece ( Q) was fabricated to allow the can t o mate to an exi sting mushroom-shaped 
1 :VIacor is the trade name fo r a machinab le P-lass ceramic material. 
·) 
- Ledloy is the trade name for a leaded s teel alloy. 
:3.\-Iylar is a t rademark for a polyes ter produced in very thin. tran parent sheet 
1 . 
, 
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Table 2.2: .\lasses used to apply te nsile 
s tress to :.JiTi wires (low tres s) 
Object .\l ass ( o-rams ) 
lower endcap L. 100 
lowe r :\lacor disk 16.10 
Ledloy weight 203. j .j 
3 screws . '.3 Rat washers , 
3 lock washers and 3 nuts 9.621-l 
Total mass 231.30 
tres s = l. T .\IPa 
Table 2.3: :\l asses used to apply tensile stress 
to :.Ji Ti wires (high st ress) 
Object '.\lass (grams ) 
initial mass from low stress case 231.30 
attaching screw 2.134 
lead weight 321..538 
Total mass .5.5.5 .. 5 I 
Stress = -L-18 :VIPa 
Ti 
attachment. which was secured to the warmer st age o f the Displex on the HIP D . ...\ 
locating slot ( ) was cut in the fabricated piece to coincide with a pin o n the .. mush-
room .. to preserve correct sample alignment. The warmer s tage of t he Di plex was 
kept at a co nstant temperature approximately equal to the boiling point o f liquid 
,. 
nitrogen (II K ) . .--\heater coil wrapped around the colder tage of the Displex ( R ) 
allowed it s temperatu re to be set between about 13 K a nd room temperature. 
In addition to placing the ~iTi sample wires under tensile s tress . pro \·i ions 
were also made to monito r their electrical resistance and temperature. ·mall lengths 
of nickel wire ( F ) were spot -welded between two ends of adjacent ~iTi wires . By 
connecting the bottom of the firs t ~iTi wire to the bottom of the econd. connec ting 
the top of the second to the top of the third and so on . the six wire were linked 
in electrical e ries . Additional leads at the ends of the fir s t and sixt h wires allowed 
the passing of an e lect ri cal cu rren t t h rough the six NiTi wires. Two more similarly 
placed leads were used to monitor the voltage drop across the san~'.Jle so it electrical 
resistance could be calculated. (The t wo cu rrent leads and two \·oltage leads are 
shown at :\I in Figures 2.3 and 2.-!. ) Two chromel-alumel ( type K ) thermocouples 
( the fou r thermocou ple leads are hown at~ in Figures 2.3 and 2.-l ) were a lso spot-
welded on the upper and lower ends of one of the sample wires: it was assumed that 
the temperatures registered by these two thermocouples were rep resentati\·e of the 
temperatures of the other five samples . 
.--\11 electri cal leads passed t hrough a hole in t he aluminum cap (T ) and then 
through a Lucite-! lid on top of t he sample chamber via a vacuum feedthrough co n-
nection. O f course the total resis tance observed included not only that of the six 
-!Lucite is an acrylic plast ic which may be molded into transparent shee ts f . 
3c 
\iTi \\·ires. but also that of the nickel \\·ire connectors and their :>pot-welded joint:. . 
. \ ·mall bead of epoxy cement was placed on each of the thermocouple joints and 
on the four current and rnltage connections to impro,·e 1heir life-expectancy. \\. hile 
both thermocouples wo rked for the 19 experiments. a mishap just before the 19, 9 
run - rendered the bottom thermocouple inoperati,·e for the sub equent run -. 
2.2 .1.2 T e mpe r a ture a nd r es is tance d a t a a c quis i t io n ...\ data acqu1s1-
tion ·y tem wa- u ed to monitor the temperature and the resistance of the ·ample 
a a function of time. A DC power supply wa- connected in ·eries wi t h the \iTi 
·ample wi res and a one ohm s tandard resisto r . T he voltage drops across the sample 
wire and across the standard resisto r and the ,·oltages from the two thermocouples 
were sampled by a Hewlett - Packard ( HP) Data Acquisi tion Cont roller. which wa 
operated by a HP - .5 Personal Computer . ...\ computer program . writ te n by R. D. 
Brown of the Los Alamos \ ational Laboratory. controlled the sampling time of the 
data acquisition unit. calculated the resistance of the ~iTi wire and temperatures 
of the upper and lower thermoco uples . and s tored these data on a floppy disk. After 
the run wa completed . thee data could then be p rinted out. A copy of thi program 
may be found in Appendix .-\. 
2 .2.1.3 T e mpe r ature c o ntrol To change the temperature of the samples 
two methods were used. first. to raise the tempe rature of the sample abo,·e the am-
bient temperature. the electrical current was in~ reased . and the Displex was turned 
off. econd . for those experimental runs o perating below room tempe ra! ure the 
current was turned down to a minimal val ue and the Displex was turned on. The 
aluminum can. being in in timate contact with the warmer stage of the Di plex and 
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being \·ery near the colder stage. tra.nsfe~red heat away from the \' iTi wi re~ by con-
duction through the th readed rods and by rad iation to the walls of the can. 1nce 
this was a very inefficient met hod oft ransferring heat . tempera! ures changed rat her 
slowl y. Adjus ting t he elec t ri cal current t hrough the ample regulated the s teady s tate 
temperature once it was reached. 
\\-hile mo ·t data taken on the HIP D used the ·etup descr ibed abo\·e. fo ur runs 
done during the summer of 19 u ed a slightly diffe rent met hod to alter the temf)e ra-
t ure of sample.-\. ln thi s co nfig u ration the t hree threaded rods. after passing th ro ugh 
t he aluminum cap. went through the Lucite lid resting ove r the openi ng of the sample 
chamber on the HIPD. T hese t h readed rods were held in place by nut · abo\·e and 
below t he Lucite lid so the aluminum can and its contents hung suspended from the 
lid. The alumin um transition piece did not exist at th is t ime so no con nections were 
made to the Di plex. below. 
To pro\·ide the additional cooling required to bring the temperature of the \' iTi 
samples slightly below t he rat her warm ambient temperatu re of the experimental 
hall. a q ua r te r-i nch-d iameter coppe r tube . with somewhat of an L- -haped bend at 
the bott o m. was brazed ve rti call y to the outside of the a luminum can. The bend 
a t the bot t om brouuht t he end of the coppe r tube just inside the bottom of the 
aluminum can which was then covered wit h alumi ni zed :\lylar. while the top of the 
copper tube prot ru ded above the Lucite lid. 
Dry helium gas. suppli ed by a pressurized tank and regulator. was allowed to 
pass through a coil of copper tubi ng immersed in a Dewar filled wi th liquid nit rogen . 
T he cooled heli um uas then flowed down through the copper t u be attached to the 
aluminum can . up past the :"."iTi samples and out several small openinus in the Lucite 
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lid . Since the HIPD sample chamber was not vacuum-tight. the diffraction data were 
t aken at atmospheri c pressure . 
2 .2 .1.4 HIPD e xperiment summan es Beam t ime allowed four diffrac -
tion runs on the HIPD during the summer of 1988 . and Table 2.4 summarizes the 
conditions and run numbers for the experiments done on the HIPD . The first run 
(number .526 ) was designed to see the high temperature phase of the )[iTi wires. By 
using ohmic heating within the wi res. their temperature was increased so the top 
thermocouple (Tt opl read between 96.8° (' and 101.3° (' during diffraction data ac-
quisition while the bottom thermocouple (Tbottom l ranged from 11.1° (' to l.1 ° C' . 
Figures 2 .. 5 and 2.6 show the variations of sample resistance and temperature during 
the diffract.ion experiment. It should be noted that the following graphs in \\·hi ch time 
is the abscissa. do not begin at zero seconds. This is because the temperature and 
resistance data acquisition system was started up before neutron data were started. 
These graphs show the information taken only while diffraction data were obtained. 
Upon completion of this run. cooled helium gas as described above. cooled the 
wires to temperatures ranging from 26.3° (' to 28.0° C for Tt op and 30.9° (' to 33.2° (' 
for Tbottom. This put the sample on· the high-temperature side of the anomalous 
resistivity peak. See Figures 2.7. 2.8 and 2.9 fo r the resistance and temperature 
data taken during this run (number .527 ). )[otice that in Figure 2.8 Tbottom is 
higher than Tt op which is opposite to the behavior seen in Figure 2 .. 5. This may be 
due to the cooled helium gas passing more directly past the top of the wires while 
being somewhat blocked from the bottom portion by the Ledloy weight. Before t he 
experiment could be completed. however. there was an interruption in neutron beam 
-l l 
Table 2. -l: Experiment · performed o n the HIP D ( 'ample .-\ used for all runs) 
Date Run .\"umber 
16Jul .yrn 
16-11 &; 23-2-lJ ul .) 21 & .)30 
.):31 
104 
IQ.) & /06 
IOI k 10 
109 
110 
aFollowing heating from -:3..i ~ c. 
·tress Level 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
Low 
High 
High 
Low 
.-\ pproxi mate 
Temperature in · C( r\·) 
99 ( 312) 
29 ( 302) 
27 ( :300 ) 
10-l (311 ) 
16. (290 ) 
19.9 ( 29:3) 
33.1 (301 )tl 
33.2 ( 306 )a 
production. Therefore. after the diffraction data were saved . the sample was allowed 
to heat back up to room tempe rature. The experiment was continued one week later 
( run number .)30 ). Before diffraction data acquisition was resumed. the sample was 
heated to approximately 100° (' and cooled to about the same point on the resi tivity 
cun ·e as had previously been obtained. During this time. Ttop ranged from 21.0 : C' 
to :n.o-c while Tbott om ranged from 29. -c to 3-l .. ) ::; ('. ince both run - .)2/ and -530 
were taken at approximately the same position on the resistance curve. the diffraction 
data from these two runs were combined into a single data set and analyzed as such. 
\Vhen data acquisition was completed for run 530, the current throuah the wires 
was decreased to allow the temperature to reach the low-temperature side of the re-
-istivity peak . .-\ relatively brief set o f data was obtained under these conditions. For 
this run (number .531) Ttop \·aried between 25. ° C and 21 . ° C while Tbottom varied 
between 25.1° (' and 2 .0° ('. rigures 2.10, 2.11. 2.12 and 2.13 show the resistance 
and temperature information for both diffraction runs -530 an·d .)31. Again. notice 
-l2 
that Tbott om 
During; the summer of 19t-9 ~e\·en more d iffrac ti on run - were done on the HIPD 
using sample A and the experimental et up described abo\·e. The fir t se t of data 
( run number /0-l) was again taken in the sample's austenitic region to -ee if a ny 
differt-nces between the 19u: and the 19 9 experiment s could be ascertained. Refer 
to Figure 2.1-l and 2.1.5 for temperature and resistance information during this run. 
They ~how Tt op ranaed from 103. C to 106.1 C. I For all 19 . 9 runs. Tt op was the 
only thermocouple arnilable. ) \ext. the Di plex was used to cool the \\·ires below 
room temperature to the low side of the resistivity peak. and the electrical current 
throug h the ample was used to hold the temperature at its de ired \·alue. ince 
the wire cooled rat her slowly. the current had to be continuously monito red and 
adjusted to maintain a constant temperature. Diffraction run number 10.5 was taken 
under these conditions. 
After it appeared the sample had reached thermal equilibrium. the equipment 
was allowed to operate without additional adjustments made to the current. \Vith 
the power supply operating unsupervised. it was decided to end run 10-5 and imme-
diately beain a new diffraction data run. 106. This would insure that at least part of 
the diffraction data would have been acquired under the desired experimental con-
ditions in the event the temperature of the wires changed conside rably du ring this 
unsupervised period. HoweYer. at the end of run 106 it appeared the temperature 
had not changed significantly. For this reason. the diffraction data from run 10.5 and 
106 were combined into a single data se t, and refinements were pe rformed on this 
combined set. Tt op ranged between 1-l.6 C' to li.6 "' (' during this combined data set . 
Figures 2.16 . 2.11 and 2.1 show the conditions fo r both runs 10.5 and 106. 
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. imilar experimental conditi o n - exis ted for runs IOI and IOL except the lead 
weight was attached to t he Ledloy weight. and t he ,-ertical positio n o f the- "- ire-.;; had 
to be rai sed to account for the additional stretching of the springs at the tops of the 
wires. Again . t he wires we re heated into their a ust.enitic region (about LOO ' C') . cooled 
with the Displex to the low-te-mpe rature side of the resistivity peak. and held a t the 
de ired temperature by adjus ting the current through the wires . The te mpe rature o f 
the- amples was adjusted by chan~ing the current as requi red during run 101: run 
IOL ran unsupen-ised. Since the temperatu re appeared fairly constant O\-e r both runs 
(see Figures 2.19. 2.20 and 2.21 ). the diffraction data \\·ere again merge-cl int o a single 
data et. [n thi s combined data set. Tt op ranaed from 1 .. 5° C' to 20.2 ~ c . 
The last two diffraction experiments done on the HIPD were designed to ob -en·e 
t he martensitic p hase a lone. At first it was t ho ught that the tempe rature of the 
samples would have to remain well below JI f to assu re the existence of a single 
phase ample durina the diffraction work. However. due to hystere i effect s . \iTi 
remains in the martensitic phase at higher temperatures once it has been cooled below 
.\If (see Figure L). page 29 ). To be sure .-ls was indeed abo\·e room temperature. 
t he wire were heated from room temperature to about 100~ (' . Thi .:;ho ,,·ed the 
. transfo rmation on heating to begin around 36 "(' according to the re i tance \·ersus 
temperature graph ( Figure 2.22 ). ' ince thi s was done just prior to the run 109. 
it is believed that F igure 2.22 gives a relat ively good indication of the value of A 
d u ring the last two diffraction runs . The wires were then cooled to about - :3-l (' in a 
vacuum chamber external to the HIPD. using a Displex apparatus in the labo ratory 
simila r to the one in t he HIPD. \\'hen t he samples returned to room temperature. 
they were assumed to be single phase martensite . The wires were replaced in the 
HIPD sample chamber. and diffraction runs 109 and llO were done under high and 
low stress le,·els . respecti\·ely. ince the Disp lex temperatu re read 33.6 C' and 33 .2 ' (' 
for runs 109 and 1 10. respecti \·ely. the a · ump tion that the sample remained below 
.-.\. 5 seems reaso nable. 
2 .2 .2 The Ne utro n P owde r Diffractome t er 
2 . 2 .2 .1 S a mples Because o f the relat i,·ely low incident neut ro n intensity at 
:\"PD. the :\"iTi wi re used on the HIPD would ha,·e res ulted in prohibiti\·ely long 
exposure times due to their mall mass. For this reason. and since the holding device 
for sample...\ was tailored to the HIPD ample chamber. different ample· were used 
on the :'\PD (see Table 2.5 ). These ·amples were placed in a thin-walled rnnadium 
can with a tainless steel lid held in place by four sc rews. The ou t ide of t he lid 
contained a th readed hole which sc rewed onto the colder stage of the Di plex in t he 
:'\PD sample chamber. By t urning the refriuerator comp ressor off and increasing 
the current th rouuh the heater windings on the Displex head. the sample could be 
brought to a maximum temperat ure of 3 0 K . 
45 
Table 2 .. 5: Experiments performed on the ~PD 
Date Run ~umber Sample Code .-\ pproximate 
Temperature in cc ( K ) 
266 B .._,, 27 ( .._,, 300) 
267 B -263 ( 10 ) 
26 B ..__ 27 ( "" 300 ) 
lJ ul89 269 (' 107 (3 0 ) 
210 (' 97 (370 ) 
271 (' 7 (360 ) 
212 (' 17 ( 350 ) 
273 (' 67 (340 ) 
27-l (' .)7 (330 ) 
27.) c 41 ( 320) 
2i6 c -li ( :320 ) 
271 (' 3i (3 10 ) 
13J ul 9 2 2 D 6i (340 ) 
283 D lOi (380 ) 
2 4 E lOi (380 ) 
2 .5 E i ( 360 ) 
286 E 67 (340 ) 
E -li ( 320 ) 
2 E 2i (300 ) 
E i ( 280 ) 
E -33 ( 240 ) 
291 E -73 ( 200 ) 
292 E 107 (380 ) 
293 E 97 ( 370) 
294 E i (360 ) 
29.5 E 7i (3.50 ) 
296 E 67 (340) 
29i E .) 7 ( 330 ) 
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The compo·ition of sample B was {0 .999 :o ..).) :-;i - 0.-1.) T i - 0.001 Y } where 
all \·alues are weight fraction-. The form of the sample was a cast rod \\·hich was 
machi ned to a smaller diameter on a lathe. deaned with a reagent of 1 C:C H·)O·). 
-l.8% HF and ll.2 °7c H2 0 (volume percent ) and annealed fo r 2-l hours at 100 .:i C' at 
10 - 6 torr. \-\"hen the rod was machined. the lathe turnings were aved . washed in 
an ult rasonic cleaner. and rinsed fi rst in water t hen in acetone. The turnings were 
used in their unannealed. cold-worked cond ition and coded sample C' . These same 
turnings . after being used for neutron diffracti on work . we re annealed fo r 2-l hours 
at IOO c(' at 10 - 6 torr and coded sample D. The fifth sample-code E-was in the 
fo rm of a rod which had been annealed and electropolished. Table 2.1 summarizes 
the samples used. 
2.2 .2 .2 N PD expe rime nt summaries Diffraction data were taken on sam-
ple B at room temperature. 10 K and again at room temperature. [pon completion 
of t he second room temperature run. it was decided t o t rack the martensitic transfor-
mation in the sample as it cooled. To accomplish t hi s. the rod had to firs t be heated 
in to its austenitic phase. By using the heater coils on the Displex. the sample was 
warmed to 3 0 K . which should have put it in the high temperature . austenitic phase. 
After some preliminary diffr action patterns were taken (which were not aved) . it was 
found that t he rod was still in the martensitic phase. 
One explanation fo r thi s may be the fact t hat the thermocouple was not attached 
to the sample itself bu t to the Displex head above the sample. Therefore . the indi-
cated temperatu re of 380 K may not have been the act ual temperat ure of the sample. 
However , it still seems unlikely t hat it s temperature was considerab ly cooler than 380 
I\:. gi \·en the fact that the Disp lex head was held at :3c 0 K for at least one hou r. and 
the vanadium can was quite hot to the touch when the speci men was removed from 
the :\PD sample chamber. (n addition. the rod rested on some \·anadium foil. which 
put it in direct cont act with the stainless steel lid connected. in turn. to the Displex 
head. ~everthele . the obsen ·ed diffraction pattern was the monoclinic structure of 
martensite . Since 380 I\: was the maximum temperature allowed on the Displex. it 
\\·as decided to use the remaining beam t ime on ano ther sample. 
The unannealed lathe turnings (sample C) were put into the rnnadium can. 
placed on the .\PD Displex and heated to 380 K. The diffraction pattern for this 
sample surpri si ngly revealed the CsCl pattern of austenite. The pattern was sur-
pri sing: because t he residual st resses . no doubt present from cold working during 
machining. should ha\·e produced some stress- induced martensi te. The data acq ui-
sition system was t hen programmed to take diffraction data for approximately 1..) 
hours. halt data acquisi tion and save the data set, cool the sample 10 I\: . wait 30 
minutes for the sample to equilibrate. and begin the next run . 
When the sample reached 320 K some martensite peaks began to appear in the 
diffraction pattern so the sample was reheated, held at 380 K for approximately 1.) 
minutes and cooled back to 320 K with the Displex. The data acquisition sys tem 
was programmed to run overnight and continue to take data in 10 K steps to about 
2 0 K. l"nfortunately. the LAMPF proton beam was intermittent throughout the 
night so only runs at 320 Kand 310 K were completed ( two runs were inad\·ertently 
done at 320 K ). At thi s point another user was scheduled to use the ~PD so no more 
runs were started. Also. since none of these data set s lasted for more than about 
1..5 hours. the amount of significant information contained in them did not warrant 
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a detailed a nalysis. 
T wo diffraction data sets were collected on sample D (annealed lat he turnings). 
The fi rs t data at :HQ K reYealed the martensi te pattern. The annealed lathe turnings 
were heated to 3 0 I\: in hopes that they would transform into the high temperat ure 
phase. Although some cubic reflections ,,·ere seen in addit ion to the mo nocli ni c 
pattern. t he sample had ob,·iously not transfo rmed completely . ...\ gain. the relatiYely 
short exposure time on these two runs made them of limi ted use. 
In a final effort to monitor t he progress of the martensitic transition in );iTi. 
diffraction experiments were done on a fifth specimen (sample E ). F irst. t he Displex 
heated the electropolished rod to 3 0 K and a l..j hour data set was taken. Similar 
data were taken after t he tem perature controller decreased the sample temperature 
in 20 K increments down to 280 K and then in 40 K increments to 200 K. At each 
temperature. :30 minutes elapsed before the diffraction data acqui sition started to 
assu re t emperatu re equilibri um. All eight runs showed the martensitic pattern. 
Since the Displex head's maximum temperature was apparently not high enough 
to heat sample E into the aust eni t ic phase. a different approach was used. The vana-
dium can. with t he sample inside it. was taken off the Displex head and held on a 
steady surface. _..\ heat gun then blew hot air past the can wh ile its tem perature 
was measured with a digi tal t hermometer. The maximum temperature recorded was 
220° (' (493 K ). While the sample can was s till hot. it was put back on the Displex 
head (which was being held at 3 0 K ) and placed back in t he ~PD. The usual au-
tomatic mode was then implemented in 10 K increments down to 3:30 K. At 3 0 
K the sample was nearly all a ustenite with some small martensite peaks . :-\.s t he 
sample cooled, the austenite peaks decreased. and the martensite peaks increased in 
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intensity. It is bel ie\·ed that if the heat gun would ha\·e been held in place longer. all 
of the sample material \\'ould ha\·e transfo rmed to austenite. The martensitic trans-
formation could then ha\·e been follo\\'ed more carefully and in smalle r temperature 
increment . 
2.3 Summary 
'e\·eral neutro n diffraction experiments were performed at LA.\ '(' £ during 19 <.: 
and 19,_ 9. \Yhile the experiments performed on the HIPD \\·ere of primary concern . 
information derived from work do ne on the NPD contributed additional info rma-
tion about the crystal s tructures present in nearly equiatomic nickel-titanium. The 
wi re specimens used on the HIPD were thermally cycled under two diffe rent tensile 
tresses . and their resistance. as a function of temperature. was used to monitor the 
martensitic transformation . Also seve ral other experiments were performed on the 
:'-JPD to observe the martensitic phase in a cast. yt tri um-doped .\iTi rod and to 
attempt to t rack the martensitic transformation upon cooling in other .\iTi samples . 
.)Q 
Table 2.6: Legend for Figures :2 .:3 and :2.-l 
.-\ 
B 
(' 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
.J 
K 
1L 
.\I 
N 
0 
I p 
Q 
R 
s 
T 
Ledloy weight 
2 ci rcular .\lacor disks 
6 brass screws (only 2 shown ) 
6 springs (only 2 shown) 
12 endcaps (only 4 shown) 
.) :\i wire connections (only 1 shown ) 
6 ~iTi wires (only 2 shown ) 
cylindrical aluminum can 
4 neutron beam windows (only 2 shown ) 
13 nu ts (only .) shown ) 
bolt 
3 threaded rods (o nly 1 shown ) 
2 current and 2 \'oltage leads 
-1: leads for 2 thermocouples 
2 set screws (only 1 shown ) 
aluminum cap 
aluminum transition piece 
colder s tage o( Displex head 
locating slot 
hole for current. voltage and 
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3. GENERALIZED STRUCTURE ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
The Generalized Structure Anal ys is System ( GSAS) is a suit of programs de-
signed to process and analyze neutron and x-ray diffraction data obtained from pow-
der or single crystal samples and was written by ...\. C' . Larson and R. 8. Von Dreele 
at the Los Alamos :..-ational Laboratory :60 ]. In thi s st udy. GS.-\S was used to do 
Rietveld refinements :61: :62; on t he TOF neutron diffraction data from the experi-
ments described in Chapter 2. A Rietveld refinement uses a least squares fitt ing of 
a calculated profile to an observed diffraction profile without the use of integrated 
intensities :63: . It is superior to methods using total integrated intensities because 
it al lows t he maximum amount of information to be extracted from profiles where 
adjacent reflections o\·erlap by taking advantage of the fact that a Bragg reflection 
may be ve ry well described by a Gaussian function. GSAS uses a nested series of 
menus that allows the user to enter the crystallographic information known about 
the sample. Once GSAS has been given the necessary preliminary information. a set 
of batch jobs is run to calculate appropriate cl-spacings for Bragg reflections. and a 
model spectrum is fit to the observed data by least squares refinement techniques. 
Finally. graphs of the observed and calculated spectra in each detecto r bank as well 
as the values of the refinement parameters are obtained. GSAS has the capability 
to fit multiple data sets (i.e .. several detector bank histograms) on the same sample 
and multi pie phase "·it hi n a --am pie. 
3.1 Ove r view 
Aft er the completion of a diffractio n experiment at LA:.; CE. the data fro m 
each detector bank a re s tored in an a rchi\·ing sy ·tem. By usinu a G ' A · program. 
F TBl" ' Bl\'. the ·e data can then be retrie\·ed and put into a format that can be 
read by o the r G A refinement and plotting routine. EXPEDT i · an inte racti\·e 
editor. whic h allows t he user to ·e t p rogram cont rob and tructural and nonstructu ral 
data. W ith EXPEDT. the Herman n- :\[auguin ·ymbol for the pace group mu t be 
entered for each pha ·e assumed to be p resent in the ·ample. I n addition . t he lattice 
parameters of the unit ce ll. the types of a toms present and their po itions within the 
u ni t cel l. the fr act io nal occupancy o f each a to m ite a nd the \·alue o f the i o t ropic 
or anisotropi c temperature facto rs for each ato m a re entered by the u e r. By us inu 
t he inte racti\·e characteri st ic of EXPEDT. the analyst also decides which physical 
parameters (s uc h a those due to extinct ion. ab o rption a nd pre ferred o rientation ) 
will be allowed to vary in the next least squares refinement. [n addit ion. the default 
\·alues of these para meters provided by G AS may be used as initial guesses. o r be t ter 
es t imate may be entered by the u er. 
Aft er all know n crystallouraphic information about the sample as Ii ted aboYe 
has been entered using EXP EDT. t he batch oriented prouram. PO\VP REF. can be 
run. PO\,VPREF generates the allowed reflections and their cl- spacings according to 
the lattice parameters and space group of each phase. Al so . the channe l po it io n and 
width. incident int ensity. refinement weight and intensities cont ribut ed from near by 
reflections a re calculated for each channel. 
I .) 
When the data in each histogram ha\·e been used by P O \VPREF . the next G AS 
program. GE:\" LES. is usually run. ( ;[ \LE · is also batch o ri ented and compute the 
calculated diffrac ti on profile by a least sq uares routine. POWPREF and G E:'-JLES 
a re the pri mary tools used in de t ermin in g the va lues of the physical paramet e rs o f 
t he samples d iscussed belO\\ .. 
Once P O WPRE F and G E:\"L ES ha\·e been used. the observed and calcu la ted 
diffraction profiles may b e plot led using I he grap hics pro~ram . P O \\"PL O T. This 
plotting rout ine is also capable of di -playing reflection markers and difference cun·es. 
G · .-\ con tains many othe r programs. which will not be d iscussed here. The reade r 
may refer to Larso n a n d Vo n Dreele _60: fo r explanations oft hese additional ro ut ines . 
a well as fu rther explanations of EXPEDT . P O \VPREF. G E:\'LES and P O \V PLOT. 
3.2 The Rie tveld Method of A nalyzing Powder Diffract ion D ata 
As can be seen in Figure 3.1. the obser ved intensity at a particula r TOF channe l 
will contain co nt ri butions from two compone nts : 1 ) nearby Bragg reflections and 2) 
background scattering . T herefo re. the num ber of counts obsen ·ed. !~ . in a channel 
of widt h tr yields an obsen ·ed normalized profile intensity of 
( 3. l) 
whe re Ii is the incident intensity. The form of Ji fo r a particular diffractometer is 
us u a lly fou n d by using a vanadium- ni obium ( V- Nb ) sample. The scat tering lengths . 
b. for V a n d :.J'b a.re -0.3824 fm a nd 7.0.5-l fm . respectively :64 ~ . An a lloy w ho e 
composition is 9.J atomic p ercent V and .) atomi c percent :.J'b yields a n average total 
scat t e ring length of a pproximately zero . T his means that practically no coherent 
16 
·cattering takes place in the ..,ample ... ince the ·tructure factor is proportional to the 
a\·erage scatte ring leng;th. h L).'). [n ;:., tead. t he incident :-.pectrum is scattered by the 
\ ·-:\"b alloy into the -;e,·eral detector banks of the diffractometer. The ;;pectrum is 
next fit wit h o ne of fh-e d iffe rent funct ions arnilable within GSAS. The function used 
in this study w;v of the form 
where the Pi ·s are co n tan t s a nd T is TO F . typically in millisecond s. There is a 
maximum of ll constants. This function is usually fit fo r a particular cliffractome-
ter at the beg;inning of a LA :\! C E run cycle. and it parameters are ·tored in the 
diffractometer· instrument parameter file. The coefficients are not usually refined 
for indi,·idual diffraction experiments. 
Th~ pro file in tensity calculated by GS ...\S. l e, is fou nd by adding tho e counts 
due to scat tering by nondiffract ion in teractions (referred to as background ) to the 
contribution from nearby Bragg reflect ions. (see F igure 3. l ) 
(3.3) 
Here l b is the backuround value and }p .h is the con tribution from t he h-th reflection 
oft he p·th phase: the summation is only ove r tho e Bragg reflections close enough to 
the channel of interest to make a signifi cant cont ri bution in intensity. The program. 
GE:;LES. the n m inimizes the function 
( 3...1) 
where the weight. u·. is a function of t he vari ances in lb and Ii. 
'' 
.--\ s an indication of the · · goodnes~ of fit"' between t he ob ·en·ed and calculated 
profi les. the profile re ·idual \·alue. Rp. and the weighted profile re;,; idual rnlue . R (('p · 
are calculated fo r each histogram . where 
Io - l e 
and 
·) 
In add ition. the reduced chi-square parameter. \ - . is defined a 
·) 
\ ~ 
"5:- ic(l o - l e )2 
.Y - p 
( :3 .. )) 
(3 .6) 
where .V is t he number o f obse rvat ions and P is the number o f variables in t he 
refinement. It can be used to calculate the '"expected R icp .. by 
R wp 
expec ted R wp = ~. 
•) v \-
(:3 .... ) 
. Of course . the " b est" rnlue of \ 2 is l since R wp then equals it s expect ed rnlue. 
3 .3 Fitt ed P aram e ters 
3 .3.1 B ackg round 
During the course of a Rietveld refinement using GS AS . d iffe rent parameters 
are allowed to vary. Once the com·ergence criteria have been met for a particular 
set of parameters. others may be added. The basic mathematical treatment of the 
variables refined in t his st udy will be discussed; the firs t of which is background. I b· 
The user chooses between three different background functions: t he one chosen for 
these refinements is a cosine Fourier series \\·ith up to 12 refinable parameters. 
Bi cos ( Pi- 1) ( 3.9) 
Generally, a maximum of o nly six coeffic ient s were used in this work t o adequately 
fi t t he background. If constant \\·avelength neutrons were used. Pj would be t he 
detecto r position in 2(1. Howe\·er. \\·it h TOF data. the times a re scaled by 
P · = _J_ 1 o0 ( T · ) 1 T ma :r: 
(:3 .10 ) 
where Tj is t he TOF for the j-th channel (or TOF bin in which diffrac ted intensity 
count s a re acc umulated: see. abscissa. fi gt'. je 3. 1) awl Tm a.r is the maxim um allowed 
TOF in the incident spectrum or some maximum termination ti me selected bv the 
user. 
3 .3 .2 Calculated Bragg p eak intens ity 
The second term in the calculated spectrum ( Equation 3.3 ). the sum of the Bragg 
peaks contributing significant intensity to a particular detector channel. contains the 
other refinable parameters 
(3. 11 ) 
In thi s equation. Sp.h is the scale factor o f the p-t h p hase a nd t he h-th histogram 
and is a constan t o f proportionali ty :63]. Fi is the square of the structu re fac tor 
for a parti cular reflection. K p.h is t he product of several intensity correction fac to rs. 
and H ( T - Tp,h ) is the profile peak shape function fo r a reflection at TOF position 
T displaced from the expected position Tp.h, of the reflection. 
-;-!J 
Several factor ample dependent and geometry dependen t- affect the diffracted 
inten::.ity. };p.h i::- the product of these parameters \\·hich. in turn. contain rnriable · 
refinable by c; . ...\ " 
( :3 . 1 ~ ) 
The co rrection factors a re due to: extinction . Ep.h: ab:-orption . .--l. h: preferred ori -
ental ion . 0 p.h: reflection multiplicity . . Hp : "cat tering angle dependence (also called 
the Lorentz factor). l: and the \·olume of the unit cell. Ip· Each of these parameters 
\\·ill also be di cussed. 
3.3.2 .1 Scale factor The purpose of the scale factor. Sp.h· is to bring the 
scale o f the calculated profile in line with that of the ob::-en·ed profil e. l t can be 
con st rained so that all hi s tograms will have the ame scaling ,·alue. i.e .. one rnriable 
may used for the cale factor regardless of the number of detector banks . The scale 
factor i proportional to the number of unit cells of each phase prec;ent within the 
sample. 
3.3.2.2 Structure a nd temperature factor s The structure factor . Fp. 
are calculated using the coordinates of atoms within the unit cell. form factor s for 
the atomic species present and temperature factors. The temperature factors are root -
mean-square thermal ,.i brat ion displacements: they may be either isotrop ic (Ci .
0
) or 
anisotropic ( Cl] ) depending o n the symmetry at each atom site . The temperature 
correction to the struct ure factor is either. for the isotropic case . 
( :3 . l :3) 
...:o 
where Hand \are the Bragg angl t> and d e Broglie "·aye le n~th . re specti\·ely. o r for the 
ani ·ot ropic ca ·e. 
T _ ··)- :] · h2 "2 ·)(. h I, " b"' - exp - - " ( { LL u - ... - - L 2 /\.a - . . . ) . ( :3 . l-! ) 
where h. k· and l a re the \filler indi ces of the reflecti on and a". b" and c .,. are the 
lattice parameters in reciprocal ·pace . To relate t he C's here to t he 3 ·,, used in 
C hapter 1. the follO\\·ing relation are used: 
( 3.1.) ) 
3.3.2.3 Extinction co rrect ion The extinctio n correction . Ep. h · is g;iYe n by 
( '.3.16 ) 
where the Bragg component is 
and t he Laue component 
{ 
x x 2 5x3 7x-! 
£ 
i - 1- -::r-~ - m··· 
l = ·) ( 1 l 3 1.) 
V ;r-x - .r - 12 x2 - 1024x:3 
for I .'.:::;. 
- . .. ) 
( 3.1 ) 
for .r · 1 
where 
( 3. 19) 
Here ,\ is the wa\·elength of the incident radiation. Fh is t he calculated s tructu re 
factor for a particular reflection. \ p i- the rnlume of the unit cell. a nd Ex is the 
block size of the powder sample and is the parameter refined by G .-\ 66 . 
3.3.2.-1 Ab -o rption co rrec tio n The correction term due to ab~orption. 
Ah. is taken into account by an i>mpirical formula. and it i - indistingui-.hable from 
multiple cat tering within the -.ample. l t is assumed that the sample i!' cylindrical 
and that the abso rption cro·s sections of all atomic spec ies present vary as n'loc it y. 
The refinable absorption coefficient . .-le. is used to calculate .-\ h by 
where the empi ri cal relations 
·) 
1.1133 - 0.036 sin - H 
T) = - 0.0921 - 0.:31.30 sin 2 H 
are used. .-le furthe r defined as 
XO'ar 
,\ 
( :3 .20) 
( :3.22) 
where 11 is the mean linear ab orption coefficient. .Y i the number density of the 
sample material. t7a is the microsco pic abso rption cro s ·ection and r is the radius of 
the cy lindri cal specimen ·611 6 . The a sumption of l \·elocity dependence for f7a 
v £Q . r l' 
.-le = -h- ( :J.23) 
mi• 
where hi Planck·s constant.mi the mass of the neutron. a 0 is the 2200 meter-per-
second abso rption cross section and 11 is the velocity o f the inc ident neutron ::.. This 
makes .-le depend on the sample ize ( r ). the sample material ( X a 0 ) and a con · tant 
(h m) . 
\\'hen the incident spectrum i:> fit using 1he \·-~b sample. absorption is not take n 
into account. Therefore. it i:- po-.-,ible for a ~ample to exhibit negari,·e abso rption 
,·alue if it has a -.mailer ab-.orption cro::- ::-ection than the \ ·-:\b standard. 
3.3 .2.5 Pre fe rred orie n tat ion correct ion ome s pec1 men - may exhibit 
a ce rtain amount of preferred orientation. which al o affect · the magnitude of the 
intensities of each reflection . .The exp ression for the preferred orien tation co rrect ion 
factor. 0 p.h . contains the refinable parameter R0 
11 
0 - _ 1_ 
p.h - \I ~ 
. p j = l 
( 
R2 co-2 o - _si_n_2_o_J~ ) - :3 2 
0 :> J Ro 
( :3.2-1) 
where .\Ip is the multiplicity of the reflection. Oji the angle between the p referred 
o rientation axi s and t he reflection vector . hp. a nd t he ummation i o,·er all reflection 
cry tallographically equivalent to hp. 
Ro indicates the amount of preferred orientation in the sam ple. It can be thought 
of as the effecti,·e amount of compression o r extension of the sample. If the crystal 
a re plate-shaped. 
J 
Ro = -
do 
( 3.2.S) 
where do is the thickness of a specimen showing uniform pole density on a stereo-
g raphic projection (no preferred orient a tio n ) and dis its thickness a ft er axial ext en-
sion or compression. If the cry tals are needle- haped~ 
Ro= do 
J 
( 3.26) 
:.-aturally. if R0 is exactly unity. there is no preferred orientation. The model assume 
the texture axis is either perpendicular to the diffraction plane or parallel to t he 
catterina ,·ector 69 . 
3.3 .2.6 Oth e r in te n s ity corrections The last three intensity co rrec tion 
facto rs are multiplicity. unit cell rnlume and the Lorentz facto r. The multiplicity . 
.\lp. is computed by PO \\.PREF from the space group info rmation entered by the 
use r. The unit cell rnlume. \ P· is calculated from the lattice parameters fo r each 
phase. The Lorentz factor. L . corrects fo r \·ari ations in intensity due to diffraction 
angle and neutron wa\·elength. 
l = d.f sin fl ( 3. 21 ) 
where dis the cl-s pacing of a par ticular reflection and His the diffraction angle. 
3.3.2.7 Profile p eak s h ape function T he last set of parameter di cus ed 
inrnh·es the calculation of the profile peak shape fun ction. H(T - Tp.h ). First. to 
transform TOF dat a into cl- spacings. the total distance from the moderator to the 
detector must be known. If L 1 is t he lengt h of t he flight path . L2 is the di stance 
from the sample position to the detector bank. L3 i· the detector tube height and fl 
is the diffraction angle . it can be hown that 
D!FC' = 12.12. l6)(2sin0) ( L1 , v r~ ~ ~l) ( 3 .2 ) 
where Li is in meters. This value can the n be used in the relationship be t ween TOF 
and d- spacina by 
TOF = DIFC'( dp ) - DIFA (d~ ) - ZERO; ( 3.29) 
DIFA and ZERO are correction parameters and have no physical significance. The 
nominal rnlues of DIFC'. DIFA a nd ZERO a re fou nd by observing the diffraction 
pattern from a calibration sample o f known latt ice parameter at a given tem pera-
ture . e.g .. C'af 2 at 302 E . Howeve r. since subsequent experiments will not have the 
placement of their ~am ples in exactly the qme location as the calibration ample. 
refinement of DIFC'. DIF.-\ and ZERO may also be done by G A'. 
In a pulsed neutron sou rce. the 111ethod of producing and moderating neutrons 
yields a n asym m e t ric pulse which cannot be desc ribed by a simple Caussian function. 
For this reason. a more complex profile function mu t be used to describe the pulse 
since it ~ ·hape al o affects the diffracted profiles. \ \ .hile there are three different 
profile functions from which to choo e. thi study used the conrnlution function ( fo r 
example. see 10 ) 
( :3.30) 
where .\". u. t' . y and .: are calculated from the profile coefficient described below. 
a n d erfc is the complemen tary e r ro r functio n which i defined as 
•) l x, ·) 
e rfc ( :r) = .. _ e- y- cly . 
\! ;r .r 
( :3. 31 ) 
Equation :3.30 results from the convolution of arowin!!; and decaying exponential with 
a Gau ian function 
H( ~T ) = ; _: G( ~T- r )P(r)rfr 
where t he growing exponential is given by 
the decayina exponential is 
and the Gaussian function is defined as 
1 
·)exp -
V 2rrcr-
( 3.32 ) 
(3.33 ) 
( '.3.3.f) 
( 3.35) 
.") 
The no rmali zation factor. .Y i::- gi n•n b ,· 
\ ' 
(\ 1 
'2 ( t) - 3)
0 
while the coe ffi cient s u. t'. y and :: a re 
·) 
1). ( t)(T- - 2..~ Tl 
Ii 
l ' -
y = 
·) 
3( 3rr'2 - :L~ T l 
•) 
·) , ,,er- - .::::. n 
\ °20''2 
(3172 - .::::. T ) 
\t 20''2 
( :~ . :rn i 
I ~.:3 ) 
(:L lO l 
Finally. n . J and cr'2. a re defined in te rm s of ot her parameters refined by GSA · 
( :3. 11) 
( :~ . 12 l 
whe re o is the an"'le between the reflec tio n vect or and an anisotropic b roadening axi s . 
if one exists. :"iotice the re are ten parameters that G E:\LES may be allowed to ,·ary: 
? 2 ? ? 2 ? 
O'. Q· 0 ·1· Jo. 3 1, cr5. O'l . O'§. O'Oe' O'l e and 0'2e· 
Co nsider t he cl-spacings of a s train-free sample. i.e .. all uni t cells ha,·e the -ame 
lat tice parameters. If t he samp le unde rgoes uniform s train . t he positions of the Bragg 
peaks will ch a nge due to the change in cl-s pacings oft he reflecting plane . Howe,·er. 
if the -train i nonuniform . a range of cl -s pacings will res ult. Since diffract io n may 
occur from all of.these plane . the spread in cl-s pacing leads to a di tribution o f Bragg 
6 
peaks which a re obsen·ed as a single b road peak near the cl- spacing o f t he original 
uns trained reflection. In additi o n. t hi s nonuniform s train may be ani sotropic. It can 
be shown that r;f. the rnlue of which determines the width of the profile peaks . is 
related to the amou nt of strain present in the sample 
iooq ·) -) 
strain = DIFC' 'v ( ln2)(17l - ""i) ( 3A.f ) 
? . ? 
where 17li 1s the initial rnlue of oT as determined by fitting Equation :3.2 to the 
incident pectrum. [f anisotropic strain exists . the parallel component is found by 
strain 
10007( ·) ·) ·) 
= DIFC' 'v ( ln 2 )( 0-1 - crle - o-1) · 
and the perpendicular component is given by 
strain 
~otice t hat if O-fe is ze ro. the parallel and perpendicular components are equal to 
the isotropic st rain. Isot ropic s train is assumed throughout this s tudy. 
In addition to st rain broadening, particle size also affects the peak profile shape 
and can be computed from a-~. The size of the particle. p. is found by 
ln 2 
p = 2D IFCv - 2 0"2 
If t here exists anisot ropy in particle size, then 
and 
= 2DIFC' In 2 p - \ , 2 . 
y (72 
(3.-i l ) 
( :3 .-l ) 
( 3.-!9 ) 
-
I 
All ten profile coefficienb art> not alway,. refined. ln fact. other parameter~ de::-cribed 
here may also be omitted in thf' analy,.i-. if i t i:> thought that they contribute little 
addition al information about the ..;;am pie. 
3 .-l S umma ry 
The Gt>neralized .-·t rucc ure .\naly ... i ystem performs Riet\·eld refinements on 
the T O F neutron diffraction data obtained at L\\ .'C'E. Gene rally the following pa-
rameter!> are refined for each histo~ram using; G ·AS: ;;ca.le factors. lat rice paramett>r .... 
backg round coefficient . preferred orientation parameter for a particular tt>xture a.xi~ . 
atomic po -itions within the unit cell (as long a the atoms are not at high -.ymme-
try position ), IJ'I and 17} of the profile function . ab ·orption coefficients. extinct ion 
coefficients. thermal parameters (either isotropic or aniso tropic) . DlFC'. DlF...\.. and 
ZERO. In addi tion. const raints may be entered so that one va riable \\·ill be used for 
a parameter regardle s of the number of histourams present: some parameters may 
also be constrained o\·er different phases. ince the following rnriables a re propertie 
of the sample and should ha\·e little ang;le dependence. they are u-ually constrained 
aero- all histograms for each phase in the -am ple: scale factors. preferred orienta-
ti o n. absorption and extinction parameters. Finally. as an indication of how well the 
calculated spectrum fits the observed data three values are computed by G · ...\.S: \ 2. 
Rp and R icp · 
en 
c 
Q) ___. 
c 
_..-----lo 
Time-of-flight 
Figure 3.1: A neutron diffraction profile or spectrum using the Rietveld model 64 
"-\) 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO N 
The nominal resisti\·ity cun·e~ obtained by H~u ·-l'i \\·ere corrected for a change in 
form factor and were further in\·e..,ti~ated to ·ee if the tre s dependence ::-een at lower 
temperature was a real effect. Also. e\·eral neutron diffraction run · described in 
Chapte r :2 were refined using G A . The cry tallographic characte ri tic of austenite. 
martensite and the R phase we re investigated u ing ::ie\·en experiment::. done on the 
HIPD and three experime nts done on the. "PD. \.\'here appropriate. grap h::. of some of 
the highest resolution detecto r banks are plot ted lo show the obse rved a nd calculated 
diffraction profiles. and summaries o f the con\·erged rnlues of refined parameter are 
li sted. 
-1 . 1 Corr ec ted R e t iv i ty C urves 
The resistivity cun·es shown in Figure 1..) ( page :29) a re termed ··nominal .. .;;ince 
t hey we re no t correc t ed for the chancre in fo rm factor whi ch result s when the :\ iTi 
wi re t ransformed from austenite to martensi te ( the fo rm factor at 100 C was used 
for a ll temperatures) . To correct fo r thi s cha ncre. the resistivit v a nd s train data in 
Figure 1..) were d igi ti zed. and a p rogram was written to correct the resis ti\·ity for 
ch a nges in cross-sect ional a rea. as uming co ns ta nt vol ume oft he sample. The result · 
of this correction can be seen in Figure -l.l. and details on this correction process a re 
found in A ppendix B. 
Also. the data in Figure L..) \\·ere further irwestigated to see if the ·tress depen-
dence seen in the resistiYity cun·es at lo\\. temperatures was a real effec t. or \\·hether 
this could be explained by an e rror in measurement of the strain values. (This error 
in st rain measurement \\·ould then lead to er roneous corrections in the fo rm factor 
and the corrected resis ti\·ity. ) To get t he lo\\·-temperature. linea r portio ns of the fou r 
resistivity cun·es to coincide. it was found that the s train rnlues would haYe to be 
increased by 191 C':( .. Fig ure -l.:2 ::. hows how the co rrected resistivity \·er us temper-
ature curYes would look if the strain rnlues were increased by thi s factor. \'otice 
that while the plots on heating nearly coincide. the coolin~ cu rves ·till show a st re ·s 
dependence on the lower s ide of the anomalous resisti\·ity peak. Also . since it seem 
unlikely that the calib ration of the instrument s was off such that the act ual strain 
\·alues were nearly twice their measured \·alues. the s tress dependence seen in the 
corrected resisti\·ity cun ·es at lower temperatures seems to be a real effect. 
4.2 GSAS R esul ts 
The HIPD has detector banks at = 1.33 -: . =90 " . =-10° . =1-l.: and =·) to the 
incident beam . Resolution is bes t at detectors located at large angles ( like t he 1.):3 :: 
banks), but the detectors located at small scat t e ring angles (like the .) ) banks) are 
capable of obse rving reflecti ons from planes of larger cl-spacings. This i attributed to 
the characteristics of a .. white .. pulse of neutron . Conside r a single pulse of neutrons 
containing a range of T OFs and co rresponding wavelengths . For a a i\·en detector 
bank . Bragg's law will allow reflect io ns to be obse rved from planes whose cl-s pacings 
satisfy Equation :2.1 ( page 32) for each wavele ngth incident on the sample . \'ow. 
if a different detector bank at a la rger d iffraction angle is u -ed . a nd if the range of 
\\'a\·elengths i,, the ~ame . rhe maximum cl-spacing from which refl ection - \\·ill occur 
will be le - than that -een in the lowe r angle bank. ln addi ti on . the Bragg peaks will 
be mo re widely di::.tributed in the diffrac ti on profile so resolu t ion is e nhanced in the 
higher angle detecto rs . A -;imilar "it uat ion exists fo r the = 1-L - and the =40 banks 
on the .\PD. In all refinemen t . only four of the highest resolution detector banks 
we re used fo r analysis. 
-1.2 .1 Aus t e nite 
As described in C hapter 2 ( Tab le 2.-L page -1 l ). two experiment .. were done on 
the HIPD to ob ·erve t he characterist ics of the austenitic phase of .\iTi: runs .)26 and 
10-1. Both run were done under low s tress conditions. 
-1 .2 .1.1 Run 526 G ...\ performed Riet \'eld refineme nts on t he data from 
run .)26. F igu re -1.:3 through -1. 6 a re shown here to compare t he data collected in t he 
fou r banks with the highest d iffract ion anales . In addition Figures -1 .I th rough -1 . 1-1 
show enlarged portions of these graphs. For t hese and a ll subsequent CS AS plot s . t he 
ordinate ( nor malized intensity ) has unit s of inverse microseconds . and the ab cissa 
(cl- spacing ) has unit s of ang t rom -. The plus symbols represent the ob en·ed intensity 
in a par ticular T O F channel. the solid line represents the calculated inten ity profile 
generated by G E.\LES . and the line at t he bottom d isplays the difference between 
the obse rved and calculated profiles. The ··tick·· mark beneath the obse rved a nd 
calculated cun·e appear at t he d- -pacinas of allowed Braag reflections a · calculated 
by P O WPREF . The heading of each plot indicates the detector bank n umber a nd 
it s angular po ition in 2fi. t he number of least squares ( L-S ) cycle completed by 
G E:\" LE and the fac t tha t o bse rn:·d a nd calculated profiles are plot ted . 
To aid in the indexing of the Bra~g peaks in the austenite profiles . Table -!.2 
sho·v,;s the cl-spacings of the fir t fifteen reflections. Since t hi s is a cubic s tructure 
with !atti c parameter. u . the fo!Jo,,·ing equation is used to calculat ed the cl- spacing 
of a reflection with .\Iiller indice_ h/.d : 
h2 - J.). -l2 
i12 a2 
(-! . l ) 
Tables -!.3 and -!.-! summari ze the converged ,-alues fo r run .)26. The ,·alues are 
di,·ided into two tables "·ith t he firs t showing values which do not depend on the 
diffraction a ngle. and the second table summari zing angle dependen t rnlues. :\ate 
t ha t canst rain t s were placed o n t he scale . prefe rred o rientation . absorption and ex-
tinction parameters . This was done to give the variab les a more physical significance. 
That is. since the six \'iTi wires were seen as a single sample by the incident neu-
trans ( neutrons diffracted from a single wire may be diffracted to any of the detector 
banks ). there is really only one value fo r each sample-s pecific par amete r. Al so . sev-
e ra! parameters were not refined. The atom po itions were not refined since they 
were high symmetry locations . The DIFC. DIFA and ZERO parameters ,,·ere used 
to calculate the cl- spacings from TO F informat ion which determined the cl- spacings 
of t he observed Bragg peaks. Since this determi ned the lattice parame ters calculated 
by GS AS. t he DIFC' . DIFA. ZERO and lattice parameters we re not independent. and 
one of t hem had to be fixed at some default value. In all cases. this was chosen as 
the DIFC' parameter in one of the highest resolution detector banks (in this s tudy. 
the ,- l.)3° ba nk on the HIPD and the - 148° bank on the ~PD ) . 
The ini t ial values of O-f are lis ted ( O-fi) in Table -!.l so the amount of strain could 
be calculated using Equation :3.-+-l ( page 6). These were fit when the \ "- :"ib standard 
,,·as used and are not typically refi ned . Fo r all diffraction runs . 17} was refined. but 
the result s were negat i ,.e ,,·hich are nonphysical according the Equation :L-l 1 ( page 
c 6 ). For this reason. they were re ·et to their default \·alue (zero for all detector 
banks) and are not listed in the summary tables . 
The number of significant figures used in each parameter differs and i · <let ermined 
by the estimated standard de\·iation (esd ) of each ,·alue as calculated by GE:"i LES. 
The rightmost digit of a value is the least significant. and the number in parentheses 
is the esd of the rightmost diuit. For example. the lattice parameter is listed as 
11 = 3.023(3 )..\ . This means t hat the ··:r· is the leas t significant digit : it s e d is :3 so 
the esd of the lattice parameter is 0.003..\ . 
The result s of the refinements on run .)26 show a number of things . The lattice 
parameter agrees fairly well with the commonly quoted value of 3.01.5...\. ( ·ee C hapter 
1) . ..\lso the XiTi wires show a great deal of preferred o rient ation. ha\·ing the ·111 
direct ion aligned with the wire axi s. By using Equation 3A-l. the s train calculated for 
the - 1.53 .:i . - 1.5 3° . _;_ 90° and - 908 banks are 0 .. 5'143 . 0 .. 5-18°'(,. 0.6-l6CC and 0.6020i( . 
·) 
respecti\·ely. This giYes an a\·erage s train of 0 .. 5c-l°'( fo r run .526. The rnlue of \ - . 
1.01. indicates a Yery good fit. 
4 .2.1. 2 Run 704 Figure .. u ,s shows the full diffraction profiles for the - 1.53° 
bank for run 104 while Figures -l.16 and -Lll show more detail. For this and all 
·ubsequent runs. additional plot s may be found in ..\ppendix C'. The result s from run 
70-l should have been \·ery similar to the results from run .526 since the experiments 
were performed under similar conditions. The difference was that approximately one 
year elap::.ed between the two runs. In addition . the wires experienced a number of 
thermal cycle during this time. 
Tables -!: .. } and -1:.6 -how the com·erged rnlue of run 10-L It should be noted 
that C.' ...\ S will not refine atom positions located at hi gh symmet ry loca t ions . .-\l so 
notice that only four background parameters were used. as opposed to ::-ix for run .)26. 
It can be seen in the diffraction profiles that the background has a slight currnture 
\\-hile the background in run .)26 was quite ··flat''. This may indi cate that "omething 
other than \iTi may ha\-e been in the incident beam (such as an electrical lead \\-ire ). 
"ince no extra diffraction peaks are -een. this may indicate the presence of either an 
amorphous or hydrogen-rich subst ance. The plastic in ulation on the electrical lead 
wires seems to be a reasonable candidate. This cun-ature is seen to a certain extent 
in all 191. ~) experiment s done on the HIPD. 
The average s t rain calculated for run 10-l ( 0.62 C::C) is about 6L( larger than the 
a\-erage train fo r run .)26. Also . the preferred orientation parameter. R0 • and the 
ab o rption coefficient. _-l B· were found to have increased by about l( and .)1( . re-
spect i\"ely. Howe,-er. the extinction coefficient. E .r_ . decreased by I I:( . The isotropic 
thermal paramete rs also changed. with Ciso dec reasing by 93 for nickel and de-
· creasm g by Tl 0:0 for titanium. The rnlues of DIFC'. DIFA.. ZERO and ca.le also 
changed, but this is not unus ual since they depend on the specific conditions of eac h 
experiment. 
The differences between the results from runs 104 and .526 a re all le s than 10~ 
with the exception of the extinction coefficient and the i otropic the rmal parameter 
for titanium. This could be attributed to the problems in fitting 
The larger rnlue of \ 2 equal to 2.3.JC:C fo r run IO-l (Table -1: .. 5) as 
the background. 
·) 
compared to \ -
Table -L 1: \"al ue., of tTf 
1 
on the HIP D and the :'\P D 
·) ·) 
{all unit' in w .. ec:- A- ) 
l~STRl' .\l E.\T 
HIPD 
:'\PD 
DETE CTOR POS fT IO~ in HI 
- L.)'.3 - L.53 ' - 90 J -90 J 
'.3t . L , 0.6 6-1.6 
.)-1 . 0 .) l. 0 °)') 
t>qual to l.Ol t'{ for run .526 ( Table -l. 3) indicates that ome addit ional re fi nement 
cou ld lead to a better fit. and this may b ring the con\·erged rnlues closer to those 
found in run .)26. 
96 
Table -l.2: 0-spacings for the first fifteen Bragg 
reflect io n for the Pm:)m 'pace g;rou p 
(•I = :3.0:2:3 ...\ ) 
Reflection 
~umber h k cl- ·pacing ( .-\ ) 
1 0 0 :3.023 
·) 1 1 0 2.1:3<..: 
:3 1 l l 1./-l.) 
-l 2 0 0 1..)12 
.) 2 1 0 1.352 
6 2 l l 1. 2:3-l 
- ·) 2 0 1.069 I 
2 •) l 1.00 
9 3 0 0 1.00 
10 3 1 0 0.9.)6 
11 :3 l 1 0.911 
12 2 2 ·) 
13 :3 2 0 
1-l 3 2 1 
15 -l 0 0 0.1.)6 
Table -l.:3: ummary of parameter ,·alue which 
are independent of the :.cattering an-
-gle for run .) :26 on the HIP D: number 
in parent he es are e t imated -t andard 
deviations ( esds) calculated by G AS 
( 'ample ...\ . :\"iTi wire . low st re s . 
Tt op:::: ioo ~ c ) 
pace gro up: P m3m 
Lattice parameter: 
a = 3.0:?3( 3 )...\ 
...\tom positionsa 
\"i: 
Ti: 
.r 
0 
1 
~ 
y 
0 
1 
~ 
Isot ropi c the rm al 
\Ti: 
parameters . C15 0 • 
Ti: 
Total Rp (CC) : 
Total R u·p ( e;; ): 
·) 
\ - : 
-l.66(9) 
1.:2-1(6) 
.) . :2 
7.1 
1.01 
a r nre fined parameters. 
0 
1 
~ 
I) 
Table -l:A: Summary of parameter rnlues which depe nd on the scattering 
angle for run .)26 on the HIPD : numbers in parentheses are 
e-;ds calculated by C: ' ..\ ·· ( ample ..\. \"iTi wire-.. low <:Ire - . 
Ttop :::::: 100 C') 
PAR..\:\ IETER 
Background. Bl '< 103 (sec - [ ) 
81 
a.) 
B3 
B-1: 
B.5 
~? ·) ·) , ·) 
DIFC' (µsec ..\ ) 
·) 
DlF.-\ (µsec_.\ - ) 
ZERO (p sec) 
Rp (lr) 
Ru·p ( C:f J 
Preferred 0 rientation b. R0 
( _ 111. along wire axis) 
I s l b ~ ( 1 - '3) . ca e . .)p.h :-\ · 
..\b orptionb . ...i 8 (._i. - 1 ) 
a L" nrefined parameter. 
DETECTOR PO ' (TIO\ in 2H 
- 1.53 ~ 
10.:)2( 6 ) 
-:3.0( 1) 
0.10( ) 
0.:20(9 ) 
-0 .-1:.5(6 ) 
0.2 1(.)) 
-5 .0 
T.0 
- 1:)3 
1.90(-l ) 
-0. 3( ) 
0.03! I ) 
0.61( I ) 
-0 .. 5.)( .) ) 
0.33(-l) 
--5( 2) 
-.5( -1:) 
:) . I 
.. 2 
-90 
13.1( 6) 
-11! 1) 
I . I ( 9l 
--5.:2( 6) 
2. I ( :3) 
-1.1(1) 
- 90 
1-1:. I ( I ) 
- L 2! l ) 
I ( L) 
-.5.2( I ) 
2. I ( :3 ) 
-1.:3 ( l ) 
1.63(-l) 2 .. -k ( 6 ) 
3619 (-5) 3626(6 ) 
-6( l ) 
-9( 2) 
-5.3 
6.9 
-6Ul 
-11( :3 ) 
-l.9 
6 .. 5 
0.-1-1:3(6) I 0.-1:-13(6) 0.-1:-1:3(6) 0.-1:-13(6 ) 
1.-5(2) 1.-5(2) 1..5(2) 1.-5(2) 
bC'onst rained parameter (one variable used for all hi s tograms). 
lll) 
Table -L.): ummary of parameter \-alues which 
a re independent of the scattering a n-
gle fo r run 10-l on the HIPD: nu mber 
in parent he es are e <ls calculated by 
G _..\ ~ ( 'ample .-\. \iTi wires . low 
s tre s. Ttop:::: lOO JC') 
. ' pace group: P m 3m 
Lattice parameter : 
11 = 3.023( 6 ) . ..\ 
.-\ tom po itionsa 
\i: 
Ti: 
:r: 
0 
1 
1 
y 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
Isotropic thermal parameters. Ciso " IO - ( _-\- ) 
:'fr -l .26(6 ) 
Ti: 0.36( 4) 
Tot al R p ( C:C ) : 6 . 
Total R u·p ( o/c ): 9.:3 'ii 
\ 2 : 2.3.5 . 
u C nrefined paramete rs . 
100 
Table -Ui: .·ummary of pa rameter rnlues which depend o n the catteri ng 
angle fo r run 10 I on the HI P D: numbers in parent he"e" are 
esds calculated by (; ·...\ ' ( ·ample .-\. \iTi wi res . low --tre -;;. 
Tt <)P :::::: 100 ('I 
P.-\ R...\:\ IETE R 
B k d 8 x l03 (-ec - 1) ac groun . i 
81 
B•) 
83 
8 -~ - ·) ·) ' ·) 
DIFC' ( 1-1sec ...\ ) 
·) 
D IF...\ ( 1-1sec .-\ - ) 
ZER O (µsec) 
P referred O ri en tationb. Rv 
( 111 alon a wire axis) 
,· b . . b -l. ( ~ - 1 ) .;. so rpt1on . . B .;. 
a C nrefined parameter. 
DETECTO R PO ITIO\ in 2H 
~0 .(2 ) 
-1-l(-l) 
29( 2 ) 
- ll . .J ( ) 
1.9( 2) 
.)033a 
-.)( 3) 
-.) ( 6) 
-l .9 
6.1 
9.9(-l) 
.).2-1 (2) 
0.-163( ) 
0.33(9) 
:3-i ( l ) 
-2-l( 2 ) 
l 0.( l) 
-.). 7( .) ) 
2 .-l ( l) 
.)0:32( 9) 
-6( 3) 
( -l ) 
6.0 
- ...l: 
9 .9( -l) 
.) .2-1(2) 
0.-163( ,) 
0.3:3( 9) 
-111 f 2) 
1!)6(-l ) 
-102( 2) 
30. <.;( .) ) 
1.1(-l) 
3.599( 1) 
-I .2( . ) 
-9( 2 ) 
9. ~ 
13 
9 .9( -l ) 
.).2-1 (2) 
0.-163( c ) 
0.33(9) 
-:H ( -l l 
12(1) 
.. :rnr :~ 1 
l2. I ( ~l ) 
2.6(6) 
:36:32( \ ) 
- ( l ) 
.. [:3(2 l 
.J . I 
1.3 
0 .-16'.3( ) 
o.:331 !:l J 
bC'onst rained parameter (one ,·ariable used for all histograms ). 
I 0 I 
4 . 2.2 Martens i te 
F'i\·e ex periment s \\·ere do ne in ord<'r to <1 sce rt<1i 11 the crystallographic chararte r-
ist.ics of NiT i martensit e: runs 266 . 267 nncl '2GR on sa mple 8 in t.he NPD. and r1111 s 
109 and 110 on sample.\ in t he HIPD . Experimental conditions fo r these runs a re 
su mmarized in Tables 2...1. ( page .U ) and 2 .. 5 (pnge {.5). Eve n though the sample used 
on the N PD (sample 8) contained 0.1 weight percent yttrium . it is t hought that its 
crystallographic characteri stics \\'e re not sig;nificantl y differen t fro111 the :--Ji Ti \\'tres 
(sample A ) since the yt.tr ium re presents a small fracti on of the ent. ire sam ple. 
4.2.2.1 Run 266 Figures J.18 through 4.20 show some of the diffract ion 
profiles ob tained on the NPD that were plott ed by PO\VPLO T. T he cl -s pacin gs of 
the fir st twenty Bragg re fl ect ions for the P2tfm space group a re fo11ncl in Tab le I.I . 
They \\'e re calcu la t. ed using t.he fo llowing equal. ion fo r the monocl ini c st r11ct11 re : 
( -I. 2) 
There is good ag reement between the observed a nd predicted positions of Brn.gg 
peaks ( indicated by the small " ti ck" ma rks beneath the obsen·ed <1 11d crilrnla ted 
profiles). However , upon d ose r examin a tion. it appears there is some di screpancy in 
the calculated and obse rved int ensiti es. fo r example. in F igu re <l.U) for t he h\·o most 
intense reflecti ons. This may be due to prefe rred ori e ntation in I.h e sample. 
Ta bles 4.8 and 4.9 show the con ve rged values for run 266 on the N PD. Six 
background para.mete.rs we re used, and t. he scale and absorpt ion parameters we re 
constrained. Also , ani sotropic therm al parameters we re found to be appropriate 
because of the lower symmet~y of t he monoclin ic unit cell. 
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As mentioned abo\·e. the pri>sence of preferred o rient a tio n in the sample may 
account for the discrepancies een bet \\·een the obse n ·ed and calculat eel in tensi tie . 
e\·eral preferred orientation directions were tried. but R0 changed little fro m unit y. 
indicating little preferred orientation in those direct ions . Directions that were tried 
include 111 and 102. fn addition. the extinction coefficient could not be rnried 
\\·ithout the equations di\·erging. The amount of s train in the sample u ing the 
data from the -1-k ' . - 1-l - .· - 90 and -90° banks is o. :3Q6l( . o.2 .55c-; . o.:31-t C-C and 
o.:330 CCC . respec ti \·ely. This gave a n ave rage s train of o. :302c~ . 
The lat t ice parameters and atom positions found by refining the data fro m run 
266 may be compared to those found in the literature. T able -l.10 compare · the 
rnlues of these parameters to researchers who have used the P2 1 m ·pace group to 
describe :'-iiTi martensite . There is fair agreement be tween the present ·tud y and the 
results fo und by other researchers. In add ition . the anisot ro pic t hermal parameters 
may be compared to those found using the K - model. ince Table 1.2 (page l ) 
lists these us ing a slightly different definition then that used by G ' A '. they ha\·e 
been recalculated by applying the Equation 3.1.) ( page 0 ). The results a re found 
in Table -l .11. The anisotropic t hermal parameters obtained for run 266 are . in 
some instances. a n o rder of magnitude larger than those found by Kudoh et al. 3.5·. 
·) . 
alt hough a \-al ue of 1.32 fo r \ - -hows a relatl\·ely good fit. 
4. 2 .2 .2 Run 26 7 As described in Chapter 2. the ~iTi-Y rod was cooled to 
- 263 ° (' for run 267. The diffraction plots for the - 90v bank for this experiment can 
be found in Fio-ures 4.21 th rough -l.23. 
Few differences are seen between the diffraction profiles of run 266 and 261. 
There are still ~ome problem~ with the calrnlated inten ·itie .. but preferred orientation 
may again acrn unt for thi s . The \·alue~ of refined parameters are found in Table-. -l.12 
and -l.1:3 . 
.-\s with run 266. preferred o rientation and extinction were not a llo wed to rnry. 
The average train for run 261 \\·a~ 0.'.32'~ . .-\11 atom p o:.itions changed by le ~::- than 
l l'"°; with the exception of the .r coordinate for nickel \\·hich inc reased ( negati,·ely ) by 
:3.Y~ . .-\lso . the ani sotropic t henna! parameter decreased con iclerabl~- . a s would be 
expected at a lower tem perature. There \\·as al so a change in the lattice parameters 
with a and b decreasing and c and J increasing. This led to a decrease in the rnlume 
of the unit cell from .).).21...\ 3 to .).).0 .-\ :3_ .-\curio us point is the decrease in the 
absorption coefficient by nearly a factor of ten: in fact. its ,·alue is al mo t zero . 
.-\ccording to Equation 3.2:2 ( paae l ). the only temperature dependent values in the 
definition of A.a are the number density . . Y. and the radius of t he sample. r . .-\ s the 
sample is cooled . .\" will increase a nd r· will decrease due to thermal contraction. 1nce 
the increase in.\" hould outweigh the decrease in r. it i expected that the ab::.o rption 
·hould have actually increased as the temperature of the sample was lowered. Wi th 
a\ 2 \·alue of 2 . .56 a nd total Ricp value of 7.6 . the expected R il'p rnlue i -l./.) which 
indicates that more refinement s may be po sible on th is diffraction data set. 
-1.2.2.3 Run 268 The las t experiment done on the .\"PD that wa · refined was 
run 26 . It followed directly after run 267 an d was done at room tempe rature . The 
diffraction profi le obtained fo r the - 90 .:: bank fo r thi run are found in Figure -l.2-l 
t hrouah -l.26. 
Tables -l.H and -Ll .) ·ummanze the val ue of the parameters refined for run 
10-! 
268 . The average strain was 0.:3:37<7c . and the preferred o rientation and extinction 
parameters were no t \·aried. The ani sotropic thermal parameters . while larger than 
t hose found in run 261. were no t as large as those found in run 266 . .-\lso. the lattice 
parameters and atom positions were actually closer to the values obt ained in run 261 
than to those found in run 266 . .-\not her interesting point is the negati ve absorption 
coefficient . This is possible only if t he sample has a smaller macroscopic absorption 
cross section than the \" - ~b standard used to obt a in the incident spectrum. \\'ith the 
esd as large as the rnlue it self. it could be argued that the value is not significantly 
different from the 0.006 value found in run 261. The absorption parameters for runs 
266 and 268 should have been nearly equal. but they were not. The reason for thi s 
is not clear. 
The crystallographic characteristics found in runs 266. 261 and 26 were not 
as self-consis tent as would be expected. The sample had just been annealed before 
run 266 was performed. so it had not been thermally cycled through the martensitic 
transformation before the diffraction data were taken. Si nee the martensi ti c tran s-
forma t ion did not take place prior to runs 261 and 268 . this change in temperature 
should not have changed the characterist ics of the sample (except fo r temperature 
sensitive parameters) . The fact s till remains that the only variable changed for t he 
three runs \Vas the sample temperature so it is not clear how thi s affected the sample. 
Consequently. the refinement done on run 266 should be the most reliable since it 
was done direct ly after annealing . and the lat tice parameters for thi s run will be used 
below . 
4.2.2.4 Runs 709 and 710 The ot her two experiments designed t o observe 
L0.5 
the marten :>i ti c phase of .\iTi \\·ere runs IO~l and 110 on the HIPD whic h were do ne 
under high and low stress conditions. re:::.pec ti,·ely. Diffraction profiles fo r run 109 
are found in Figures -l.21 through -l.:?9. and diffraction profiles for run 110 are ~ee n 
in tigu res -1:. 30 through -l.32 . 
. ome problems were encountered 1n trying to fit the P21 m space grou p to the 
data in runs 109 and 110 due to the apparent presence of a considerable amount of 
preferred o rien t ation. ' ince only scale . background. lattice parameter and preferred 
o ri e nt at io n were ,·aried. summary table were not made for these runs. Re finement · 
o n runs .526 and 10-l showed the aus tenitic phase in the \iTi wires had a ,ill textu re 
axis a lo ng the axis of the wires. .-\s di scussed in (' hap ter l. when aus t eni t e t ran -form · 
to martensite there is a definite relati ons hip between the crystallographic axe of the 
two pha, e . However. a powder diffractometer where the sample is fixed does not 
easily lend it self to determining the preferred o rientation axis because a t rial-and-e rror 
approach is required. ( .-\ diffractometer with a multi-axis goniometer \\'Ould make 
th is type o f approach unnecessary. ) .-\l o. in a ;; pecimen with such a large amount o f 
preferred o rientation it is imperati,·e to rnry thi s parameter early in the refinement 
· ince ·ome · trong reflections may actually be ab ent from the diffraction profile. [n 
this case. refining other parameters before the preferred orie ntation parameter has 
been refined usually leads to di,·erging equations . 
The trial-and-error approach was used on the data obtained in runs 109 and 
110. e,·eral directions were tried but with little uccess: 001'. ·101'. 011 1• 100 and 
• • J • 
- 1 
LOO. to name a few. However. when the :llo direction was used . \ - decrea ed and 
Rv took on a rnlue significantly different from unity. The angle. o measured from 
the ii axis to a particular direction in the a-b plane was varied. and the value of R0 
l06 
and \ '2 were noted. Table -!.16 along with figure - -l.:3:3 and -l.3-l -how the result - of 
t hi \\-ork. for comparison . \ '2 \\·as equa l to UJ.06 and :30.:3-l for runs 109 and /10. 
re~pect i\·ely. when no preferred orientation wa:. used in the model. 
.-\.lthouah the rnlue of Ro was as high as .5.02. the re was s till a great di crepancy 
between the obse n ·ed and calculated profiles in runs 109 and /10. This i ·een in the 
large \ 2 rnlue and in the profile - themseh·e-. .-\. po -sible explanation may be that 
the specimen may not ha\·e been sing;le phase mart ensite. but it may ha\·e ·tarted to 
tran:.form to eit her the R or _..\ phases. E\·en though the resistance \·er·us temper-
atu re cu n ·e indicated that the sample should not ha\·e t ransforrned at the ambient 
temperature of the experimental hall. As is quite dependent on the thermomechanical 
history of the sample o thi s remains a po sibility. 
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Table -LI: D-spacings fo r the firs t twenty Bragg 
reflections for the p·) - l m space group 
(a = 2.90:36 .-\. b = -Ul6A. c = -!.663.-\. 
3= 91 . ~36 ) 
Reflectio n 
:\umber h k cl -spacing ( _-\ ) 
1 0 0 l -L619 
•) 0 1 1 3.013 
:3 l 0 0 2. 16 
-! 1 0 -1 2.606 
5 1 l 0 2.3.58 
6 0 0 •) 2.310 
( 1 0 1 2.30.5 
1 1 .. 1 2.202 
9 0 2 0 2.0.5 
10 0 i ·) 2.01-l 
11 1 l l 2.0ll 
12 1 0 .. ·) 1.93-l 
13 0 •) 1 l. c 0 
1-l 1 1 -2 1.1.51 
1.) 0 ·) 1.692 
16 1 2 0 1.61-l 
11 1 2 -1 1.61.) 
1 1 l 2 1. .)6.) 
19 0 0 3 1 .. 540 
20 0 2 ·) 1..531 
10 
Table -!. Summary of parameter values which are indepen-
dent of the cat tering angle for run 266 on t he 
:\PD: number in parentheses are esds calculated 
by GS.-\ ( ample 8 . :\iTi-Y rod. T:::::: :2.5 ~ C' l 
pace group: P:21 m 
Lattice parameters : 
a = 2.9036( ).-\ 
b = -1.116( 1 ).-\ 
c = -1.663( 1 ) . ..\ 
3 = 91.836(2) 0 
.-\ tom positions 
~i: 
Ti: 
-0.03 (3 ) 
0 .. 571.f(i) 
0.82.50(2 ) 
0.2 30(-! ) 
Anisotropic thermal parameters. Cij '< 102 ( . .\ :! ) 
Cu [-22 
:\i: 1.29(-1 ) 0.36 (2) 
Ti: O. t; 0(9 ) 0.-11 (6) 
Total Rp (CC) : 
II ~ra1 R iL'p ( % ): 
a r nrefinecl parameter. 
c 33 
0. 13(3) 
0.-1( 1) 
.5,9 
.7 
1.32 
C13 
-0.26(2 ) 
0.06(6 ) 
C23 
o.oa 
o.oa 
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Table -l. 9: Summary of paramet er rnlues whi ch depend on t he cat tering 
a ngle fo r run :266 o n the :\PD: numbe rs in pa rent heses are esds 
ca lculated by GS ...\S (. ample B. :\iTi-Y rod. T :::::: :2Y:. C') 
P...\R.-\~ lETER 
Background. Bi < 10:3 (sec - I ) 
B1 
B·) 
B:3 
B-1: 
B.5 
:1 < 10- :J (p sec2 A2 ) 
D If(' ( 11 sec ...\ ) 
D CF...\ ( fl sec . .i. 2 ) 
ZERO (11 sec) 
Rp (C() 
Ricp (CC) 
b - -'3 
Scale. S p.h ( .-\ ·) 
Preferred Orientationb. Ro 
...\bsorptionb . . -1 3 ( _.\ - l ) 
a r nrefined parameter. 
DETECT O R POSIT IO~ in 2R 
- - ') ( 3) .) .), _ . 
10./( .5 ) 
6.0(4) 
1.3( 4 ) 
2.9(3) 
0.3( 3 ) 
1.90(3 ) 
16.514a 
-3( 2 ) 
-6( 3) 
6.2 
9.1 
.-1: (3) 
1.0 
0.04 (3 ) 
0 
.5.5 .. 5( 3) 
11..-1( .5 ) 
.5.3( -l ) 
3. 2( -l ) 
1.8( :3 ) 
1.3(3) 
1.80( 3) 
16.)1 (6) 
0(2) 
1(3) 
. ) .1 
8.6 
1 .-1: ( 3) 
1.0 
0.0-l (3 ) 
0 
.5-l.2 (2 ) 
( -l ) 
-l. ( 3) 
3. (3) 
0.0(3 ) 
3.2(2) 
1.3-l( 1) 
1250.5(-l ) 
-1.l(T) 
1 
-6( 2) 
.) . 
.. ) 
1.0 
0.04 (3 ) 
0 
.52 .. 5( :2 ) 
9.-l ( -l ) 
:3 . 2( -l ) 
2 .. )( -l ) 
2.3( 3) 
1.3( 2 ) 
1. -1: 1( :2 ) 
1:2.51 ( -! ) 
-1.-l( I ) 
-:3( 2) 
.5 .9 
.6 
11. .-1:(3) 
1.0 
0.048( 3) 
0 
6C'ons trained parameter (o ne variable used fo r all hi stograms) . 
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Table -l.10 : Summary of crystal s tructures using t he ?21 m spacegroup for 
~iTi martensite 
Researche r 
Space C roup 
(l ( ...\ ) 
b( .-\ ) 
c( .-\ ) 
3( ) 
.-\t om Po ition 
\i 
.r 
T i 
.r 
P21 m e 
2. 3 
-l.11 I 
-1.623 
96. (.) 
1 -3 -.r =I.: . . r =r = 
0.0 
0. 1 / .) 
0.312 -5 
P 21 ' m e 
2. .5 
-l. 120 
-l.622 
96. 
1 _3_ 
.r4.: . . r=r= 
0.0525 
0. 693 
0.221 
a Hehem ann and Sandrock ·321• 
6.\Iichal and Si nclair ·33]. 
?21 m 
·) 4 
-l. llO 
-l.66.5 
9 . LO 
l _ :3 _ 
.r ::r .: . . r ::r.: 
-0.03-l 
o. 30 
0.267 
I . d \. -
P21 m 
2. 9 
-l.10 
-l. 6-16 
97. 1 c 
1 - 3-.r=r= .. r=r.: 
0.0372 
0.67.52 
0.2164 
cBi.ihrer . Go t thard t . Kul ik . .\lercier. and Staub 3.f. 
d Kudo h. Tokonami . .\l iyazaki and Otsuka ).5 . 
Present 
work 
?21 m 
2.9036( ) 
-l.116( 1) 
-l.663( L) 
91. 36(2 ) 
1 - 3 -.r =r .: . . r =r .: 
-0.03 (3) 
0. 2.50(2) 
l _:3 _ 
.r =f.:; . I::);.:; 
0 .. 511-1( / ) 
0.2 30(-l ) 
eThe o riginal band c axes and y and .: coordinates have been interchanged 
as was done by K udo h et al. 3-5 ]. 
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Table -L 11: Anisotropic thermal parameters ( x 102 ) 
for :.l'iTi martensite using t he results ob-
tained by K ~ :3.S l and the relationship 
between Jij and Cij ( Equation 3.1.) ): 
also shown a re the conYerged values from 
run 266 (s hown in parentheses) . all units 
' .-\tom 
.\Ii 
Ti 
" ) 
in .-\ -
C11 [ ·-22 
:).1.5 1.3 
( 1.29) ( 0.36) 
2.98 2.-± 
(0.80) (0.-U ) 
C33 
4.89 
( 0.13 ) 
-L-15 
(0.4) 
['12 C13 Cn 
0.0 -1.-± 0.0 
(0.0) ( -0. 26 ) (0.0) 
0.0 -0.2.5 0.0 
(0.0 ) (0.06 ) ( 0.0 ) 
I 
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Table -l.12: ummary of parameter \·alues which are inde-
pendent of the cattering angle for run 261 on the 
\P D: numbers in parentheses a re esd calculated 
by (;.' ...\ · ( 'ample B. \iTi- Y rod. T = - 263 C) 
' pace group: P21 m 
Lattice pararnet er : 
a= 2. 919(6)...\ 
b = 4.lOh (t )...\ 
c = -t6 -!0(9) ...\ 
3 = 9 .39:3( 2) : 
...\tom positions 
\i: 
T i: 
-0.0403( 2 ) 
0 . .) 11(.)) 
o. 263(1) 
0.2 -1-1(:3 ) 
Anisotropi c thermal parameters. Cij < 102 ( ...\1 ) 
C11 r ·22 
~i: o .. 52(2) o.01 r2i 
Ti: 0.0.5(5) 0.33 (.J ) 
T otal Rp (CC) : 
Total Rii·p (CCC) : 
·) 
\ - : 
a r nrefined parameter. 
c 33 
0.20(2 ) 
0.21(6 ) 
- ·) .J . -
1.6 
2 .. 56 
C13 
-0.2.5( 1 ) 
0 .1 (-! ) 
C23 
o.oa 
o.oa 
11 3 
Table -Ll'.3: Summary of pa ramet er values which depend on the scattering 
angle fo r run 26 1 on the .:-.-PD: numbers in parentheses are esds 
calculated by GSAS (Sample B . .:-.-iTi-Y rod. T = - 263 ) C) 
DETE CTOR PO SITIO\ in !. 11 
PARA:\IETER - F:i3;:; -153v -90v -90c 
Background. Bi dO· (sec 
- ) 
B1 130.4( 6) 12 .3( 6) 131.-!(.5) 130 .2(6) 
B2 10.( l) ! 1.5 ( 1 ) i.0(9 ) 3( l) 
8 3 12( 1 l I 8.4(9) .-!( T) 10.3( 8) 
B-i -1 ( 1) 2.0(9) .5 .8(8) i .2( 8) 
B-.) .5.3(1) -! .3( 7) I -:3 .. 5( 6) -6.1( i) 
3.? - j ") . '2 0.0( 7) 0.9(7) I - ')( .- ) 8.6(.)) I·- ) ! a-r x 10 -:- (p sec'" / A - ) 2.00(2) i.97(2 ) I l.-10( 1) 1..5:3( 1) 
DIFC' (11sec/ .i.. ) 16509a ~6.519(<!) I 12.504(3 ) 12521(3) 
DIFA ( 11 sec 
, ') 
_..\ - ) -.S(l) -.5( 1) --1.2(.5 ) -.1.0( 6) 
ZERO (11sec) -8( 2) -6(2) -10.( 1) -1 0. ( 1) 
Rp (~) .1.2 4.2 .1.0 6.1 
R icp_ ( C!C) T.6 6.3 7.3 .8 
b ~ . _·3 -10.-! ( -! ) 40.4(4) -W .-! ( -! ) -10 .-!(-! ) Scale . !::Jp_.h (A · ) 
Preferred O rientation°. Ro 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
I Ab . b -t ( A - 1) 0.006(2) 0.006( 2) 0.006(2) 0.006(2) . sorpt1on .. B. . 
Extinctionb. E.r x 10-2 (pm2 ) 0 0 0 0 
al -nrefined parameter. 
bC'onstrai ned parameter (o ne variable used fo r all his tograms). 
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Table -l. l-l: Summary of parameter rnlues which are in-
dependent of the scattering angle fo r run 26c 
on the .\PD: numbers in parentheses are esds 
calculated by GS .-\S ( 'ample B . .\iTi-Y rod. 
T=:::25 C'l 
Space group: P21 m 
Lattice parameters : 
a = 2.900-l( l)A 
b = -l.106( 1).\ 
c = -l .681( 1 ).&. 
3 = 97.292(2) 0 
.-\tom posi tions 
:'Ji: 
Ti: 
,r 
-0.0401( 3) 
0.5 1 (6) 
0. 2.58( 1) 
0. 28-l.5( 3) 
Anisotropic thermal parameters. Cij < 102 ( .-\ 1 ) 
Cu C22 
.\i: 0.6.) (3) 0.05(2) 
Ti : 0.2-l( I ) 0.26( 6) 
Total Rp ( 3 ): 
Total Rwp (o/c) : 
·) 
\ -: 
a l-nrefined parameter. 
c 33 
0.2-1(2) 
0.16( 7) 
6.3 
9.1 
1.62 
C13 
-0 .26(2) 
0.21( .j) 
L l .) 
Table -l. l .): 'ummar y of parameter \·alues which de pend o n the scatt e ring 
a ngle for run 26, on the ~PD: numbe r ~ in parentheses a re esds 
calculated by G · ...\ · I ample B . .\"iTi-Y rod. T ::::: 2.) (') 
P...\R.-\:\lETER 
<7] <. 10 · ( p sec A ) 
DIFC ( 11 ec ...\ ) 
•) 
DIF.-\ (fl ec _..\ - ) 
ZERO (JI Sec) 
Rp (C'£ l 
R icp ( C"() 
S l b .;; ( ( - 3 ) ca e . ~ p.h :·\ 
Prefe rred Orientationb . R0 
a l-nre fined parameter. 
DETE C T O R P O ITIO.\" in 2H 
.) /.-1( 2) 
l .u( 6) 
-l.c( .) ) 
0.3(.) ) 
2.-l ( -l ) 
0.2( 3) 
2.12( 3) 
16.) lla 
- ( 2 ) 
-1 2(2 ) 
6.0 
11.0( 2 ) 
1.0 
-2(2) 
0 
.)6 .. )( :3 ) 
10.:3( 6) 
3.2( .) ) 
2. I (.)) 
1..)( -l ) 
1.0( :3) 
2.03(3) 
16.)21( .) ) 
-6( l ) 
-..( 2 ) 
.) .. )
.3 
1I .0( 2 ) 
1.0 
-2( 2 ) 
0 
60.9( :3) 
0.1( .) ) 
6.6( -l ) 
1..) ( -l ) 
-1.0(3 ) 
3.0( 3) 
1.42(2 ) 
12502(-l) 
--l . l ( I ) 
-10. ( 2) 
6.2 
11.0(2) 
1.0 
-2( 2 ) 
0 
.)6.6( :3 ) 
-l .6( .) ) 
3. / ( -l ) 
:3 .9( -l ) 
-2. I ( 3) 
-l.1(3) 
1 .. )6( 2 ) 
12.) 11( -l ) 
--l.011) 
-10.( 2) 
- ·) 
I · -
10. 
1/.0(2 ) 
1.0 
-2( 2 ) 
0 
bC'o nst rained parameter (one variable used for all histograms). 
l 16 
Table -l.16: The change Ro and 
·) 
the In \ - as 
p referred orient at ion axis i \·ari ed 
In the a-b plane for runs 109 and 
I 10 ( o is measured from the n axis 
to the indicated direction ) 
Run 109 Run 110 
h k o(~ ) Ro \- Ro \ -
1 0 60. l I 2.32 1 .26 2.36 2 .9 
2 3 0 71.4 3.26 15. 72 :3.2.5 2-!.7-! 
1 2 0 Ti . 7 3.-14 14.62 3.-! 22 . 9 
I 23 -! ~ I I .. 5 ·LO 14 . .50 -! .-!2 22 .67 11 2-! 79.3 .. 5.02 14.3.5 .5.00 22 .-!O 
21 -! 0 0.1 4 .. ) .) 1-! .-!-! -! .. ) 7 22.5-! 
5 12 0 '- 1.0 4.33 1-!.6-! -!.31 22 . <.; 
9 24 0 ( 2.6 4.09 15.34 4. l I 24 .06 
1 3 0 4.3 3.6 16.43 :3. I _ 2.5.93 
1 -! 0 I . I 2.l,; 9 l .23 2. -! 29.17 
1 .) 0 9. 1 Ll2 1 .9 1.40 30.22 
0 1 0 91. 1.12 19.Q.) 1.12 30.32 
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-1.2.3 Intermediate temperature phases 
Six diffraction runs ,,·ere performed on the HIPD: runs .)2/ and .)30 on the 
high-temperature side of the anomalous resisti,·ity peak ( under low st re ·s). runs 10.5 
and 106 ( under low stress) and runs IOI and 10 (under high st ress) on the low-
temperature side of the resist an ce peak. As discu sed in Chapter :?. thee six data 
sets were merged into three data sets "·hi ch will be referred to in the follo wing way: 
run .) 21.530. run 10.) 106 and run 107708 . 
-1.2.3. 1 Run 527530 As a first approximation. the Pm3m -pace group that 
describes au tenite \\·as used to fit run.521.530. Figures .f.35 t hrough -l. 31 show the 
results of the refinements on thi s merged data set. 
It is quite obvious that the Pm3m space group does not fit t his pattern very 
well. First. t he 110 reflection at 2.1..\ appears to broaden considerably and may even 
show the early s tages of splitting. This is in agreement with wo rk done by Ling 
and Kaplow :-1:1 :-:-1:{. Also. t he re are four new reflections between 1.:3 . .\ and 1. ..\. 
Tables -l.17 and -l.l show the fitted values of the usual parameters. The rather large 
,-alues of O'r are most likely due to the apparent broadening of t he LlO reflection. 
Since GSAS has only calculated a single reflection for this peak. it must t ry to fit it 
with a s ingle broad peak. 
The next approach used a rhombohedral space <Yroup to fit t he data. The R3mr 
s pace group was used (where the r indicates the rhombohedral rather than the hexag-
onal setting ). and the results of this space group a re summarized in Tables -l.19 a'nd 
-l.:20 (only those parameters which were refined are included in Table -l.20 ). The re-
finement was no t entirely successful since the equations diverged whe n the isotropic 
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thermal parameters were allowed to ,·ary. The calculated profiles can be seen in 
Figure -L3 th rough -L..J:O. O ther detector banks were not included in A ppendix C 
s ince they did not add any additional information . .-\It hough there was a n additional 
reflection predicted near the 2. L \ peak. it s calculated intensity \\'as essen ti a lly ze ro 
so it did not account fo r the broadening of the 110 peak . The firs t t\\'enty Bragg 
reflect ion for the R3mr space g roup \\'ere calculated using the follo\\'ing equation: 
•) •) ·) . ·) ·) 
1 (h - - ,_. - - / ~ )sin - ti - '!. (hi.:- h'l - hl)(cos - o - cosn) 
-;y-
d- a '2 ( 1 - :3 cos 2 n - 2 cos 3 o ) 
( ..J:.3 ) 
The results of this calculation are found in Table ..J:.21. 
-1.2 .3 .2 Runs 705 706 a nd 707708 Two experiments were run to ·ee if any 
change in crystal s tructure could be seen as the applied stress was changed while the 
·amples were at approximately the same point on the low-temperatu re side of the 
resis tivity peak. Since it is often thought that J/5 coincides with the summit of the 
peak. it ,,·as expected that a t\vo-phase ·mixture wou ld be o bse rved. This doe seem to 
have been the case as explained below. Figures -!...J:l t hroug h -!...J:-! show the profiles fo r 
run 10.)'i06 using the P21 m martensite space group a nd lattice parameters obtained 
from run 266. [t is apparent that t his does fit a numbe r of the obse rved re flections 
including the intense peak at 4.7 . ..\. The next set of plots, Figures -! . ..J:.) through -!...J:7. 
show t he same data se t using the R3mr rhombo hedral space group. As with run 
.)21530. this explains some o f t he Bragg peaks . but it sti ll does not acco unt fo r the 
apparent splitting of the 110 austeni te peak at 2.1:\. The splitting was ewn more 
pronounced in runs 10.5 706 and 10710 tha n it was in run .):21.530. This can be een 
best in Figure -!.-!4 fo r run 105706 and in Figure ·L.51 fo r run 10710 . Both phases 
\\·ere used together to try to fit run 10.5 706. but the equations diYerged \\'hen t he 
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lattice parameters were \·aried so no plot s or parameter summanes we re included. 
For comparison. run 101108 profiles are shown in Fig ures -L-l through -1 . .)1. 
The pl itting of the peak at :.?.IA ( the 110 austenite reflection ) t hat \\·as -een 
in these two experiments gi\·es e,·idence the R phase was probably present. Also. 
t he rather large peak seen at -!./...\. coincides with the 001 martensit e reflection o 
martensite was probably al so p resent. 
Refinement s were not success ful on eithe r of these data se ts. This is attributed 
to the same problems found in runs 109 and 110 as well as run .)21.)30. Firs t. if 
martensite is present. it will most likely ha,·e a great deal o f preferred or ientation. 
l"nti l the correct texture axi s can be found. these results cannot be applied to runs 
10.)106 and 10170 . Also . until the correct space group is found fo r the R phase and 
a refinement is completed on thi s crystal s tructure. any two-phase mixture which 
contains the R phase \rill be ,·ery difficult to refine. 
Since converged values were not oqtained for runs / 0.)T06 or TO /T O . little can 
be concluded about how stress affected these two data se t s. Judging o nly from the 
plots themselves . there does not seem to be a difference between the two tre s levels. 
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Table -Ll I: Summary of parameter rnlues \\·hich 
are independent of the scattering an-
gle for run .)21.'.dO on the HIPD 
( Pm3m space group): numbers in 
parentheses are e ds calculated by 
GS .-\S ( 'ample A . .\iTi wi res. low 
stress . Tt op:::: 29 8 (') 
Space group: Pm:3m 
Latt ice parameter: 
a = 3.011( -±)..\ 
...\tom posi tionsa 
:'-[ i: 
Ti: 
.r 
0 
l 
} 
y 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
Isotropic thermal parameters. Ci so x 102 ( _..\ 2 ) 
:'-ii: .).I (I) 
Ti: 1..59(.5) 
Tot al R p ( Cfc ) : I . 0 
I o t al R w p ( <1 ) : 9 . -± 
·) 
\ -: :3 .64 
a Unrefined parameters. 
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Table -1.18: Summary of parameter values \\·hich depend on the scatt ering 
angle for run .)27.530 on the HIPD ( Pm3m space group ): num-
bers in parentheses are esds calculated by GS.-\.S (Sample .-\.. 
:'\iTi wires. low st ress . Tt op :::: 29 -: C') 
DETECTO R PO SITIO:-.: in 2R 
P.-\.R.-\.:\IETER - 1.)3J - l.)3v -90.:; -90 ~ 
Background. Bi '( i o· (sec - ) I 
81 16 .6( 1) 11.1( 1) 1--l.3 ( 1) 16 .2( l ) 
82 2.9( 2) 2..1(2) 0.1( 2 ) 0.9( 2) 
83 1.6( 2 ) l. I ( 2 ) 3.0( 2 ) :3 . 1( 2 ) 
8-! ·) 4( •) ) .. . - I 2.2( 2) 0.9( 2 ) 1.:3( 2 ) 
I B.5 -0. 7( 1) I -0.1( 1) 0 .. 5( 1) 0 .. 5( l ) 
B 0.6(1) 0 .. 5( 1) 0.22(9) 0.--ll ( 9) 
' 17- x: 10- (psec- .r ) .5 .8(2 ) I 6.0(2 ) 3. 7( 6) -!.:3( ) 
DIFC' (psec A) .503oa .501--1 (9) 3621(6 ) :3626 ( 6) I 
DIF.-\. (psec 
' •) 
. .\ - ) 0.(2-) -!( 2) -3( 1 ) -3( 1) 
ZERO (11sec) -1( 4 ) 6(4 ) -8( 2 ) -1( 3 ) 
Rp (C:C) 6.3 6.:3 1.6 1.6 
R icP. (ct) 8.7 .6 10. 9.7 
b ' 3 --l-1(2 ) --l--1 (2 ) --l--1(2 ) -1-!(2 ) Scale . SP. .h ( .-\. - . ) 
1 
~refe.rred Orientation6. R0 4.19( 1) -!. 79( 1 ) 4.79 ( 1) --l.19( 1 ) 
r 111 j along wire ax.is) 
JI .-\.bsorption6 . .-l ( ..\ -1 ) 0.--l'i.5 (4 ) 0.41.5(--l ) I 0.--li'.5(--l ) 0 . .fi.) (--l ) . . 
x io- .. (µm"') 6.2(.5 ) 6.2( ,5) 6.2( .j ) 6 ') ( - ) ·- .") 
a F nrefined parameter. 
6Constrained parameter (one variable used for all histograms) . 
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Table -!.19: Summary of parameter values which 
are independent of the scattering an-
gle for runs .j21 and .S30 on t he 
HIPD ( R3m r space group ); numbers 
in parentheses are esds calculated by 
· GSAS (Sample ...\. :\iTi wires. low 
stress . Tt op :::: 29c (') 
Space group: R3mr 
Lattice parameters: 
a= .s .9 3(3.:\. 
et. = 90 .. 57( 7)8 
Atom positionsa .r y --
:.Ii: 0 0 0 
:"l'i: 1 0 0 
:"l'i: r 1 0 r ')' Xi: I 1 . ')' r r Ti: I } 1 1 Ti: :I 4 :I 
Isotropic thermal parameters a . Ci so ·< 10 2 ( . \ :2 ) 
:\i: 2 .. s 
T i: 2 .. s 
Total Rp ( C'7( ) : 6 .. s 
II Total R wp ( o/c ): 10. 
•) 
\-: 18.6 
a rnrefi.ned parameters. 
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Table -L20: Summary of refined parameter rnlues which depend 
on the scattering angle fo r run .):2/.530 on the HIP D 
( R3mr space group ): numbers in parentheses are esds 
calculated by GS A · ( ·ample A. \iTi wi res. low stress . 
Tt op =::: 29c (') 
PARA~IETER 
Background. Bi < 10 (sec - ) 
81 
8·) 
8:3 
84 1 
Rp (~) 
R ic p ( C:C l 
l a ~ ( i. - ·3) ca e . :::. p.h .-\ · 
Preferred 0 rient at ion a . R0 
( _lll : along wire axis ) 
DETE CTOR P OSITIO\ in 28 
- 1.53 '- - 1.53° - 90° -90" 
-- ( ·) ) .) .) - 3-! ( 2 ) 7.2( 3) 29 .1( ,5 ) 
-61( 4 ) -'.3.5( 3 ) 6.9(.5) -23.0( g ) 
26(2) 1.5( 2 ) -2.3(3) 9.9( ,5) 
--11.6(7) -6.3(.5) 2.2( 1) --L-1 ( 2 ) 
3. -1.T 11 -1. 
. ) .. 5 6 . 1.) - ·) I. ~ 
0.2 .5( -! ) 0.2.5(-1 ) 0.25(-1) 0.2.5(-1) 
-1.22(4) 4.22(-l) -l.22(-! ) -1.22(-l) 
a Constrained parameter (one variable used for all histograms) . 
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Table -t.21: 0 -spacings for the fir st twenty Bragg 
reflections fo r the R3mr space g roup 
( a = .).9 3.-\. c..l = 90 .. )1 ~ ) 
Reflect ion 
~umber h k cl- spacing ( . .\ ) 
1 l 0 0 .).9 -t 
2 1 0 -1 -t.2.51 
3 0 -1 - 1 -!.212 
-! -1 -1 3.-!66 
5 1 1 1 3.-!23 
6 2 0 0 2.992 
- 2 0 - 1 2.6 6 I 
c 2 1 0 2.66.5 
9 2 - 1 - 1 2 .-!.) -! 
10 1 -.1 -2 2 .-l-!6 
11 2 1 l 2.-!22 
12 2 0 -2 2.126 
13 0 -2 -2 2 .10.5 
1-t 2 -1 -2 2.003 
1.) :3 0 0 1.99-l 
16 l -2 -2 1.99-! I 
17 1 2 2 1.971 
'1 1 3 0 -1 l. 91 
19 3 1 0 1. 86 
20 3 -1 -1 1. 12 
12.) 
-1.3 Suggestions for Furthe r Work 
Se,·eral things may be do ne in the future to provide more inform ation on t he 
martensitic transfo rmation of .\'iTi. Firs t. a true powdered sample in which preferred 
o rientation is of very lit t le concern could be used on the ~PD to better determine 
the crystallographic parameters of martensit e and the R phase. O t he r peak-fitting 
techniques could be used to analyze these <lat a. since Rietveld refinements are not 
\·ery efficient in determining unknown crystal s tructures. Once t his is done . t he 
preferred o rientation axis of t he martensitic phase in the wires could be discovered by 
standard methods (fo r example. using orientation distribution functions to interpret 
pole figu res :12:) using an x- ray diffractometer with a multi-axis goniomete r. This 
information could then be used to obtain better refinements on runs 109. 110. 10.5106 
and 101108. In addition. GS ...\ S is capable of simultaneously re fining neutron and x-
ray diffraction data. When this is done. t he uncertainty in the refinements is greatly 
reduced due to the complementary qualities of neutron and x-ray diffraction. F inally, 
larger weights could be ap plied to the \:iTi wires so that a greater stress dependence 
on the low-temperature side of the resis tivity peak could be seen and investigated . 
4.4 Summary 
Two runs were done on the HIPD to observe the austenite phase of \' iTi. T hey 
both showed a large amount of preferred o rientation with the ) ll: direction along 
the wire axis . F ive runs were done to determine the characterist ics of the mar tensite 
phase. three on t he :-l'PD and two o n the HIPD . While t he NPD experiments were 
refined. the HIPD runs were inconclusive. probably because the correct preferred 
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orientation axis ,,·as not known. Finally. three experiments were performed o n the 
HIPD to investigate the presence of the R pha e and determine how diffe rent stress 
levels affected the sam ple. These refinement s were also inconclusi,·e because of the 
prob lems encoun t ered with the martensite experi ments mentioned abo,·e and because 
t he correct rhombohedral space group was apparently not known. 
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Figure -!.17: Diffraction profile for run 104: on the HIP D showing the 2.L\ to 2.2.-\ 
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Figure 4.18: Diffraction profile for run 266 on the >iPD showing the 0 .. ) ...\ to -LOA 
reg10n from the - 90° detecto r bank 
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Figure -l.19: Diffraction profile fo r run 266 
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Figure 4.22: Diffraction profile for run 26i on the :-JP D showing the 1.0 . \ to 2. L\ 
reg10n from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure -1.23: Diffraction profile for run 267 on the :\PD showing the 2 . .--\ to 3.2A 
region from the - 90° detector bank 
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Figure 4.24: Diffraction profile for run 26 on the :"lPD showing the 0 . .).-\ to 4.0A 
region from the - 90° detector bank 
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Fig ure -1:.:2.): Diffraction profile for run 26 on the ~PD showing the LOA to 2.1.-\ 
reg10n from the - 90 .J detector bank 
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Figure -1: .26: Diffraction profile for run 26 on the NPD showing the 2 . ..\ to 3.2A 
reg10n from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure -!,27: Diffraction profile for run 709 on the HIPD sho wing the 0 .. ) .~ to .).0.c\ 
region from the -90-) detector bank 
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Diffr action profile for run 709 on the HIPD showing the o .. sA to 2.0A 
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Figure 4.29: Diffract ion profile fo r run 709 on the HIPD showing the 2.0A. to 2.3 . \ 
region from the - 90° detector bank 
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Figure 4.30 : Diffraction profile for run ilO on the HIPD showing the 0 .. 5..\ to .5.0 . .\ 
region from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure 4.31: Diffraction profile for run 710 on the HIPD showing the 0.5A to 2.0A 
region from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure -l:.32: Diffr action profile for run 710 on the HIPD showing the 2.0A to 2.3 . ..\ 
reg10n from the - 90° detecto r bank 
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Figure -1.3.5: Diffraction profile for run .52T)30 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. 5A to 
3. lA region from the + 153° detector bank (Pm3m space group) 
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Figure 4.36: Diffraction profile for run .527.530 on the HIP D showing t he Q .. 5A to 
2.L\ region from the + 153° detector bank ( Pm3m space group ) 
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Figure 4.37: Diffraction profile fo r run .5 27.530 o n the HIPD showing t he 2.1.-\ to 
:2.2 . .\. region from the 1 1-53 ° detector bank ( Pm3m s pace gro up ) 
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Figure 4.39: Diffraction profile for run .527.5:30 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. ) . .\ to 
2.1..\ region from the - 1.53 ° detector bank (R3mr space group) 
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Figure 4.40: Diffraction profile for run .)2/.)30 on the HIPD showing the 2.lA to 
2.2A region from the -1.53 ° detector bank ( R3mr space group) 
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Figure 4.-U : Diffraction profile for run 70.5706 on the HIPD showing the 0 . .)...\ to 
.).0 . .\ reg10n from the - 90° detector bank ( P21 m space g roup ) 
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Figure 4.-12: Diffraction profile for run 70.) 706 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. ) ...\. to 
2.0 . .\ region from the - 90v detector bank ( P21 m space grou p ) 
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Figure 4...13: Diffraction profile for run 10.5706 on the HIPD showing the 2.0A to 
2.3A region from the -90° detector bank ( P2 it m space group ) 
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Figure -l..!4: Diffraction profile for run 10.5106 on the HIPD showing the 2.0 . .\ to 
2.3 . .\. region from the -1.5 3 "' detector bank ( P21 I m space group) 
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Figu re ·L·!."J: Diffraction p rofile fo r run i0.5706 on the HIP D ·howin!?; the 0 . .JA to 
.).0:\ region from the - 90 detecto r bank ( R3mr pace uro u p ) 
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F igure -l...!6: Diffraction profil e for run 70.5 706 on t he HIPD showing the 0 .. ) . \ to 
2.0 . ..\. region from the -90c detector bank ( R3mr pace uroup ) 
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Figure -1.-11: Diffraction profile for run 10.5106 o n the HIPD showing the 2.0A to 
2.3 . .\ region from the - 90 (" detector bank ( R3mr space group ) 
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Diffr act io n p rofile for run 70770 on the HIPD showing t he 0 . .5 • .\ to 
5.0A region from the - 90° detecto r bank ( R3mr space group ) 
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Figu re 4..!9: Diffraction profile for run 70770 on t he HIPD showing the 0 .. 5..\ to 
2.0A region from the - 90° detector bank ( R3mr space group ) 
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figure -l .. )0: Diffraction profile for run 10110 on the HIPD howing the 2.0...\ to 
2.:3..\ reaion from the - 90 :: detector bank ( R3mr pace group ) 
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Figure -l..51: Diffraction profile for run 10110 on the HIPD showing the 2.0 . \ to 
l J -2.3.'\ reg10n from the -1.)3 detecto r ban k ( R3 mr space gro up ) 
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5. CONC LUSIONS 
en•ral conclusion may be made from thi s work: 
1. The train- corrected electrical resistivity based on earlier work of Hsu -!7 . of 
nearly equiatomic nickel-titanium shows stress dependence on t he low-temperature 
ide of the anomalous resisti,·ity peak that appears on coolinu whereby the re is ti,·ity 
peak narrows with increasinu tensile s tress. In addition. the st rain- co rrected re is-
tivity of single-phase martensitic .\"iTi was found to increase with increasing tensile 
t ress . 
2. The unit cell of the austenit ic phase of ~iTi was foun d to be described by the 
P m:3m space group ( 82 or (' C l tructure ) with a= :3.023(3 )A for the wire samples 
used in thi s tudy. This is in good agreement with the commonly accepted lattice 
parameter of 3.01.S (see . for example. 8i.ihrer et al. 20 ). Differences in compo ition 
may explain the lattice parameter differences. In addition , the wires showed a large 
amount of p refe rred o rientation with the < 111 direction along the wire axis. 
3. Fo r the yttrium-doped. ~iTi sample. the pace group of t he marten ite was de-
termined to be P211 m (monoclinic or distorted 819 structure) with the following lat-
tice parameters: a = 2.9036( )...\. b = -l.116( 1) . \. c = -!.663( 1 ) . ..\ and 3 = 97. 36(2) 0 . 
Anisotropic thermal parameters were used to describe the thermal motion of the 
atom s. The martensite phase in the ~iTi wires also seemed to show preferred o rien-
1-56 
tation. al t hough the t exture axi s \\·as not determined. This is in fairly good agree me nt 
with both x-ray and neutron diffraction work done by other researchers. particularly 
by Bi.ihrer et al. 20 . . The re was no success in applying t he martensite st ructures 
proposed by Otsuka et al. )2 ~ or by Golest ane h and Carp enter )9'. 
4. l"pon cool ing the wires to the high-temperature side of the anomalous resis-
tivity peak (about 29'.) C) . the 110 aust enite reflection appeared to broaden. Cpon 
further cooling to the lO\\·-temperature side of t he anomalous resistivity peak (about 
l .::: C') . the 110 austeni te reflection appeared to show early stages of splitting into 
two separate reflections. in agreement wit h work done by Ling and Kaplow :-i i:- :-14]. 
This is considered to be due to t he di stortion of t he austenite unit cell into a rhombo-
hedral one. Fur thermore. martensite peaks began to a ppear at about 18c C' . For t he 
two st ress levels applied ( 1.9 and 4.5 MPa) . no difference in the results was detected . 
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8. APPENDIX A: RESISTANCE AND TEMPERATURE D ATA 
ACQUISITION PROGRAM 
8. 1 D escription 
A BASIC' computer program. HOT WIRE . was written by R. 0. Brown at the Los 
Alamos :'\ ational Laborat ory. The program is run on a Hewlett-Packard .) Personal 
Computer. HO T\VIRE gives instructions to a Hewlett-Packard Data Acquisition 
Controller to sample t he output voltages of t he thermocouples attached to the top 
and bottom of the _ -iTi sample wires and the voltage drops across a standard resi stor 
and the :\iTi wires. Provisions are also made for a thi rd thermocouple which may 
be located at the middle of the wires during testing. The program then calculates 
the top and bottom thermocouple temperatures. and the electrical resistance of the 
wires. HOT WIRE also keeps t rack of the elapsed time between voltage samplings. 
All temperature , resistance and time data are written to a floppy disk. A plotting 
routine then allows graphs of resistance ve rsus temperature . resistance versus time. 
and temperature versus time to be plotted. 
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8.2 HOTWIRE Computer Program 
10 ******PROGRAM HDTWIRE*********•*** 
20 Calculates resistance 
30 Variable current through NiTi wire, reads dV 
40 1 Plot s 
50 I 
60 1 Variables : 
70 1 Graphics on/off:Gl=l/O 
80 1 t1me--T9 ( sec ) 
90 1 delay time (between readings ) --09 
100 Resistor value=R5=1 .000 
110 Resistance in ohms--01 
120 T . C . measurements on slot#O, ch#5 
130 # of therrnocouples--Nl 
140 T ( l ) --temperature (C) 
150 R3--reference vltg 
160 RO-R2=params for temp calc 
170 PO-P9=params f o r temp calc 
180 ********************************** 
190 INITIALIZE 
200 CLEAR 
210 GOSUB 320 
220 GOSUB 1560 1 Setup graph 
230 ! Measurements 
240 GOSUB 970 
250 ! Store data 
260 GOSUB 1240 
270 ! Plot data 
280 IF Gl=l THEN GOSUB 1830 
290 WAIT 09 
300 GOTO 230 
310 END 
320 ! *****•********************•***•*** 
330 ! INITIALIZE 
340 Kl=O ! Initial block # 
350 ASSIGN# 2 TO "BLOCKS.NITI" 
360 PRINT# 2 , 1 ; Kl 
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370 N1=3 ! # of T.C. ' s 
380 09=30•1000 ! Default delay time 
390 ! Change delay time 
400 ON KEY# 1,"DLY_TIM" GOSUB 810 
410 G1=1 ! Graphics on (default ) 
420 ! Toggle graphics on/off 
430 ON KEY# 2,"TGL_GR" GOSUB 1500 
440 ON KEY# 3,"Rmnrnx" GOSUB 870 
450 ON KEY# 4, " EXIT " GOSUB 1920 
460 KEY LABEL 
470 ! Set up the printer 
480 PRINTER IS 702,80 ©PRINT CHR$(27)&"154F"© PRINT 
CHR$(27 )&"11L" 
490 WAIT 5000 
500 !Set up the disk file 
510 Stores 5 var ' s : 
520 T9,01,T ( 1) ,T ( 2 ) ,V6 
530 Create "DAT.NITI",3600,40 
540 MASS STORAGE IS ":0700" 
550 1 Setup 3421A: 
560 ABORTIO 7 © RESET 7 © CLEAR 709 
570 ! Pararns for temp conversion 
580 R0=-.00000082 
590 Rl=.00003964 
600 R2=.000000016 
610 P0=- . 051 
620 P1=24850 . 3 
630 P2=-382662 
640 P3=99661057 
650 P4=-10820624000 
660 P5=603928550000 
670 P6=-1.9109E13 
680 P7=3.4782347E14 
690 P8=-3 .3991028E15 
700 P9=1 .3828514E16 
710 R5=1 
720 IMAGE K,SDD .DDD,K ,DDD 
730 IMAGE K,SDDD.D,K,SDDD .D 
740 IMAGE K,SD . DDDD 
750 ! SET UP THE GRAPH 
760 Xl=O © X9=100 ! Xmin,Xmax 
770 T1=20 ! Xticks 
780 Y1=1.35 © Y9=1.6 ' Ymin, Ymax 
790 T2=.05 ! Yticks 
800 RETURN 
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810 ! ********************************** 
820 Set delay time 
830 CLEAR© DISP "DELAY TIME NOW=";D9/1000 
840 DISP "NEW DELAY TIME(sec) ="; © INPUT 09© 09=D9*1000 
850 OISP "DELAY TIME=" ;D9/ 1000 
860 RETURN 
880 ! CHANGE Rmin, Rmax 
890 ALPHA 
900 DISP "Rmin=";© INPUT Yl 
910 DISP "Rmax=";© INPUT Y9 
920 OISP "Rmin=";Yl 
930 DISP "Rmax=";Y9 
940 T2=(Y9-Y1 )/5 
950 GOSUB 1590 
960 RETURN 
970 ********************************** 
980 MEASURMENTS 
990 Time 
1000 .T9=TIME 
1010 CLEAR 709 
1020 ! NiTi RESISTANCE 
1030 OUTPUT 709 ;"OCV 2" 
1040 ENTER 709 ; V2 ! NiTi voltage drop 
1050 OUTPUT 709 "DCV 6" 
1060 ENTER 709 ; V6 ! Fixed resistor voltage drop 
1070 IF V6<>0 THEN 01=V2*R5/V6 ELSE 01=0 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 
Gl=O THEN DISP 
Gl=O THEN DISP 
Gl=O THEN DISP 
Gl=O THEN DISP 
1120 ! Nl temperatures 
1130 FOR I=l TO Nl 
"BLOCK=" ;Kl 
USING 740 
USING 740 
USING 720 
1140 OUTPUT 709 ;"DCV";I+2 
1150 ENTER 709 ; V(I) 
"V-NiTi=";V2 
Vresis=";V6 
"RESIS=" ;Ol 
1160 NEXT I 
1170 ! Read reference vltg 
1180 OUTPUT 709 ;"REF03" 
1190 ENTER 709 ; R3 
1200 ! Convert to temps 
1210 GOSUB 1390 
l69 
1220 IF Gl=O THEN DISP USING 730 ; "Ttop=" ;T( l ); " 
Tbtm=" ;T (2) ;"Tmid= " ;T(3) © DISP 
1230 RETURN 
1250 ! STORE DATA 
1260 ! Kl=block counter 
1270 ASSIGN# 2 TO "BLOCKS.NITI" 
1280 READ# 2,1 ; Kl© K1=K1+1 
1290 ! Store time,resis. ,temps 
1300 ASSIGN# 1 TO "DAT .NITI " 
1310 PRINT# 1,Kl 
1320 PRINT# 1 ; T9,01,T (1) ,T(2) ,T (3) , V6 
1330 ! T9=time, Ol=NiTi resis, V6=Vresis, T(l)= Ttop, T( 2)=Tbt m, 
T(3)=Tmid 
1340 ASSIGN# 1 to * 
1350 ! Store Kl 
1360 PRINT# 2,1 ; Kl 
1370 ASS IGN# 2 TO • 
1380 RETURN 
1390 *•••***********•****•****•** 
1400 ! CONVERT TO TEMPS 
1410 Reference voltage 
1420 V9=RO+R3 ( R1 +R3•R2 ) 
1430 ! Do all T. C. ' s 
1440 FOR I=l TO Nl 
1450 V(I )=V ( I)+V9 
1460 T( I )=PO+V(I)•P1+V(I ) -2•P2+V(I)-3•P3+V ( I )- 4*P4+V ( I )- 5•P5+ 
V( I )- 6•P6+V ( I ) -7•P7+V ( I )-8*P8 
1470 T( I )=T ( I ) +V ( I ) -9•P9 
1480 NEXT I 
1490 RETURN 
1500 ! ***•••••••••*•******•******** 
1510 ! TOGGLE GRAPHICS 
1520 IF Gl=O THEN DISP "GRAPHICS OFF" ELSE DISP "GRAPHICS ON" 
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1530 Gl=INT ( l-Gl ) 
1540 IF Gl=O THEN DISP "GRAPHICS OFF" ELSE DISP "GRAPHICS ON" 
1550 RETURN 
1560 ! **************************** 
1570 1 SET UP THE GRAPH 
1580 CLEAR© DISP "TITLE:";© INPUT Tl$ 
1590 GCLEAR © GRAPH 
1600 X5=X9-X1 © Y5=Y9-Y1 
1610 SCALE X1- . 15•X5,X9+ . 15*X5,Y1- . 15*Y5,Y9+ . 15*Y5 
1620 1 Axes : 
1630 ! Lower X-axis 
1640 XAXIS Yl,T1,X1,X9 
1650 FOR X=Xl TO X9 STEP Tl 
1660 MOVE X,Y1-. 08*Y5 
1670 LABEL VAL$(X) 
1680 NEXT X 
1690 ! Upper X-axis 
1700 XAXIS Y9,T1,Xl,X9 
1710 ! Lef t Y-axis 
1720 YAXIS Xl,T2,Y1 , Y9 
1730 FOR Y=Y1 TO Y9 STEP T2 
1740 MOVE X1-.15*X5,Y 
1750 LABEL VAL$ (Y) 
1760 NEXT Y 
1770 ! Right Y-axi s 
1780 YAXIS X9,T2,Y1,Y9 
1790 ! Title 
1800 MOVE X1,Y9+.05*Y5 © LABEL T1$ 
1810 IF G1=0 THEN ALPHA 
1820 RETURN 
1830 ! **************************** 
1840 ! PLOT POINTS 
1850 PLOT T( l ) ,01 © PENUP 
1860 GCLEAR Y1-.09*Y5 
1870 MOVE X1+.25*X5,Y1- . 14*Y5 
1880 0$=VAL$ (01 ) © 0$=0$[1,4] 
1890 T$=VAL$ (T(1) ) © T$=T$[1,4] 
1900 LABEL "R="i:O$&" Ttop="i:T$ 
1910 RETURN 
1930 1 Read from disk, plot vs. time 
1940 ASSIGN# 1 TO "DAT.NITI" 
1950 ASSIGN# 2 TO "BLOCKS .NITI" 
1960 READ# 2,1 , K9 
1970 ! Plot resis vs. temp 
1980 GOSUB 2540 
1990 ! Plot resis vs. time 
2000 GOSUB 2340 
2010 1 Plot temp vs. time 
2020 GOSUB 2060 
2030 CLEAR © BEEP © DISP "DONE" 
2040 END 
2050 **************************** 
2060 ! Temps vs. time 
2070 ! Y-axis 
2080 Yl=O 1 Ymin 
2090 Y9=100 ! Ymax 
2100 T2=20 ' Yticks 
2110 ! Axes 
2120 GOSUB 1590 
2130 ! plot temp vs . time 
2140 FOR K=l TO K9 
2150 READ# l,K ; T9, 01 ,T(l) 
2160 T9=T9-T3 
2170 PLOT T9,T ( l ) © PENUP 
2180 NEXT K 
2190 COPY 
2200 GOSUB 2890 ! Spaces 
2210 RETURN 
2220 •************************•** 
2230 ! Plot T3 vs time 
2240 ! Axes 
2250 GOSUB 1590 
2260 FOR K=l TO K9 
2270 READ# 1,K ; T9,0l,T ( l ) ,T(2 ) ,T(3) 
2280 PLOT T9-T3,T (3 ) © PENUP 
2290 NEXT K 
2300 COPY 
2310 GOSUB 2890 
2320 RETURN 
Spaces 
2340 Resistance vs . time 
2350 1 Sarne Yaxis, change Xaxis 
2360 1 Get min and max time from disk 
2370 ASSIGN# 1 TO "DAT . NITI" 
2380 ASSIGN# 2 TO "BLOCKS.NITI" 
2390 READ# 1,1 ; T3 ' MIN TIME 
2400 READ# 1 , K9 ; T4 ! MAX TIME 
2410 X9=T4-T3 © Xl=O 
2420 T1=INT (X9 / 5 ) 
2430 1 Axes 
2440 GOSUB 1590 
2450 I Plot resis vs . time 
2460 FOR K=l TO K9 
2470 READ# 1 , K , T9,01 
2480 PLOT T9-T3,01 © PENUP 
2490 NEXT K 
2500 COPY 
2510 GOSUB 2890 ! Spaces 
2520 RETURN 
2530 *•************************** 
2540 Resis vs . ternp ( l ) 
2550 Sarne Yaxis and Xaxis 
2560 Axes 
2570 GOSUB 1590 
2580 FOR K=l TO K9 
2590 READ# 1,K ; T9,01,T ( l ) 
2600 PLOT T( l ) ,01, © PENUP 
2610 NEXT K 
2620 COPY 
2630 GOSUB 2890 ! Spaces 
2640 RETURN 
2650 **************************** 
2660 Resis vs . ternp(2 ) 
2670 No changes on X or Y axes 
2680 Axes 
2690 GOSUB 1560 
2700 FOR K=l TO K9 
2710 READ# 1,K ; T9,01,T (1) ,T ( 2) 
2720 PLOT T ( 2) ,01 © PENUP 
2730 NEXT K 
2740 COPY 
2750 GOSUB 2890 ! Spaces 
2760 RETURN 
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2770 ******•*************•******* 
2780 Resis vs. ternp3 
2790 No changes on X or Y 
2800 Axes 
2810 GOSUB 1560 
2820 FOR K=l TO K9 
2830 READ# 1,K ; T9,01 ,T(1 ) ,T( 2) ,T (3 ) 
2840 PLOT T(3),01 © PENUP 
2850 NEXT K 
2860 COPY 
2870 GOSUB 2890 ! Space 
2880 RETURN 
2890 ! ***********•••*••*****•*•**• 
2900 ! Leave spaces between graphs 
2910 PRINTER IS 2 
2920 FOR I=l TO 5 
2930 PRINT 
2940 NEXT I 
2950 PRINTER IS 702,80 
2960 RETURN 
l ;--l 
9. APPENDIX B: CORRECTING NOMI NAL RESISTIVITY DATA 
FOR A CHANGE IN FORM FACTOR USI NG STRAIN 
l\IIEAS UREMENTS 
9.1 R es is tivity Correction Factor 
Consider a \iTi wire ample in the austenitic phase with length l1 and cro -
sect ional a rea .-1 1. If the temperatu re o f lhe ample is changed so the wire tran s-
fo rm s to t he m a rt ens it ic phase . t he sample will unde rgo changes in length and cros -
section al a rea to l2 and .-12 . respectively. Using the a ustenite lattice parameters found 
by refining the data in runs .526 and 104 and the martens ite latt ice parameters found 
by refining the data in run 266 (see Chapter -l) . the following rnlume calculation 
can be made. 
\ . - 3 - 3 0233 - ·)- 626 \ 3 A -a- ·· . - - '· ."\ ( 9.1) 
i ·JI = abcsin 3 = (2.9036)(-l.116)(-l.663) sin97. 36 c = .).).20 .-\ 3 . (9.2) 
ince the a us t e ni te and marte nsite un it cells co ntain two and four atoms pe r unit 
cell. respec tively. the volume pe r a tom fo r each phase becomes: 
[
volume ] = 27.626 . . 3 -- = 1:3. 13 .-\ atom 
atom A 2 
[
volume ] = 
atom .\/ 
.).).20 
-l 
= 13 . 02A 3 atom 
(9.3) 
( 9 .-l) 
l / .j 
The ratio of these two numbers is 0.9992 so the assumption of cons tant rnlume is 
quite reasonable. 
It can be seen that if L1 and .-\1 a re u::.ed to calculate the electrical resist i\·ity 
from resis tan ce measurements obtained after the wi re has tran sformed to martensite. 
an inco rrect value will result since the length and cross-sectional area are now L2 and 
.-\2. respectively. The uncorrected resi ti\"ity. Pu· and the corrected res1 ti\·ity. Pc · 
are calculated from the measured electrical res istance . R. by 
and 
Pu 
A·) R 
Pc = ---'=-/.) 
( 9 .. j) 
(9.6) 
where :jf is called the form factor. Setting Equation 9 .. j equal to Equation 9.6 and 
l 
solving for Pc· 
If constant volume is assumed. 
.-l2L 1 
Pc= Pu~[ · 
.~ 1 2 
but l1 and L2 are related by the s train. t. 
or 
1 
1 + E 
[ sing Equation 9.10. Equation 9. now becomes 
l 
l - E 
( 9. I) 
( 9. ) 
( 9.9 ) 
( 9.10 ) 
( 9.11 ) 
Finally. subs tituting Equatio n 9.10 and Equation 9.11 into Equation 9.i. the expres-
sion for the co rrected re sisti\·ity is given as 
(9.12) 
The term. 1 » is called the resistinty correction factor. 
( 1-c )-
9.2 Correcting Nomina l R esis tivity C urves 
Figure 9.1 (same as Figu re 1..) ) shows the uncorrected resisti\·ity and s train 
cun·es which were digitized using a 7-170:\. Hewlett-Packard plotter a nd a prouram 
written by A . F. Rohach at Iowa tate l"ni\·ersity. The result s of this digitizing can 
be -een in Figu res 9.2 and 9.3. It should be noted that the ci rcled point in Figure 9.3 
were interpolated instead of digitized and will be explained shortly. 
ince it was nearly impossi ble to diuitize two points-one from the resisti\·ity 
curve and one form the s train cu rve-with exact ly the same absc issa. it was necessary 
to interpolate bet~·een the raw data points .. ..\ FORTRA:.i" program. C ORRECT. 
was written which utilized a cubic pline subroutine ·13· to interpolate bet\\·een the 
digitized raw data. These result s can be found in Figure 9.-1 and 9 . .J. The interpo-
lated points were calculated from - 40° (' to 100° (' in one deuree increments . Every 
third point is plotted on the interpolated urap hs . 
\Vhere the graphs changed quickly. a high density of digitized points was desir-
able to allow the cubic polynomial to better interpolate the raw data. There was 
a limit to this . however. since the cubic spline subroutine required the raw data' · 
abscissas to be increasing, and it was difficult to make the plotter ·s sight ulass move 
in smaller increments than those used. Fo r this reason. several points were inter-
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polated before the cubic spline program was run. These points are ci rcled on the 
raw data plots and were calculated by assuming a st raight line connecting the two 
raw data points on either side of the interpolated region. CORRECT next took two 
data points. one interpolated st rai n value and one interpolated resisti\·it y value at 
a particular temperature. and calculated a corrected resistivity using the resistivity 
correction factor. This corrected data may be seen in Figure 9.6. 
Instabilities between -lO : ('and 60° C can be seen in the lower graph of Figure 9.6. 
This is due to the fact that the ori ginal plots in Figure 9.1 were not plotted at their 
true temperatures. Since both the original resistivity and st rain graphs were made 
simultaneously. the plotting arms could not occupy exactly the same position on 
the graph paper. Therefore. one of the graphs was displaced by a few degrees in 
temperature with respec t to the other graph. The problem. however. was t hat it was 
not known how many degrees or in what di rection the displacement occurred. 
By trying different temperature displacements, it was found that the best choice 
shifted the st rain curves l.5° C to the right with respect to the resistivity curves. For 
examl?le. in Figures 9.4 and 9.5. -l0° C on the resist ivity curves corresponds to 38 .. ) 0 (' 
on the strain curves. Employing this shift. the corrected resistivity curves a re shown 
in Figure 9.7. 
In Figure 9.7 st ress level 4 ( .S6.l .\I Pa) still shows some di scontinuities both on 
heating and cooling. They seem to be artifacts of the digitizing and interpolating 
steps since no amount of shift ing of the strain curves gave a smoother plot than 
those seen in Figure 9.7. Since the original curves were continuous . it is assumed the 
corrected curves should also be continuous. Figure 9.8 shows the curves when these 
spurious points are omitted. 
9.3 Correction for P oss ibly M iscalibrate d Strain D ata 
The next que::.t ion to be ans wered wa · whet her the s tress dependence seen o n 
the plo t s was real. or whe ther thi s could be explained by an e rro r in mea urement of 
the ·train ,·alue . This error. C'1,. .. is termed the strain error factor a nd i::. thought o f 
a - being a cons tant which . when multiplied by the obse rved st rai n . yields the actual 
·t rain in the wires . 
...\ s can be seen from Fi rru re 9.1. fo r two different applied st ress . rr1 and <7 j . two 
different s trains . c 1 and f.J. result at a gi,·en temperature. ...\1 o . ·ince re istiYity 
shows s t ress depende nce, there a re two different resis ti vity values . Pi a nd Pj · Csing 
Equation 9. 12. 
Pui = ---'--~ 
( 1 - €i)2 
Puj 
If the two corrected resis ti,·ity p lots coincide. 
Pu· __ i 
Pu · 
J 
Pu· ) 
( 9 .13) 
( 9.1-l ) 
( 9.1.)) 
( 9.16) 
(9.17) 
~ow. is the re a co ns tant. C1,.- . which . when multiplied by the s train . ti and t.J' 
will make Equation 9. 17 true"? Equation 9.11 becomes 
( 9.1 ) 
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l - t 1C1; 
l - t 1 C1; 
P11 1 
\ P111 
Pu · 
ti - fj \ ~ 
( 9.19) 
(9 .20) 
( 9.21 ) 
( 9.:22 ) 
ince there are fo ur d ifferent - tres le\·els. there are six different combinatio ns 
of 1·s and j's to give C1 through C'5 . l ·sing the interpolated data fo r these si x 
combinations at - -!0° C (Table 9. 1) we can get a pproximate values of these C1.; ' s which 
a re summarized in Table 9.2. The average val ue of C'1 through C'5 is 1.91. [f the 
ob en·ed s train had been multiplied by approximately 1.91. the plots on heating \\·ould 
nearly coincide. and the cooling cu rves would s ti ll show a s tress dependence on the 
lower side o f the resistivity peak ( Figure 9.9). From t hi s it can be concluded t hat the 
tress dependence seen in the re is tivity plot s is probably not due to any experimental 
e r rors since it seems Yery unlikely that the calibratio n of the instrumentatio n would 
ha\·e been off by nearly a factor o f two . 
1 0 
Table 9 .1: lnterpolate<l 
resisti\·ity a nd strain values at 
-·!O : (' 
C urve ~umber Resistivit y. Pv 
(110 t cm ) 
•) 
3 
-l 
I -L2.506 
ii .v !0.5 
u0. :3 960 
0.02990.5 
0.0-15-192 
0.0.5·H2i 
0.06064:2 
Table 9.2: Strain e rror factors for the six resisti\-. 
ity-s train combinations 
J k (' . 
1 2 1 1.606 
1 3 2 1. 763 
1 -l 3 1. 36 
2 3 -1 2.063 
2 -l .j 2.0 9 
3 -l 6 2.126 
_..\ verage ck = 1.91 
Stan dard Deviat ion in Ck. = 0.211 
1 1 
9.-1 C ORREC T Compute r Progr am 
c 
C RESISTIVITY DEPENDS UPON THE FORM FACTOR OF THE SAMPLE. SINCE 
C STRAIN CHANGES THIS FORM FACTOR, THE MEASURED RESISTIVITY MUST 
C BE CORRECTED FOR THIS CHANGE . 
C THIS PROGRAM WILL READ IN THE DIGITIZED GRAPHS OF RESISITIVITY 
C VERSUS TEMPERATURE AND OF STRAIN VERSUS TEMPERATURE . BY USING 
C THE SUBROUTINE, SPLINE AND THE FUNCTION , SEVAL 
C (WRITTEN BY FORSYTHE , MALCOLM AND MOLER) THE GRAPHS WI LL BE 
C INTERPOLATED BETWEEN THE DI GITIZED POINTS SO A CORRECTED 
C RESISTIVITY VERSUS TEMPERATURE GRAPH CAN BE CALCULATED. 
c 
PROGRAM CORRECT 
C VARIABLES 
C Xl ( I ): UPPER GRAPH ABSCISSA (TEMPERATURE IN DEG C) 
C Yl ( I ) : UPPER GRAPH ORDINATE (RESISTIVITY IN MICRO-OHM-CM) 
C X2 ( I ): LOWER GRAPH ABSCISSA (TEMPERATURE IN DEG C) 
C Y2 ( I ): LOWER GRAPH ORDINATE (STRAIN IN 'l. ) 
C X(I ), Y(I ): DATA ABSCISSAS AND ORDINATES USED IN SPLINE 
C B( I ) ,C (I ), D(I ): SPLINE COEFFICIENTS 
C RESUN ( I ): UNCORRECTED INTERPOLATED RESISTIVITY 
C STRAIN( I ): I NTERPOLATED STRAI N 
C RESCOR (I ) : CORRECTED RESISTIVITY 
C U: ABSCISSA OF INTERPOLATED POINT 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Y: 
I : 
N: 
DUMMY VARIABLE 
DO LOOP INDEX 
NUMBER OF POINTS IN DATA SETS 
REAL X1 (150 ) ,Y1 (150) ,X2 (150 ) ,Y2 (150 ) ,B (150) ,C (150) ,D (150) , 
& RESUN (150) ,STRAIN (1 50 ) , RESCOR (150 ) ,U,L ,X(150) ,Y (150) 
INTEGER I,N 
PRINT*, ' ENTER N' 
READ*,N 
C READ IN DATA FILES WRITTEN BY DIGITIZING PROGRAM 
c 
OPEN ( l O, FILE= ' Xl .DAT ' , STATUS= 'UNKNOWN') 
OPEN (20,FILE= ' Yi.DAT ' , STATUS= 'UNKNOWN ') 
1 2 
OPEN ( 25,FILE= ' X2.DAT' ,STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ') 
OPEN (30 ,FILE= 'Y2 .DAT' , STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ') 
OPEN (40 ,FILE= 'RESCOR.DAT ' , STATUS= 'UNKN OWN ') 
OPEN (50 ,FILE= ' RESUN. DAT ' , STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ') 
OPEN (60,FILE= 'STRAIN . DAT ' ,STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ') 
DO 100 I=l,N 
100 CONTINUE 
READ ( l O, *) Xl ( I ) 
READ (20 ,• ) Yl ( I ) 
READ (25 , • ) X2 ( I ) 
READ (30,* ) Y2 ( I) 
C INTERPOLATE UPPER GRAPH 
c 
200 DO 250 I=l,N 
X(I )= Xl (I ) 
Y( I )= Yl (I) 
250 CONTINUE 
CALL SPLINE (N,X,Y,B,C,D ) 
DO 300 U= -40. ,1 00. ,1 . 
RESUN (U)= SEVAL (N,U,X,Y,B,C,D ) 
WRITE (50 ,45 )U,RESUN (U) 
300 CONTINUE 
C INTERPOLATE LOWER GRAPH 
c 
DO 350 I=l,N 
X(I )= X2 ( I ) 
Y(I) = Y2(I) 
350 CONTINUE 
CALL SPLINE (N,X,Y,B,C,D) 
DO 400 U= -40 . ,1 00. ,1 . 
STRAIN (U) = SEVAL (N,U,X,Y,B,C,D ) 
WRITE (60 ,45 )U,STRAIN (U) 
400 CONTINUE 
C CORRECT RESISTIVITY FOR CHANGE IN FORM FACTOR 
c 
DO 500 U= -40. ,1 00. ,1 . 
500 CONTINUE 
STRAIN (U) = STRAIN (U) • 0.0 1 
RESCOR (U) = RESUN (U)/(( l . + STRAIN (U)) ••2 ) 
WRITE (40,45 ) U,RESCOR (U) 
45 FORMAT (5X,F5.l,5X,F8 .4) 
STOP 
END 
c 
C****** SUBROUTINE SPLINE *************************************** 
c 
SUBROUTINE SPLINE (N, X, Y, B, C, D) 
INTEGER N 
REAL X(N ) , Y(N) , B(N) , C(N) , D(N) 
c 
C THE COEFFICIENTS B( I ) , C( I ) , AND D( I ) , I=l,2, .. . ,N ARE COMPUTED 
C FOR A CUBIC INTERPOLATING SPLINE 
c 
C S(X) = Y( I ) + B( I )• (X-X (I )) + C( I ) • (X-X ( I )) **2 + 
C D(I)•(X-X (I )) •*3 
C FOR X(I ) . LE. X . LE. X(I+l ) 
c 
C INPUT .. 
c 
C N =THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS OR KNOTS (N.GE. 2) 
C X = THE ABSCISSAS OF THE KNOTS IN STRICTLY INCREASING ORDER 
C Y = THE ORDINATES OF THE KNOTS 
c 
C OUTPUT .. 
c 
C 8, C, D = ARRAYS OF SPLINE COEFFICIENTS AS DEFINED ABOVE . 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
USING 
Y(I ) 
B (I ) 
C (I) 
D(I) 
p 
= 
= 
= 
= 
TO DENOTE DIFFERENTIATION, 
S(X(I)) 
SP(X(I)) 
SPP(X(I))/2 
SPPP (X( I ))/6 (DERIVATIVE FROM THE RIGHT) 
C THE ACCOMPANYING FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM SEVAL CAN BE USED 
C TO EVALUATE THE SPLINE . 
c 
c 
INTEGER NM l , IB, I 
REAL T 
c 
c 
NMl = N-1 
IF ( N . LT. 2 RETURN 
IF ( N . LT . 3 GO TO 50 
1 4 
C SET UP TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM 
c 
C B = DIAGONAL, D = OFFDIAGONAL, C = RIGHT HAND SIDE . 
c 
c 
D( l ) = X(2) - X( l ) 
C(2) = (Y(2) - Y(l))/D(l) 
DO 10 I = 2, NMl 
D(I) = X(I+l ) - X( I ) 
B( I ) = 2.• (D( I-1 ) + D( I )) 
C( I+l ) = (Y( I+l ) - Y( I ))/D(I ) 
C( I ) = C(I+l ) - C( I ) 
10 CONTINUE 
C END CONDITIONS. THIRD DERIVATIVES AT X(l) AND X(N ) 
C OBTAINED FROM DIVIDED DIFFERENCES 
c 
c 
B(l) = -D ( l) 
B(N) = -D(N-1) 
C( l ) = 0. 
C(N) = 0. 
IF ( N .EQ. 3 ) GO TO 15 
C(l) = C(3)/(X(4)-X(2)) - C(2)/(X(3)-X(l)) 
C(N) = C(N-1 )/(X(N) -X (N-2 )) - C(N-2 )/(X(N-1 ) -X (N-3)) 
C(l ) = C(l ) •D ( l ) **2/(X(4)-X(1)) 
C(N) = -C(N)*D(N- 1) **2/ (X(N) -X (N-3 )) 
C FORWARD ELIMINATION 
c 
c 
15 DO 20 I = 2, N 
T = D(I-1)/B(I-1) 
B(I) = B( I ) - T*D (I-1) 
C( I ) = C(I) - T*C (I-1) 
20 CONTINUE 
C BACK SUBSTITtITION 
c 
c 
C(N) = C(N)/B(N) 
DO 30 IB = 1, NM1 
I = N-IB 
18.5 
C(I ) = (C(I) - D(I )*C(I+l ) ) / B(I) 
30 CONTINUE 
C C( I ) IS NOW THE SIGMA ( I ) OF THE TEXT 
c 
C COMPUTE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS 
c 
c 
c 
B(N) = (Y(N) - Y(NM1 ))/D(NM1 ) + D(NM1 )*(C (NM1 ) + 2.*C (N)) 
DO 40 I= 1, NM1 
B(I ) = (Y ( I+l ) - Y( I ) )/D (I ) - D( I)* (C(I+l ) + 2.*C (I )) 
D( I ) = (C( I+l ) - C( I ))/D(I ) 
C(I ) = 3. *C(I) 
40 CONTINUE 
50 
C(N) = 3 . *C(N) 
D(N) = D(N-1 ) 
RETURN 
B ( 1) = 
c ( 1) = 
D(l ) = 
B(2) = 
C(2) = 
D(2) 
RETURN 
END 
(Y(2)-Y(1 ))/(X(2)-X(1 ) ) 
0 . 
0. 
B( l ) 
0. 
0. 
C*** SEVAL ****************************************************** 
c 
c 
REAL FUNCTION SEVAL (N,U,X,Y,B,C,D ) 
INTEGER N 
REAL U,X(N) ,Y(N) ,B (N) ,C (N) ,D (N) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE CUBIC SPLINE FUNCTION 
c 
C SEVAL = Y(I ) + B(I )*(U-X ( I )) + C(I )*(U- X(I) )**2 + 
c D(I )*(U-X ( I )) **3 
l 6 
C WHERE X( I ) .LT. U .LT. X(I+l ) , USING HORNER'S RULE 
c 
C IF U .LT. X(l) THEN I= 1 IS USED . 
C IF U .GE. X(N) THEN I = N IS USED. 
c 
C INPUT .. 
c 
C N = THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 
C U = THE ABSCISSA AT WHICH THE SPLINE IS TO BE EVALUATED 
C X,Y =THE ARRAYS OF DATA ABSCISSAS AND ORDINATES 
C B,C,D= ARRAYS OF SPLINE COEFFICIENTS COMPUTED BY SPLINE 
c 
C IF U IS NOT IN THE SAME INTERVAL AS THE PREVIOUS CALL , THEN A 
C BINARY SERCH IS PERFORMED TO DETERMINE THE PROPER INTERVAL. 
c 
INTEGER I, J,K 
REAL DX 
DATA I / 1/ 
IF ( I .GE. N ) I = 1 
IF ( u . LT . X(I ) ) GO TO 10 
IF ( u .LE. X(I+l ) ) GO TO 30 
c 
c BINARY SEARCH 
c 
10 I = 1 
J = N+l 
20 K= ( I+J)/2 
IF ( u . LT . X(K ) ) J = K 
IF ( u .GE . X(K) ) I = K 
IF ( J . GT . I+l ) GO TO 20 
c 
C EVALUATE SPLINE 
c 
30 DX = U - X( I ) 
SEVAL = Y(I ) + DX* (B( I ) + DX* (C( I ) + DX*D ( I ))) 
RETURN 
END 
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Figure 9.1: ~ominal elect rical resis tivity and strain versus temperature for uncycled, 
as-received , NiTi wire 
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F igure 9.2: Digiti zed resistivity cur ves from Figu re 9.1 upon heating (upper graph ) 
and upon cooling (lower graph ) 
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Figure 9.3: Digitized strain curves from Figure 9.1 upon heating (upper graph ) and 
upon cooling (lower graph) 
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Figure 9 .-1 : Interpolated resistivity curves using the digit ized point s in Figure 9.2 
upo n heating (upper gra ph ) a nd upo n cooling (lower grap h ) 
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Figure 9.5: Interpolated strain curves using the digitized points in Figure 9.3 upon 
heating ( upper graph ) and upon cooling (lower graph ) 
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Figure 9.6: Corrected resistivity cu rves using the interpolated data in Figures 9.4 
and 9 .. 5 upon heating (upper graph) and upon cooling (lower grap h ) 
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Figure 9. 1: C orrec t ed resisti\·ity curves using t he interpolated data from Figure 9...1 
and 9 .. 5 and shiftinu Fiuure 9 .. 5 l..5 ° C to the right with respect to Fig-
u re 9...1 
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Figure 9. : Figure 9.7 with spurious points in stress level 4 omitted 
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Figure 9.9: Resistivity data which has had the following applied: i) the resistivity 
correction factors. ii) the shift in temperature of the st rain cu rves. and 
iii ) the st rain error factor equal to 1.91 
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10. APPE NDIX C : ADDITIONAL DIFFRACTIO N PROFILES 
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Figure 10.1: Diffraction profile for run 704 on the HIPD showing the 0 . .5 . \ to 3.lA 
region from the - 153° detector bank 
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Figure 10.2: Diffraction profile for run 704 on t he HIPD showing the 0.5A to 3.lA 
region from the ...L. 90° detector bank 
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Diffraction profile for run 704 on the HIPD showing the 0.5.1.. to 3.1.1.. 
region from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure lOA: Diffraction profile for run 704 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. )...\ to 2.lA 
region from the - 153° detector bank 
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Figure 10 .. 5: Diffraction profile for run 704 on the HIPD showing the Z.lA to 2.2 . .\ 
region from the - 153° detector bank 
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Figure 10.6: Diffraction profile for run 104 on the HlPD showing the Q .. s..\ to 2.L\ 
region from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure 10. I : Diffraction profile for run 704 on the HIPD showing t he 2.L.\ to 2.2A 
region from t he + 90° detector bank 
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Diffraction profile fo r run 704 on the HIPD showing the 0.5A to 2.lA 
reg10n from the - 90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.9: Diffraction profile for run 704 on the HIPD showing the :2.L\ to 2.:2A 
region from the - 90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.10: Diffraction profile for run 266 on the ~PD showing the 0.5.i.. to 3.0.i.. 
region from t he ~ 148° detector bank 
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Figure 10.11: Diffraction profile for run 266 on the NPD showing the 0 .. 5 . \ to 3.0A 
region from the - 148 ° detector bank 
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Figure 10.12: Diffraction profile for run 266 on the ~PD showing the 0 . .5A to 4.0A 
reg10n from the + 90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.13: Diffraction profile for run 266 on the .\iPD showing the l.UA to 2.lA 
region from the + 148° detector bank 
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Figure 10.1-1: Diffraction profile for run 266 on the .\i PD showing t he 1.0...\ to 2. 1..\ 
reg10n from the -1-18 ° detector bank 
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Figure 10.1.5: Diffraction profile fo r run 266 on the :\PD how ing the l.O A to 2.1.-\ 
reg10n from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.16: Diffraction profile for run 266 on the :--iPD showing the 2. A to 3. 2...\ 
region from the -90° detector bank 
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Figu re 10. l I: Diffraction profile for run 261 o n the :'-iP D showing the 0 .. 5.-\ to 3.0 ...\ 
region from the --1-l 0 d etector bank 
Fiuure 10. l 
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Diffraction profile for run 267 on t he . PD showing the 0 .. ) ..\ to 3.0. 
reg10n from the - 1-l - detecto r bank 
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Figure 10.19: Diffraction profile for run 267 on t he ~PD showing the Q,.j ,\ to 4.0A 
region from the +90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.20: Diffraction profile for run 267 on the ~PD showing the 1.0 . .\ to 2.L!.. 
region from the + 148° detector bank 
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Figu re 10 .21: Diffraction profile fo r run 267 on the :\PD howinu the l.OA Iv 2.1...\ 
reuion from the - 1-1 ° det ector bank 
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Figure 10.22: Diffraction profile for run 267 on the :\PD showinu the 1.0..\ to 2.1..\ 
region from the - 90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.23: Diffraction profile for run 267 on the .\'PD showing the 2 . ...\to :J.:2...\ 
region from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.2-1: Diffraction profile for run 26 on the :\PD howinu the 0 . .5 ..\. to 3.0A 
reuion from the - 1-l c detector bank 
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Figure 10.25: Diffraction profile fo r run 268 on t he ~PD showing t he 0.5 . \ to 3.0 . \ 
region from the - 148° detector bank 
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Figure 10 .26 : Diffrad ion profile for run 268 on the NPD showing t he 0 .. 5A to -!.OA 
region from t he + 90° detector bank 
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fiaure 10.:27: Diffraction profile fo r run 26 on the \PD "howing the 1.0A to 2.lA 
reaion from the -1-l :: detector bank 
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Diffraction profile fo r run 26 o n t he \PD showina the 1.0 . .\ to 2.LJ.. 
region from the - 1-l 0 detector bank 
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Figure 10.29: Diffraction profile fo r run 26 on the _ PD showing the 1.0 . .\ to 2.L.\ 
region from the -90° detector bank 
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Fiuure 10.30: Diffraction profile fo r run 26 on the ~PD showing the 2 .. .\ to 3.2..\ 
region from the - 90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.31: Diffraction profile for run 709 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. ) ...\ to 2.8 . .\ 
region from t he + 1.53° detector bank 
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Figure 10.32: Diffraction profile for run 709 on the HIPD showi ng the 0 .. 5...\ to 2. A 
reg10n from the - 1.53 ° detector bank 
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Figure 10.33: Diffraction profile for run 709 on the HIPD showing the O .. ')..\ to 2 . ...\ 
region from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.34: Diffraction profile for run 709 on the HIPD showing t he O .. j .-\ to 2.0A 
region from the -1.53 ° detector bank 
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Figure 10 .:3.): Diffraction profile for run 109 on the HIPD showing t he 2.0..\ to 2.3 . .\ 
region from the - 153° detector bank 
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Diffraction profile fo r run 109 on the HIPD showing t he 0 .. )..\ to 2.0 . .:\ 
region from the - 1.)3° detector bank 
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Figure 10.37: Diffraction profile for run 709 on the HIPD showing the 2.0A to 2.3.J.. 
region from the - 1.53 ° detector bank 
Figure 10.:3 Diffraction profile for run 709 on the HIPD showing the o .. 5A to 2.0A 
reg10n from the -90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.39: Diffraction profile for run 709 on the HIPD showing the 2.0A to 2.3 . \ 
region from the +90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.-!0: Diffraction profile for run 710 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. 5..\ to 2.8 A 
region from the + 1.53° detector bank 
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Figure 10.41: Diffraction profile for run 110 on the HIPD showi ng the 0 .. 5.-\ to 2 . ..\ 
reg10n from t he -1.53 ° detector bank 
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Figure 10.-12: Diffraction profile for run 710 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. 5A to .s.o.\ 
region from the + 90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.-13: Diffraction profile for run 710 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. ) . \ to 2.0...\ 
region from the .,- 1.53° detector bank 
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Figure 10.44: Diffraction profile for run 710 on the HIPD showing the 2.0...\. to 2.3A 
region from the - 1.53° detector bank 
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Figure 10.-l.5 : Diffraction profile fo r run 710 on the HIP D showing t he 0.5 . .\ to 2.0A 
region from the - 1.53 ° detector bank 
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Figure 10.46: Diffraction profile fo r run 710 on the HIPD showing the 2.0..\ to 2.3A 
region from the -1.53 ° detector bank 
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Figure 10.-!7: Diffraction profile fo r run ilO on the HIPD showing the 0 .. ) . .\ to 2.0A 
reg10n from t he +90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.48: Diffraction profile fo r run 710 on the HIPD showing the 2.0A to 2.3A 
region from t he -90° detector bank 
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Figure 10.-!9: Diffraction profile for run .527"-530 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. 5.-\ to 
'.3.1.-\ reg10n from the - 1.53° detecto r bank ( Pm 3m space group ) 
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F igure 10 .. 50: Diffraction profile fo r run .52 7.530 on t he HIPD showing t he 0 .. 5 . .\. to 
3.lA region from the +90° detector bank ( Pm3m space gro up) 
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Figure 10.51: Diffraction profile fo r run .527.530 on the HIPD showing the O ..s...\ t o 
3.1..\ region fro m the -90° detector bank ( P m3m space group) 
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Figure 10 . .52: Diffraction profile fo r run .527530 on the HIP D showing the 0 .. 5 . .\ t o 
2. lA region from the - 153° detector bank (Pm3m space group ) 
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Diffraction profile fo r run .j27530 on the HIPD showing the 2.1..\. to 
2.2A region from the - 153° detector bank ( Pm3m space group) 
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Figure 10.54: Diffraction profile for run .j27.530 on the HIP D showing the O .. j .. \ to 
2.lA region from the -90° detector bank ( Pm3m space group ) 
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Figure 10 .. )5: Diffraction profile fo r run .)2i".530 on the HIPD showing the 2.lA to 
2.2. region from the -90° detector bank ( Pm3m space group) 
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Diffrac t ion profile fo r run 527530 on the HIPD showing the 0.5 . .\ to 
2.1 .-\. region from the -90° detector bank ( Pm3m space group ) 
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Figure 10 .. )1: Diffraction profile for run .)21.530 on the HIPD showi ng t he 2. 1..\ to 
2.2 . .\ region from the -90° detector bank ( Pm3m space group) 
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Diffraction profile fo r run TQ.5 T06 on the HIPD showing the 0 . .:SA to 
2 .. .\ region from t he -1- 1.53° detector bank using the P21 m space 
group 
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Fig ure 10 .. 59 : Diffraction profile fo r run 10.5106 o n the HIPD showing the 0 .. 5A to 
2. A region from the - 1.53° detector bank using the P21 m pace 
group 
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Fiuure 10.60: 
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Diffraction profile fo r run /0.5106 o n t he HIPD showing the 0 .. 5A to 
-5.0A reuion from the - 90° detector bank using the P2 1 m pace 
group 
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figure 10.61: Diffraction p rofile for run 105106 o n the lllPD -hawing the O .. ) A to 
2.0A region fr om the - 1.53 detector bank us ing the P21 m pace 
g ro up 
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figu re 10.62 : Diffract:on profile fo r run 10.)106 o n the HIPD s howin g t he O .. sA to 
1.0...\ region from the - 1.53 .::i detector bank using the P21 m space 
group 
Figu re 10.63: Diffraction profile fo r run 705706 on the HIPD showing the 2.0A to 
2.3A region from t he - 1.53° detector bank using t he P 21/ m space 
group 
F igure 10.64: Diffraction profile for run 70.5 706 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. 5A to 
2.0A region from the ...J... 90° detector bank using the P2 iJ m space 
group 
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Figure L0.6.5: Diffraction profile fo r run 10.)106 on the HIP D showing the 2.0 A to 
2.3 ..\ region from the -90° de tecto r bank using the P2 1 m -pace 
group 
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F igu re 10.66: Diffraction profile for run iQ.)106 on the HIPD showing the 0 .. 5..\ to 
2 . . .\. region from t he - 1.53° detector bank u ing t he R3mr ·pace 
group 
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Figu re 10.67: Diffrac ti o n profile fo r run 105 i06 on t he HIPD showing the 0 . .5 ..\ to 
2. A region from t he - 1.53° detector bank using the R3mr pace 
group 
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Figu re 10.6 : Diffraction profile fo r run i0.5 706 o n t he HIPD showing t he Q .. ).~ to 
.).OA region from t he -90° detector bank using the R3mr space gro up 
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figu re 10.69: Diffraction profile fo r run 10.5106 on the HIP D ho\\'in,g t he 0 . .J A to 
2.0 ...\ region fr om the - 1.53° det ec tor bank using the R3mr space 
gro up 
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Figure 10.10: Diffrac tion profi le for run I0.5 T06 on t he HIPD showincr t he 2.0...\ to 
2.:3A region from the -1.53° detect or ban k using the R3mr space 
crro up 
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Figure l0.71: Diffraction profile for run 70.5706 on the HIPD showing the 0 . .)...\ to 
2.0 ..\ region from the - 1.'.>3 "' detector bank using the R3mr -pace 
group 
Figure 10.72: Diffraction profile for run 70.5706 on the HIPD showing the 2.0 . to 
2.3:\ region from the -1.53 detector bank usina the R3mr space 
group 
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Figure l0.13: Diffraction profile for run 105106 on the HIPD showing the 0 . .1...\ to 
2.0A region from the -90° detector bank using the R3mr s pace group 
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Figure l0.1-!: Diffraction profile for ru n 10.5106 on the HI PD showing the 2.0...\ to 
2.3A region from the -90° detector bank using the R3mr space group 
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Figure 10.1.): Diffraction profile fo r run 10110 on the HIPD showing t he 0 .. )..\ to 
2 . ..\. region from the - 1.)3° detector bank using the R3mr space 
grou p 
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Figure 10.16: Diffraction p rofi le for run 70710 on the HI PD showing the 0 .. )..\. to 
2 . A region from the - 1.53° detector bank using the R3mr pace 
group 
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Figure 10 .11: Diffraction p rofile for run I Ol l Oc on the HIPD showing t he 0 .. ).-\ to 
.).0.-\ region from the -90 -:: detector bank using the R3m r pace group 
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Diffraction profile fo r run 10710 on the HIP D showing the 0 .. ).-\ to 
:2.0 .-\ region from the - 1.)3° detector bank using the R3mr ·pace 
group 
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f igure l0. 19: Diffractiou profile for run IOllOl on the HIPD showing the 0 .. 1 . ..\ to 
2.0A regi on from the l.1'.3 detector bank using the R3mr ~pace 
group 
Figure lO. c. O: Diffraction profile for run 10110 on the HIPD showing the 2.0A to 
2.3 . .\ region from the - l .13 detector bank using the RJmr "pace 
g roup 
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Figu re lO.c l: Diffract io n prohle fo r run 10110 on the HIPD showing he 0 .. ) ...\ to 
2.0 ..\ region from the -90" detector bank using the R'Jm r space gro up 
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Figure 10 . 2: Diffraction profile for run 70170 on the HIPD showing the 2.0..\ to 
2.3:\ region from t he -90° detector bank using the R3mr space group 
